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Thank you for purchasing Toshiba microwave ovens with superheated steam oven.
Read the instruction manual and the separate cuisine booklet before using this appliance to use
this appliance safety.
After reading, please keep the instruction manual handy.

[Stone] Dome shaped chamber spreads the tasty flavour
Oven cooking (Bread and sweets)

Breads

Chiffon cake

Chocolate Gateau

Oven and grill cooking (Grilled)

Crispy pizza

Hamburger

Grilled fish (whole)

Steam cooking

Steamed egg

Okawa rice

Strawberry stuffed daifuku

Microwave cooking

Italian vegetables soup

Fired pork with green pepper

Chicken curry with soi milk and carrot rice

COOKING INSTRUCTION
Please use cooking accessosries and containers correctly as specified in cooking method (heating method).
For cooking recipe in general cook books, please observe the food condition while warming.

Auto cooking…
● Ingredients

and suitable amount for goods are specified.

When changing the ingredients or quantities mentioned in the cuisine booklet, either use the finish control
or heat manually while monitoring the progress.

Before start cooking…
● The

pictures published in this Cooking book are samples of cooked food decoration.
● The pictures and actual cooked food can be vary depended on room temperature, figure, amount, size,
initial temperature and plug voltage.
cooking time can be varying depended on food type, figure, size, initial temperature and room

● The

temperature.
● Use M size eggs. 
Results such as swellin may be different dependin on the si e of the e s.่
● The square tray provided as an accessory has been coated.
Application of oil or placing the oven sheet is not required if instructions are not given in the cuisine
booklet.
 If you have any concerns, you can apply oil or place the oven sheet depending on the necessity.

Tips for cooking tasty dishes with oven…
● The

grilling result will vary depending on the room temperature, form, quantity, size, initial temperature and
power supply voltage etc. Flip food upside~down and front~back, and wrap some parts with foil during
warming will make cooked food taste good.

Illustrations
：Reduce the quantity by half and cook for 2 servings.

In case of microwave heating for preparation, reduce the heating time by half.

：Press the manual cooking key and select the heating method.

：Set the menu or temperature, time and finish by rotating the dial.
DECISION

：Confirm the setting by pressing the dial. (Moves to the next settings when pressed)

START

：Press start (Heating will start)

Accessories and Rack
Accessory Image

Symbol name and description

Square Tray
(Steel Plate)

Gridiron

Square
Tray

Rack Image

Description

Rack Image

Cook by placing the square
Upper

tray in the upper shelf.
Cook by placing the square

Lower

tray in the lower shelf.

Upper・Lower

No

Accessories

Description
Cooking by put it in the
upper and lower level of the
oven.
Cooking without using
microwave oven's accessories.
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SSRU Cooking RECIPE
THAI / ASEAN recipes

Recipe development : Home Economics , Faculty of Science and Technology ,
Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University

：A symbol for manual cooking menu

：A symbol for cooking menu for 2 persons
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Steak (Sirloin)

SUPERHEATED
STEAM
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

Place the grill on the square tray and arrange 1
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

4

Steak (Lean meat)

Heat
Start

Lower

PROPER TEMP.
STEAM
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3

Ingredients / For 2 dishes

Keep the beef at room temperature for approximately 10
minutes, make slits on the meat. Add salt and pepper.
Apply oil (Exclude ingredients) into a pan and heat it. Grill both
side of the beef in the pan with high heat until it turns brown
(grill each side for approx. 1 minute and flip it).

Wrap 2 individually with wrapping.

4

Place the grill on the square tray and arrange 3

5

Place 4  in the lower rack and heat.
80℃

12-14 mins

START

PROPER TEMP.
STEAM

※The beef condition after roasted depends on the beef thickness.

DECISION

Beef for making Steak (Lean meat)
2 Pieces (1 piece 120 g. / Thick 1.5 cm.)
Salt / Pepper ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… to taste

Preheating
Start

After preheating, place 2 in the lower rack and heat.
7-9mins

※The beef condition after roasted depends on the beef thickness.

250℃

（The standard preheating time is approximately 10 minutes）

START

Ingredients / For 2 dishes
Beef for making Steak (Sirloin) …………2 Pieces (1 piece 200 g. / Thick 1.5 cm.)
Salt / Pepper ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… to taste

SUPERHEATED STEAM
（with preheat）

START

Grill (Meat)

3

Rest beef at the room temperature for 10 mins. and cut the tendon
off. Season beef with salt and pepper.

Heat
Start

Lower

Roast Beef

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Season beef with salt and pepper. After the beef is blended, roll it
and fasten with white rope.

Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower rack and
heat.

Lower

3
Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Beef Chunk (dia 7~8 cm.) ……………………………………………………………… 1 piece (600 g.)
Salt / Pepper …………………………………………………………………………………………Proper quantity
Manual
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CO VEC IO

without preheat 2 0 C 22 2 mins

START

35 Roast beef

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approximately 25 minutes）

When the roasted beef cools off, slice it into pieces.

Hamburger

CONVECTION
＊Prepare the water tank for
superheated steam and hybrid.

Instructions

1

Put finely chopped onion and butter in a heat resistance
container. Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat
without a wrap. Let it cool.

3
4

B

CONVECTION(with preheat)250℃14〜19mins
SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)300℃15〜20 mins
Manual

HYBRID(with preheat)250℃15〜20mins

Heat
Start

Put breadcrumbs in a container and soak in milk.
In a bowl combine ground meat, 1 , A and mix well till
sticky. Divide into 4 equal parts
Shape 2 like a hamburger and arrange on the square tray.
Make the centre concave.
Place 3 in the upper rack and heat.
29 Hamburger

Egg ………………………………………… 1 egg
Salt …………………………………… 1/ 3 tsp.
Pepper/ Nutmeg …………… to taste
(Sauce)
Worcester sauce ……………… 6 tbsp.
Tomato Ketchup ……………… 3 tbsp.

5 mins

Upper

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Grind Meat …………………………………… 300 g.
Chopped Onion 1 medium bulb (200 g.) A
Butter …………………………………………1 tbsp.
Fine Bread Crumbs ………………… 1 cup
Milk …………………………………………… 3 tbsp.

approx

Grill (Meat)

2

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approximately 23 minutes）

・If high fat meat is used, the dissolved fat will generate lots
of smoke.
・After cooked, Square tray will be filled with dissolved fat.
So be careful when remove Square tray from oven.

5

For 2 servings
CONVECTION(with preheat)250℃13〜18 mins

Mix Ingredients B well to make sauce for pouring on the roasted
hamburger.

SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)300℃13〜18 mins
HYBRID(with preheat)250℃15〜20mins

Meatloaf

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

Put finely chopped onion and butter in a heat resistance container. Place
at the centre of the oven chamber and heat without a wrap. Let it cool.

2
3
4
Ingredients / A 22 x 11.5 x 6.5 cm. Metal Meatloaf Mould

5

7 mins

Heat
Start

Brush salad oil on the mould.
Mix Grind Meat, Onion in 1 and Ingredients A well in a
container until it is sticky.
Put 3 in the prepared mould. Press firmly making sure there
are no gaps.
Place 4 on the square tray. Place in the lower rack of the
oven and heat.

(without preheat)

250℃

38-43 mins

START

CONVECTION

6

approx

DECISION

Grind Meat ………………………………… 500 g. (Tomato Sauce)
Ketchup …………………………… 4 tbsp.
Chopped Onion ……1 medium bulb (200 g.)
Butter ………………………………………… 1 tbsp. B Worcester sauce ……………… 4 tbsp.
Mustard …………………………………1 tbsp.
Fine Bread Crumbs …………… 20 g.
Egg……………………………………… 1 egg
A Milk ……………………………………… 2 tbsp.
Salt / Pepper ………………… to taste
Nutmeg / Allspices ……… to taste

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower

Mix Ingredients B well to make sauce for pouring on the
roasted Meatloaf.
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Roast Salt~Wrapped Pork

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

Grill (Meat)

2

Mix egg white with sea salt until the salt is soft and moist.
Put the mixed salt aside. Sprinkle pepper on the pork, and
put the pork on rest.
Spread 1/ 4 mixed salt from 1 on the Square tray . Lay 1/
2 parsley and herbs on spreaded salt, before put the pork on
top. Cover the pork with the remaining mixed salt for about 1
cm. thick
（Covering pork with salt）

3

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

4
(Balsamic Sauce)
Chopped Onion …………………… 3 tbsp.
Olive Oil …………………………………… 2 tsp.
Balsamic Vinegar………… 3 tbsp.
A White Wine ………………… 150 ml.
Japanese Soy Sauce ………… 1 tsp.
Salt / Pepper ……… Proper quantity
Butter…………………………………………… 1 tsp.

※The herbs can be changed as preferred.

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 5 minutes）

After preheating, place 2 in the lower rack and heat.
53-58 mins

START

Ingredients / For 4~6 dishes
Pork Loin Chunk(Thick approx 5 cm.) 500 g.
Sea Salt …………………………………… 1 kg.
Egg Whites ……………………2 1/ 2 egg
Pepper ………………… Proper quantity
Parsley …………………………………… 1 sprig
(Herbs)
Bay Leaf ………………………… 2 leaves
Thyme ………………………………… 6 sprigs
Tarragon ……………………………… 1 sprig

200℃

CONVECTION

(with preheat)

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower

5
6

When completed roasting, remove the Square tray and put it aside
for approx 30 mins to cool off.

Prepare balsamic sauce. Fry onions in olive oil till light brown,
add A and season with salt and pepper. When boiled down
1/3rd quantity, add butter and turn off the flame.
Cut the salt from 4 open to remove the pork. Slice the pork into
pieces. Pour balsamic sauce on sliced porks. Ready to serve.

※Lightly tap on the salt with a spoon will make it easier to cut open.

Grilled Spare Ribs

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

3

Put the ingredients for the sauce in a plastic bag and mix
well. Put spare ribs and marinate for half a day.
Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange 1
Place 2  in the lower rack and heat.
300℃

23-28 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Heat
Start

Lower

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Pork Spare Ribs (Size 15~16 cm.) ………………………………………………………………………… 1 kg.
(Sauce)
Honey ……………………………………… 2 tbsp.
Hacho miso …………………………… 2 tbsp.
sugar ………………………………………… 1 tbsp.
Vinegar …………………………………… 4 tbsp.
Sake ………………………………………… 2 tbsp.
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Garlic ………………………………………… 1 clove
Soup ………………………………………… 4 tbsp.
Japanese Soy Sauce ………………2 tbsp.
Red Chili ……………………Proper quantity

●The cooking time can be vary depending on the thickness of the
spare ribs.

Roast Chicken

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

4

Manual

Place 2 on the square tray and brush with salad oil.
Place 3  in the lower rack and heat.
34 Roast chicken
Lower

(CONVECTION (without preheat) 230℃ 65~80 mins)

Teriyaki chicken

CONVECTION

1
2
3

4

＊P repare the water tank for superheated
steam and hybrid.

Stab overall chicken with a fork. Slice chicken into equal
pieces with a knife.
Marinate chicken from 1 with ingredient A in a plastic bag
for approx. 30 mins
Put Gridiron on Square tray. Lay chicken from 2 on the grill with
the skin side downward.

Place 3  in the lower rack and heat.
30 Teriyaki chicken
Lower

START

Japanese Soy Sauce …………2 tbsp.
Mirin ………………………………………2 tbsp.

CONVECTION(with preheat)200℃15〜20 mins
SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)200℃13〜18 mins
Manual

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approximately 75 minutes）

Instructions

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken Drumstick Meat ……………………
A
…………………… 2 Pieces (1 piece 250 g.)

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken …………………………………… 1 (2 kg.) Salad oil …………………………………………2 tbsp.
Salt / Pepper …………… Proper quantity

Insert bamboo stick through chicken hips so chicken legs
cling to its body. Then fasten it firmly with a whit rope

Grill (Meat)

3

Wash the chicken well and wipe off the moisture. Prick holes all
over the chicken with a fork, add salt and pepper and rub well.

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approximately 19 minutes）

HYBRID(with preheat)200℃15〜20 mins
For 2 servings
CONVECTION(with preheat)200℃11〜16 mins
SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)200℃10〜15 mins
HYBRID(with preheat)200℃12〜17 mins

Japanese Grilled Skewered Chicken

GRILL

Instructions

1
2
3
4

A

Japanese Soy Sauce ……… 2 tbsp.
Mirin ………………………………………2 tbsp.

Put step 1 in mixed Ingredients A for approx. 1 hour
Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange 2 near the centre.
Place 3  in the upper rack and heat.
GRILL

13-18 mins

START

Ingredients / For 12 skewers
Chicken Drumstick Meat ……… 400 g.

Soak skewers in water. Meanwhile, dice chicken meat into
approx 3 cm. pieces. Thread chicken on each skewer.

Heat
Start

Upper

approx 10 mins later (3~8 minutes left on the screen), open
the oven to flip chicken and press START to continue heating
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Grilled yellow tail

SUPERHEATED
STEAM
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

3

Sprinkle salt on both sides of the yellow tail.
Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange 1
Place 2  in the lower rack and heat.

Lower

Grill (Fish)

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Amberjack fillet 4 pieces (1 piece 80g.)

START

36 Grilled fish (fillet)

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approximately 25 minutes）

※[36 Grilled fish (fillet)] is the standard grilling time for yellow tail
(fillet).

Salt ………………………………Proper quantity

SUPERHEATED STEAM (without preheat)250℃23〜28 mins
Manual

For 2 servings
SUPERHEATED STEAM (without preheat)250℃18〜23 mins

Salted salmon

GRILL
Instructions

1
2

Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange salted salmon.
Place 1  in the upper rack and heat.
10 - 15 mins

START

GRILL

Heat
Start

Upper

Approx. 8 min later (2~7 minute left on the screen), open the
oven to flip fish and press START to continue heating.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Salted salmon (fillets) ………………………………………………………4 pieces (1 piece 80g.)
Manual

For 2 servings
GRILL 10 - 15 mins (Flip over at 8 minutes)

Dried Food

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange salted salmon.
Place 1  in the lower rack and heat.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Dried Aji 2 pieces (1 piece 150 g.) ※Other dried fish can be used instead as
preferred.)
For 2 servings
CONVECTION(without preheat)250℃13〜18 mins
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15 - 20 mins

START

Lower

เริ่ม

250℃

DECISION

CONVECTION
(without preheat)

Heat
Start

Teriyaki Yellowtail

GRILL
Instructions

1
2

3

Marinate fish with ingredient A in a plastic bag for approx 30 mins

Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange 1
Place 2  in the upper rack and heat.
10-15 mins

START

GRILL

Heat
Start

A

Grill (Fish)

Upper

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Yellowtail Fish (Meat) ………………………
………………………4 pieces (1 piece 80 g.)

approx. 8 mins later (2~7 minutes left on the screen), open
theoven to flip fish and press START to continue heating.

Japanese Soy Sauce …… 3 tbsp.
Mirin ………………………………… 3 tbsp.

Grilled mackerel pike

GRILL
Instructions

1
2
3

Sprinkle salt on both side of sanma and put aside for 30 mins.
Rinse off once and pat dry. Sprinkle salt lightly before grilling.
Place the grill on the square tray, brush with salad oil and
arrange the mackerel pike of 1 near the centre.
Place 2  in the upper rack and heat.
18-23 mins

START

GRILL

เริ่ม

Heat
Start

Upper

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Sanma…… 4 Whole (1 Whole 150 g.)

turn fish over after 14 mins.

Salt ………………………………Proper quantity

For 2 servings

(GRILL 12~17 mins ) turn fish over after 10 mins.

Foil~baked Salmon

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

Put carrots in a deep heat resistance tray, sprinkle water, wrap and
place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

2

3

Place salmon, carrot, shimeji
mushroom, enoki mushrooms and
snow peas on an aluminium foil in
4 equal parts. Sprinkle salt and sake
over it, put butter and wrap tightly.

30 sec.

Foil

Heat
Start

Fold twice

Arrange 2 on the square tray. Place in the lower rack of the oven and heat.
CONVECTION

（without preheat）

300℃

28-33 mins

START

Pea ……………………………………………… 8 pods
Salt …………………………………………… to taste
Sake …………………………………………… 2 tbsp.
Butter ………………………………………… 2 tbsp.

approx.

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Salmon (Seasoned with Salt and Pepper)
……………………… 4 pieces (1 piece 80 g.)
Sliced Carrot ………………………………8 slices
Shimeji (Divided into Small Pieces) … 100 g.
Golden Needle Mushroom (Divided into Small Pieces)1 pack

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower
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Herb Roasted Whitefish

CONVECTION

Grill (Fish)

Instructions

1
2
3

Remove fish scales and innards. Rinse fish and pat dry.
Marinate fish with salt and pepper. Stuff fish with 1/ 3 garlics
andherbs. Pour white wine on fish.
On the square tray sprinkle half the remaining garlic and
herbs. Place fish of 1 and sprinkle the remaining garlic
and herbs. Arrange the vegetable garnish on free spaces of
the square tray and pour olive oil with a circular motion.
Place 2  in the lower rack and heat.

(Herbs)
Chopped Sage ………………… 4 sprigs
Chopped Thyme……………… 4 sprigs
Bay Leaf …………………………… 6 leaves
Chopped Dill …………………… 4 sprigs
White wine ……………………………… 2 tbsp.
Olive Oil …………………………………… 50 ml.
Salt /Pepper ………………………… to taste

(Side Dishes)
Mini Tomatoes…………………… 12 bulb
Shallots ………………………… 12 pieces
Asparagus cut into 3 pieces3 sprigs
Sweet Potatoes………… mini 8 bulb
(Fresh Tomato Sauce)
Tomato ……………………… big 1 piece
Olive Oil ……………………………… 1 tbsp.
Sliced Red Chili …………………… 1 chili
Salt…………………………………… 1/ 2 tsp.
Basil ………………………………… 5 leaves
Lemon ……………………… Proper quantity

4
5

30-35 mins

START

Grill (vegetables, etc.)

Ingredients / For 4~6 dishes
Whitefish ……… 1 Whole (600~700 g.)
Sliced Garlic ………………………… 3 cloves

300℃

DECISION

CONVECTION

（without preheat）

Heat
Start

Lower

Make fresh tomato sauce : blanch tomato in hot water, peel
and chop it. Mix chopped tomato with olive oil, sliced red
chili, salt and chopped basil
After done heating, pour tomato sauce on fish and decorate
with lemon.

●

Without mini sweet potatoes. Can interchangeably changed to the
general sweet potatoes 1 bulb be cut to 8 pieces.

Grilled Bacon & Cabbage Roll

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3

Wash and divide cabbage into 4 equal parts. If the core is
hard, cut diagonally.
Lay cabbages on the tray and put bacon on top of each
cabbage.
Place 2 in the lower rack and heat.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Cabbage ………………… 1/2 medium size
Bacon ……………………………………… 4 slices
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(Sauce)
Salad Oil ……………………………… 2 tbsp.
Ponshu Shoyu (Sour Shoyu Sauce) 2 tbsp.
Mashed Onion ……………………… 1 tsp.
Concentrated Tomato Sauce 1/2 tsp.
Salt / Pepper…………………… to taste
Parsley ……………………………… to taste
Fried Onion ………………… Proper quantity

14-19 mins

START

4

350℃

DECISION

CONVECTION

（without preheat）

Heat
Start

Lower

Mix ingredients of sauce together. After done heating, Pour
the mixed sauce on the vegetables.

Roast Pickle

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

3

Cut eggplant, zucchini into round slices of about 1 cm, shred
paprika to approximately 2 cm. Cut burdock, lotus root and
pumpkin to approximately 5 mm thickness. Cut asparagus to
a length of 5 to 6 cm long.
Chop anchovy and herbs from ingredients list A , before mix
with olive oil, garlic, salt and pepper to make sauce. Marinate
scallop with 1 for approx. 10 mins.
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

A

(Marinade)
Olive Oil………………………………150 ml.
Anchovy …………………………5 pieces
Ground Garlic ………………………2 tsp.
Herbs (Thyme Chopped Parsley)
……………………………………1 tbsp.each
Salt / Pepper ………………… to taste

（The standard preheating time is approximately 10 minutes）

After preheating, arrange 2 on the square tray. Place the
square tray in the lower rack of the oven and heat.
13-18 mins

5

Preheating
Start

Grill (vegetables, etc.)

4

300℃

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Eggplants ……………………… mini 2 pieces
Sweet Pepper ……………………………1 piece
Gourd ……………………………… mini 1 piece
Lotus Root ………………………… small 1 root
Gobou …………………………………… 1/ 2 root
Asparagus ……………………………… 4 sprigs
Pumpkin ………………………………… 1/ 8 bulb
Scallop ……………………………………8 pieces
Salt / Pepper ………………………… to taste
Tomato ………………………………………1 piece
Lemon ………………………… Proper quantity

CONVECTION
（with preheat）

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower

After done, put roasted scallop on plate. Sprinkle chopped
and blanched tomato on it. Add lemon to taste.

Grilled Vegetable

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3

Wash sweet potatoes, garlics and onions with the peels on.
Cut both ends of each onion so it can stand, and then cut
the top of it into 1 cm. cross mark.
Arrange in the order of garlic, potatoes and onions from the
back of the square tray.
Place 2 in the lower rack and heat.
55-60 mins

START

200℃

DECISION

CONVECTION

（without preheat）

Heat
Start

Lower

4
Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Sweet Potatoes ………………………………
Medium size 4 bulb (1 piece 150g.)
Onion……………………………………………………
Medium size 4 bulb (1 piece 200g.)

After done. sprinkle butter, salt and pepper on vegetables.

Garlic …………… 4 bulb (1 piece 90 g.)
Butter ………………………Proper quantity
Salt / Pepper ………Proper quantity
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Beef Stuffed Sweet Peppers

HYBRID
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

Put onions and butter in a heat resistant container. Place it at
the centre of the oven chamber and heat without a wrap. Let
it cool.

2
3

A

4

Heat
Start

Put breadcrumbs in a container and soak in milk.
Cut each sweet pepper lengthwise and remove its seeds.
Wash and drain sweet peppers. Sprinkle Wheat Flour
(Exclude ingredients) on the inside of each sweet pepper
and put it aside.
Add Grind Meat, ingredient from 1 and Ingredients A in a
container until it is blended and sticky to make topping Fill
sweet pepper from 2 with the topping.
Put 3 on the meat. Arrange on the square tray. Place in the
upper rack and heat.
HYBRID

（without preheat）

250℃

20-25 mins

START

Egg ……………………………………… 1 egg
Salt ………………………………… 1/ 3 tsp.
Pepper/Nutmeg Powder to taste

approx. 5 mins

DECISION

Grill (vegetables, etc.)

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Sweet Pepper ………………… 9~10 bulb
Grind Meat ………………………………… 300 g.
Chopped Onion ……………………………
……………… 1 medium bulb (200 g.)
Butter ………………………………… 1 tbsp.
Fine Bread Crumbs …………1 cup
Milk ……………………………………3 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Upper

Baked Asparagus & Cheese Omelette

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Wash asparagus. Cut off about 1 cm from the root. Peel
off the hard root, and remove the fibre. Do not remove the
moisture. Cover with wrap and place on a flat tray.
Place 1 at the centre of the oven and heat.

3
4

MICROWAVE 600W

Arrange 3 on the square tray. Place in the lower rack of the
oven and heat.

Lower

220℃

18-23 mins

START

（without preheat）

DECISION
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Heat
Start

After heating cut the asparagus into equal lengths of 3 cm.
Arrange on a heat resistant tray. Mix and pour egg, milk and
salt. Sprinkle parmesan cheese.

CONVECTION

Ingredients Shallow bowls(heat resistant) diameter 20 cm. 1 pieces
Salt …………………………………………… To taste
Asparagus …………………8 stalks (200 g)
Grated Parmesan cheese ………………
Egg …………………………………………………………2
……………………………………… 4 tbsp. (20 g)
Milk …………………………………………… 1/4 cup

approx 2 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Macaroni Gratin

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Boil macaroni until it is soft.
1.Put A in a heat resistant container. Place at the centre of
the oven chamber and heat without a wrap. Mix together.
approx 4 mins

Heat
Start

START

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

2.Add mushrooms. Heat further.
No
Accessories

3

Manual

(White sauce)
Wheat Flour ………6 tbsp. (50 g.)
Butter …………………4 tbsp. (50 g.)
B Milk …………………… 3 cup (600 ml.)
Salt………………………………… 1/3 tsp.
Pepper ………………………… to taste
Natural cheese (for pizza) …… 80 g.

5

Make white sauce using ingredients B (refer to details
below). Mix ingredients from 1 and 2 with 2/3 white
sauce.
Apply Butter (Exclude ingredients) thinly on the gratin plate
put ingredients from 3 . Pour the remaining white sauce, put
cheese on top of it, then place the plate in the Square tray
Place 4 in the lower shelf and heat.
เริ่ม

33 Gratin
Lower

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）

●

If Macaroni cools off,
please heat by select MICROWAVE 600W

CONVECTION(without preheat)350℃22〜27 mins
For 2 servings
CONVECTION(without preheat)350℃20〜25 mins

White sauce
Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Wheat Flour ……………… 6 tbsp. (50 g)
Butter…………………………… 4 tbsp. (50 g)
Milk …………………………… 3 cup (600 ml.)

MICROWAVE No Accessories
Salt ………………………………………… 1/3 tsp.
Pepper …………………………………… to taste

Instructions

1

・Since this will be heating with microwave, so please be cautious

2

MICROWAVE 600W

approx 2 mins

START

Heat
Start

Add all the milk to 1 at once. Mix. Place at the centre of
the oven chamber. Heat.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600W

approx 7 mins 30 sec

START

In 1 , bake butter and wheat
flour until hear the sound, "pop
pop". If bake it too long, the
sauce can turn to dark brown. So
please, be careful

●

Put butter and cake flour in a heat resistant container. Place
at the centre of the oven chamber and heat without a wrap.
Mix together.
No
Accessories

when choosing container.

Manual

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Macaroni …………………………………… 80 g.
Chicken breast (bite size)100 g.
Butter ……………………………… 1 tbsp.
Peeled Shrimp ………………… 100 g.
A
Chopped Onion Net Weight 80 g.
White wine……………………… 1 tbsp.
Salt / Pepper ……………… to taste
Mushrooms (sliced) 1 mini can 50 g.

approx 1 mins

Grill (vegetables, etc.)

4

MICROWAVE 600W

Heat
Start

For a uniform finish mix together
2~3 times in between.

For 2 servings
Instructions 1 ：MICROWAVE 600W approx 1 mins 30 sec

Instructions 2 ：MICROWAVE 600W approx 4 mins 30 sec

3

After heating add salt and pepper to taste.
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Eggplant and Tomato Gratin

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Heat 4 tablespoons salad oil in a frying pan. Fry eggplant.
Add salt and pepper. Add salt and pepper to the tomatoes.
Mix Grind Meat, Onion and Butter in a heat resistant container
Put it in center of cavity.

3

5

approx. 4 mins

START

Manual

4

MICROWAVE 600W

Heat
Start

Heat
Start

Apply Butter (Exclude ingredients) thinly on the on gratin
plate and add 1/ 2 tomato sauce. Lay tomatoes and
eggplants on the plate and pour the remaining sauce on
them then put cheese on top. Place the gratin plate on the
Square tray
Put the tray in 4 in the lower rack.
เริ่ม
33 Gratin
Lower

START

Grill (vegetables, etc.)

CO VEC IO

(Tomato Sauce)
Soup Concentrated Tomato Sauce
………………………………………… 1/2 cup
Red wine …………………………4 tbsp.
A Tomato Ketchup …………………… 1 tsp.
Sugar …………………………………… 1 tsp.
Soup Cube ………………………1 piece
Salt / Pepper………………… to taste
Natural cheese (for pizza) …… 100 g.

approx. 4 mins

Add Ingredients A into ingredient from step 2 , mix them
well. Put in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Eggplants (Cut into 7~8 mm. rings)
………………………………… 3 pieces (400 g.)
Salt / Pepper ………………………… to taste
Vegetable Oil …………… Proper quantity
Tomato ………………… 2 pieces (200 g.)
(Cut into 7~8 mm. rings and mixed
with salt and pepper.)
Grind Meat …………………………… 100 g.
Chopped Onion ……………………………
……………1/2 medium size(100 g.)
Butter …………………………………… 1 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

DECREASES 1 Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 23 mins）

without preheat 3 0 C 20 2 mins

For 2 servings
CO VEC IO without preheat 3 0 C 1 20 mins

Stuffed Tomato Gratin

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Cut the upper part of the tomato. Scoop out the contents to
and shape like a cup. Chop the removed upper part coarsely.
Place the hollowed tomatoes face down on the kitchen
paper to remove the water.
Put the minced meat in a heat resistant container. Place it at
the centre of the oven chamber and heat. Let it cool.

3
Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Tomato …… 4 pieces (1 piece 200 g.)
Minced meat……………………………… 100 g.

4
5

approx. 2 mins

Heat
Start

Mix meat from 2 and Ingredients A in bowl. Add coarsely
chopped tomatoes in 1 mix them well.
Tightly stuff ingredient from 3 in Tomato cup in 1 .Lay
the cup on Square Tray. Sprinkle them with olive oil.
Put the tray in 4 in the lower rack.

(without preheat)

350℃

เริ่ม

18 - 23 mins

START

CONVECTION

DECISION

Fine Bread Crumbs …… 2 tbsp.
Pizza Cheese ………………… 80 g.
Caper ……………………………… 1 tbsp.
A Chopped Garlic…………… 1/2 tsp.
Chopped Parsley …………2 tbsp.
Nutmeg ………………………… 1/2 tsp.
Salt / Pepper ……………… to taste
Olive Oil ………………………………… 1/2 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower

The remaining tomato flesh can be blended with onions, garlics, capers, parsleys, olive oil, salt and pepper in the blender to make Spanish
cold soup called, "Gazpacho". Try adding capsicum, cucumber etc. as per your preference.

●
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Easily at once ! Two rack simultaneous cooking menu.
Let's prepare two items at once by taking advantage of both the upper and lower shelves!
・The menu in pages 81~84 can be cooked in any combination.
・You cannot cook together if both the menus require the grill to be used.
・For menus using grill cook in the upper shelf.
・The ingredients must be arranged evenly at equal intervals.
(May not grill well if excess quantity is used)
・If you want to cook in one shelf, cook while monitoring the process.

Teriyaki salmon＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

3

Put A and salmon in a plastic bag and marinate for about 10
minutes.
Place the grill on the square tray. Brush with salad oil.
Slightly remove the broth from 1 and arrange.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Raw salmon (thin fillets)
…………………………… 4 cuts (1 piece 80g)

A

300℃

23-28 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Grill (two rack simultaneous cooking)

From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice. Place in the upper rack and heat.
Heat
Start

Mirin ……………………… 2 tablespoons
Soy sauce …………… 3 tablespoons

Wrapped and grilled mushroom and tofu＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4
5

Cut the tofu into 8 equal parts. Place in pairs on an
aluminium foil. Place 1 and 2 . Pour 1 teaspoon of soy
sauce over each. Add 1 teaspoon butter over each and wrap.
Arrange 3 on the square tray.
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.
CONVECTION
(without preheat)

300℃

23-28 mins

START

Green sprouts ……………………… 1/2 pack
Soy sauce ……………………… 4 teaspoons
Butter ……………………………… 4 teaspoons

Cut off the roots of the green sprouts. Divide into 2 equal
parts

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Shimeji mushrooms …………………… 100g
Enoki mushrooms ………………………… 100g
Soft tofu ………………………………… 1 block

Remove the hard ends of the shimeji mushroom. Split into
small bunches. Cut the hard ends of the enoki mushrooms.
Divide into 2 equal parts and separate.

Heat
Start

81

Mustard grilled chicken＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Cut the thick portions of the chicken with a kitchen knife to
get uniform thickness. Pierce the chicken a few times with a
fork. Rub in salt and pepper.
Mix A and spread between the skin and body of 1 . Keep
aside for approximately 10 minutes. 
Place the grill on the square tray. Brush with salad oil and
arrange 2 .
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice. Place in the upper rack and heat.
เริ่ม

Grill (two rack simultaneous cooking)

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken thighs …………………………………
2 pieces (1 piece approximately 250g)
Salt / Pepper …………………… to taste

A

300℃

23-28 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Heat
Start

Lemon juice ………… 2 teaspoons
Whole grain mustard 4 tablespoons
Grated garlic ……………… 2 cloves
Olive oil ……………… 2 tablespoons
Salt / Pepper …………… to taste

Japanese-style roast beef＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4

5

Rub salt and pepper on the surface of the beef.
Heat oil (1 tablespoon) in the fry pan. Saute the surface of
1 while turning over. Remove once the entire surface has
browned.
Mix soy sauce and lemon juice to the saute juice in the fry
pan.
Place 2 on the square tray.
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.
เริ่ม

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Beef tenderloin (or loin) meat chunks
……………………………………………………… 350 g.
Salt / Pepper …………………… to taste
Soy sauce ……………………… 1 tablespoon
Lemon juice …………………… 1 tablespoon
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6
Grated radish ………………………… 1/3 cup
Green perilla (shredded) as required

300℃

23-28 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Heat
Start

After heating, let it sit for approximately 15 minutes wrapped
in an aluminium foil. The residual heat will cook the beef till
the centre. Cut the meat. Place grated radish. Pour 3
Sprinkle green perilla.

Tandoori chicken＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Place the grill on the square tray. Brush with salad oil. Place
the chicken wings of 2 with A lightly dropped on it at the
centre. Arrange the sweet potato around the chicken wings.
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice. Place in the upper rack and heat.
CONVECTION
(without preheat)

Seasoned Grilled Sanma＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

300℃

23-28 mins

START

A

Yogurt ………………………… 2/3 cup
Curry powder … 1/2 tablespoon
Grated ginger ……………… 1 piece
Salt ……………………………………… 1 tsp.
Pepper …………………………… to taste

Mix A. Rub and mix 1 and chicken wings. Marinate for
approximately 30 minutes.

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken Wings … 8 pieces (each 60g)
Sweet Potato …………………………………… 1

Cut the sweet potato with skin into round slices of 1 cm.
Soak in water and remove the dirt.

Heat
Start

CONVECTION

Grill (two rack simultaneous cooking)

Instructions

1
2

3
4
Japanese Soy Sauce 3~4 tbsp.
Ground Garlic ………………… 1 clove
Lemon Juice ………………… 2 tbsp.

Place the grill on the square tray. Brush with salad oil and
arrange 2 .
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice. Place in the upper rack and heat.
CONVECTION
(without preheat)

300℃

Colourful grilled vegetables＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

23-28 mins

START

A

Put fish from 1 on the tray and stuff it with parsley. Mix
ingredients A together and sprinkle it over the stuffed fish.
Put fish aside for 10 approx 10 mins.

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Sanma … 4 pieces(150g/1 piece)
Chopped Parsley ………… 2 sprigs

Remove fish innards, rinse fish and pat dry. Lay fish with its
head on the left and cut in 4~5 stripes deep to the fishbone.

Heat
Start

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

2

From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.

(without preheat)

Oyster mushrooms ……………… 2 Large
Pumpkin …………………………………… 100g
Lotus root …………………………………… 100g

3

300℃

23-28 mins

START

CONVECTION

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Eggplant ……………………………… 2 small
Capsicum ……………………………………………2
Red capsicum ……………………………………2

Cut the vegetables and arrange on the square tray.
Eggplant (cut along the length into four equal parts),
capsicum and red capsicum (cut in half and remove the
seeds), oyster mushroom (cut along the length into four
equal parts), pumpkin and lotus root (cut to thickness of 1
cm)

Heat
Start

Eat with the seasoning or dressing of your choice.
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Immersion grilling of vegetables＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

2

Cut the vegetables and arrange on the square tray.
Eggplant, lotus root (cut roughly), shiitake mushrooms
(remove the base end), spring onion (cut to 5 cm.), green
pepper (make a small cut ), burdock (diagonal thin slices of
5 mm.)
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Eggplant …………………………………… 2 small
Lotus root ……………………………………… 100g
Shiitake mushrooms ………… 4 numbers
Spring onion ……………………… 2 numbers
Green pepper ………………… 8 numbers

Burdock ………………………………………… 50g
Noodle soup (Dilute according
to the instructions given) ………
A
……………………………………… 400 ml.
Red Pepper (round slices) a little

3

300℃

23-28 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Heat
Start

Put A in a pot, bring to boil. Put in the boiled A while
vegetables are hot. Allow the flavour to permeate for
approximately 10 minutes.

Grilled cabbage cheese＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

1
2
3

Cut the vegetables and arrange on the square tray.
Cabbage (remove the core and cut to width of 2 cm), cherry
tomato (remove the hull), garlic (thin slices)
Place the cheese. Sprinkle salt and pepper.
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Cabbage ………………………… 300 to 400g
Cherry tomato …… about 16 numbers
Garlic ……………………………………… 2 cloves

(without preheat)

300℃

เริ่ม

23-28 mins

START

CONVECTION

DECISION

Grill (two rack simultaneous cooking)

Instructions

Heat
Start

Salt …………………………………………………… little
Coarsely ground black pepper a little
Natural cheese (for pizza) ……… 100g

Mayonnaise salad of grilled broccoli ＊2 shelves simultaneous cooking menu

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

2

Cut the vegetables and arrange on the square tray.
Broccoli (divide into florets), asparagus (remove the hard
base and cut into 3 equal parts), carrot (cut into squares of
1cm with 3 cm length), Shimeji mushrooms (Split into small
bunches.)
From the menu in pages 81 to 84 take any combination of
your choice and heat.
เริ่ม

84

A

Mayonnaise ………… 3 tablespoons
Olive oil………………… 2 tablespoons
Salt, pepper ……………………… a little

3

300℃

23-28 mins

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Broccoli ……………………………………… 200g
Asparagus …………………………………………… 8
Carrot …………………………………………… 100g
Shimeji mushroom …………………… 100g

(without preheat)

DECISION

CONVECTION

Heat
Start

After heating, transfer to a bowl. Add A and mix together.

Fried Chicken

CONVECTION
＊P repare the water tank for superheated
steam and hybrid.

Instructions

1
2
3

Cut each chicken meat into 8 pieaces. Put cut chicken and
frying powder in a plastic bag. Shake the plastic bag to mix
chicken and frying powder together.
Put Gridiron on Square tray. Lay Chicken in 1 on the
gridiron
Put the tray in step 2 in the lower rack
START

31 Fried chicken
Lower

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken Hip ………………………………………
………………… 2 pieces (1 piece/250g)

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 21 mins）

Frying Powder (Available in the market)
……………………………………Proper quantity

CONVECTION(with preheat)250℃13〜18 mins
SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)250℃10〜15 mins
Manual

HYBRID(with preheat)250℃15〜20mins
For 2 servings
CONVECTION(with preheat)250℃10〜15 mins
SUPERHEATED STEAM(with preheat)250℃9〜14 mins
HYBRID(with preheat)250℃11〜16 mins

Spring Rolls

HYBRID

1

START

approx. 5 mins

Heat
Start

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

5

START

In case cooking for 5 Pieces
HYBRID CONVECTION (with preheat) 200℃ 11~16 mins

4

Heat
Start

After done heating, blend heated mixture together and put it aside to
cool off. Then divide blended pork into 10 equal parts. Put eah divided
pork on the corner of spring roll sheet. Fold the lower corner over the
pork and roll it up tightly. Fold both side corners to the center to prevent
the pork splitting off. When roll it close to the end apply Tapioca Flour
mixed water (Exclude ingredients) on the edge and roll over.

HYBRID

200℃

(with preheat)

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 5 minutes）

After preheating, place the grill on the square tray. Arrange
3 on the grill. Place the square tray in the lower shelf of the
oven and heat.
15-20 mins

START

Manual

Boiled Bamboo Shoot(Cut into
fine strips) ………………………… 50g.
Parsley(Cut into fine strips) 50g.
Shiitakes (Divided & chopped
B
into small pieces) ………3 pieces
Bean Sprouts ………………… 100 g.
Cellophane noodles (Soak in water,
drain and cut into 5 cm. long) 15 g.
Spring Roll Sheet…………… 10 sheets

MICROWAVE 600W

START

Ingredients / For 10 Pieces
Minced Pork …………………… 100 g.
Sake ………………………………… 2 tbsp.
Tapioca Flour …………………… 1 tsp.
Salt …………………………a little pinch
Scallions (Cut into fine strips) 30 g.
Carrot (Cut into fine strips) …… 30 g.
Japanese Soy Sauce … 1 tbsp.
Oyster Sauce ………………… 1 tbsp.
Tapioca Flour ………………… 1 tbsp.
Shiitake Dashi Soup … 1 tbsp.
A sugar …………………………………2 tsp.
Sake ……………………………………2 tsp.
Sesame Oil …………………………2 tsp.
Ginger Ale ………………………… 1 tsp.
Pepper ………………………… to taste

approx. 2 mins

Mix prepared Ingredients A and Ingredients B into ingredient
from step 1 , mix them well. Cover it with plastic wrap.
No
Accessories

3

MICROWAVE 600W

S ti r F r ie d

Put shredded pork to a heat resistant container. Add sake,
potato starch and salt. Mix well. Add spring onion, carrot and
mix. Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat. After
heating, loosen and keep.
No
Accessories

2

F r i e・
d

＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

Heat
Start

Lower
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Roasting healthy food for low calories fried dishes
For example, Deep Fried Shrimp Deep Fried Chicken Roll with Shiso & Plum on page 86~87 are
fried dishes that roasted in the oven until it becomes crispy.
These are the healthy menus that use very little oil to cook.

Deep Fried Shrimp

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

2
3

Dip shrimps from 1 in Wheat Flour, beaten egg and bread
crumbs respectively.
Place 2 on the square tray and apply salad oil uniformly.
Place in the lower shelf and heat.
39 Low calories fries
Lower

Egg ………………………………………………… 1 egg
Fine Bread Crumbs … Proper quantity
Vegetable Oil …………………………… 2 tbsp.

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Shrimps … 8 shrimps (1 shrimp/ 25 g.)
Salt / Pepper ………………………… to taste
Wheat Flour ……………………………… 4 tbsp.

Cut the shrimp head off, remove all shells, devein shrimp, and
cut on the stomach area 3 times so it remains straight even
exposed to heat. Marinate shrimps with salt and pepper.

Heat
DECREASES 2 Start

（Standard heating time is approx 19 mins）

F r i e・
d

CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 1 22 mins
Manual

For 2 servings
CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 12 1 mins

S ti r F r ie d

Deep Fried Chicken Roll with Shiso & Plum

CONVECTION

Instructions

1

2
3
4
Egg ………………………………………………… 1 egg
Fine Bread Crumbs … Proper quantity
Sesame Oil ………………………………… 2 tbsp.

CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 2 33 mins
Manual

86

For 2 servings
CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 2 30 mins

Chopped salted plum (or you can use salted plum paste)
then apply it on chicken is 1 Lay shiso on the top and roll
chicken once.
Coat 2 with flour, whipped eggs, and bread crumbs.
Arrange on the square tray placing the rolled side on the
bottom.
Coat 3 uniformly with sesame oil. Placeเริ่มin the lower shelf
and heat.
39 Low calories fries
Lower

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken Breast 2 Pieces (1 piece 200 g.)
Salted Plum …………………… big 4 pieces
Green Shiso …………………………… 4 leaves
Wheat Flour ……………………………… 4 tbsp.

Cut on the middle of the chicken breast. Use another knife to
slice both side of chicken breast open.

Heat
INCREASES 2 Start

（Standard heating time is approx 29 mins）

Miso stuffed Deep Fried Pork Sandwich

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4
5

Mix Scallionss with miso.
Fill the cut mark on pork from 2 with ingredient from 1
without let the ingredient overflow
Dip stuffed pork from 3  in wheat flour, beaten egg and
bread crumbs respectively.
Lay the baking sheet on the Square tray. Lay Shrimps in 4
on top of them, apply vegetable oil all over the shrimps. Put
in the Lower rack.
39 Low calories fries
Lower

Egg ………………………………………………… 1 egg
Fine Bread Crumbs …Proper quantity.
Fine Bread Crumbs ………………… 2 tbsp.

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Pork Tenderloin Chunk approx 350 g.
Miso……………………………………………… 2 tbsp.
Roughly Chopped Scallionss 1/2 spring
Wheat Flour ……………………………… 4 tbsp.

Chop pork into approx 3 cm.Thick. and cut in the middle of
each piece approx 1.5 cm. (8 Pieces). Smash each pork with
your hand to expand it approx 1.5 times.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 23 mins）

CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 20 2 mins
Manual

For 2 servings
CO VEC IO 300 C without preheat 1 23 mins

F r i e・
d

SUPERHEATED
STEAM
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3

Chop pork, cabbage, sweet pepper and carrot into bite size.
Rid bean sprout root off and put it aside.
Lay the baking sheet on the Square tray. Spread Soba
Noodle, Cabbage Carrot and Sweet Pepper on the tray
respectively.
Place 2 in the lower shelf and heat.

4

250℃

เริ่ม

เริ่ม

18-23 mins

START

(without preheat)

DECISION

SUPERHEATED STEAM

Ingredients / For 2-3 dishes
Soba Noodle (with Sauce Powder) …
……………………………………1 pack (3 pieces)
Cabbage ………………………………… 1/4 bulb
Carrot ……………………………… 1/2 (100 g.)

S ti r F r ie d

Stir Fried Noodles

Heat
Start

Lower

After done heating, mix the soba well and pour the sauce
(that comes with soba noodle pack) on it.
※The container out of the oven. Before you pour sauce into
mix with Soba Noodle.

Bean Sprouts …………………………… 200 g.
Sweet Pepper… ………………………… 2 bulb
Thin slices of pork meat … 150~200 g.

Manual
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Western~Style Beef Steak

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

Sprinkle salt on the beef and keep aside for 10 minutes.
Heat a little salad oil in the frying pan. Saute with medium
flame till both sides are browned. (Top and bottom sides
approximately 30 seconds each)
Wrap 1 Lay it on Square tray. Put it in the Lower rack.
approx.

START

80℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

14 min.

Lower

3
4

Heat
Start

After heating, place in refrigerator to cool down immediately
(approx 30 sec.)
Slice meat 3 thinly and place on a plate, pour the prepared
salad dressing over and garnish with baby leaf.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Lean beef …………………………………………
2 pieces (each piece 130 g/2 cm. thick)
Salt ……………………………………… 2/3 tsp
Baby Leaf ………………………… to paste

(Salad Dressing)
Mustard seed ………………………… 1 tsp
Lemon Juice ………………………… 2 tsp
Salt / Pepper ……………… To taste
Olive oil ………………………………… 2 tbsp

Steamed Dishes

Mini Beef Ham

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Roll pork meat into round shape and bind it with white cord.
Coat pork with half the ingredient A , and let it stand in a
cold room.
Add ingredient B into heat resistant container, Add step 2
and mix well and cover with plastic wrap.
Lay step 3 on Square tray. Put it in the Lower rack.
Heat
Start

After done heating, turn so that the water distributes over
from top to bottom and add more water. Heat again.
approx.

25 min.

START

Lower

95℃

DECISION

88

15 min.

Lower

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Ingredients / 1 Heat resistance container 20 14 7.5cm.
Lean tenderloin pork ……………………………
Stock cube(Crushed) …………… 1
400 g (2 pieces about 4~5 cm. in dia)
Cinnamon ……………………… 2 leaf
B
salt ……………………………………… 3 tsp
Clove ……………………………… 5 seed
Dried mix herbs (such
Hot water (over 90℃ ) 2 glass
A as Thyme leaf, Oregano,
Rosemary, etc) ………………… 2 tsp
Roughly grated black pepper 1/2 tsp

approx.

START

5

95℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

After done heating, let rest in cavity approx 6 mins. before
removing.

Roasted Duck

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3

Stab duck meat with a fork, add ingredient A and place it on
ginger and onion, let it stand around 30 mins.~1 hour.
Cook in a pan with medium heat, grill prepared duck meat
1 until it is glazed by flipping the meat over every 3 mins.
and grilling each side for 2 mins.
Add 2 in a Heat resistance tray and cover with the plastic
wrap. Lay it on a square tray. Put it in the Lower rack.
เริ่ม

approx.

25 min.

START

90℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Lower

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Duck meat
………………… 1 piece (280 g/2~3 cm.)
Salt ……………………… 1/2 ~ 2/3 tsp
Sugar ………………………… 1 1/2 tsp
A
Soy Sauce ……………………… 1 tbsp
Pepper…………………………… To taste

Ginger (Thinly chopped) 4~5 slices
Onion(Askew sliced wih 1 cm.thick)
…………………………………………………… 10 cm.
Turnip(Thinly cut in half) … To taste
Mustard… ……………………………… To taste

4

After done heating, let rest it in cavity approx 10 mins. before
removing.
After heating, Chop the cooked duck meat into small pieces,
place on dish with turnips and decorate with mustard.

Sichuan~Style Roasted Pork with Vegetable

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

2
3

4

Cut pork into 2 cm with. Put in a bowl along with A. Mix to
loosen one by one. Keep aside for approximately 10 minutes.

Steamed Dishes

1

Remove the root of shimeiji mushroom and dice them. Slice
onion thinly.
Mix 2 with the prepared pork meat 1 .
Cover the pork meat 3 with a piece of aluminium foil
80x30 cm. (When wrapping it, the size will be 35 cm. wide
and 20 cm. high. Fold up the edge neatly)

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Pork loin thinly sliced meat … 250 g
Flavoured pickles (thinly sliced)100 g
A Soy sauce ……………………… 1 tbsp
Vinegar ……………………………… 2 tsp

Shimeji mushroom ……………………100 g
Onion………………………………… 1/2 (60 g)

5

Lay 4 on Square tray. Put it in the Upper rack.
approx.

25 min.

START

Upper

95℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.
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Wester Style Steamed Egg

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

4

No
Accessories

เริ่ม

MICROWAVE 600W

approx.

2 min.

Heat
Start

After heating, place the broad bean sauce of 2 and 4 on
the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and heat.
เริ่ม

approx.

23 min.

START

85℃

Lower

Pour the broad bean sauce on the dish.

Steamed Dishes

Steamed Egg with Crab

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

Beat the eggs in a heat resistant container. Add A and mix well.
Add loosened crab meat and mix. Wrap.
Heat 1 . Mix with a egg beater.

3

MICROWAVE 600W

approx.

1.30 min.

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Similarly heat for approximately one minute and mix. Next heat for
30 seconds and mix. Further heat for another 30 seconds and mix.
Apply a thin coat of salad oil to the flow can. Pour in 2 Wrap
and place on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and heat.
approx.

25 min.

START

95℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Lower

90

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

6

Ingredients / 1 square mould 11 x 14.5 x 4.5 cm.
Eggs ……………………………………………………6
Crab meat …………………………………… 80 g
Soup Stock ……………………… 4 tsp
Mirin ………………………………… 1/2 tsp
A Japanese soy sauce …………1 tbsp
Salt………………………………… To taste

Heat
Start

Heat 3 .
START

At first the temperature of the egg is at 25℃ before and after cooking,
the proper temperature of the egg should be around 20~30℃ . If the
temperature is to high or low , adjust the temperature as appropiate.

2.30 min.

Beat eggs in a bowl, whisk gently and pour ingredients from 1 and mix
till smooth, then strain the mixture through a fine sieve, pour into heat
resistant cups divided equally, and cover the plastic wrap.

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

●

approx.

2.After heating, peel the skin. Place in the food processor.
Add milk, salt and pepper. Mix well till the mixture becomes
smooth. Place in a deep heat resistant container and wrap.
(In case it is hard, add milk while monitoring the status)

No
Accessories

5

MICROWAVE 600W

DECISION

Ingredients /4 Heat resistance cups 10 cm. in dia. 5 cm. in height
Egg ………………………………………………………2
(Pistachio Sauce)
Cooled Pistachio
Hot Water ……………………… 1 1/3 cups
Stock cube(Crushed) ……… 1/2 cube
(Already peeled) ………………150 g
Milk ……………………………… 5 - 8 tbsp
Salt ………………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Salt / Pepper ………………… to taste

1.Place broad beans in a heat resistant container and heat.
START

Making broad bean sauce

3

Add Stock cube and salt into hot water, stir until it melts and
let it stand to cool down.

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

4

＊In case the lumps are loose increase the heating time.
After heating, allow residual heat to dissipate without
removing from the mould. After residual heat has dissipated
remove from the mould and cut.

Egg tofu

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

Put A in a bowl and mix. Keep aside cool.

2

Break the eggs and loosen. Add 1 and mix together.

3

Put 2 into a flow can through a sift and wrap.

4

Place 3 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and
heat.
13-18 mins

START

85℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Lower

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

5
Ingredients / 1 square mould 11 x 14.5 x 4.5 cm.
Eggs ……………………………………………………4 〈Juice〉
Soup Stock ……………………… 150 ml.
Soup Stock ………………… 300 ml.
Mirin …………………………………… 1 tsp
Mirin ………………………………………1 tbsp
Salt……………………………………1/4 tsp
Japanese soy sauce ……………1 tbsp

6

Mix the ingredients for the soup. Let the mixture stand in a
pot and cool.
After heating, cool 4 properly. Remove from the mould.
Pour 5

At first the temperature of the egg is at 25℃ before and after cooking,
the proper temperature of the egg should be around 20~30℃ . If the
temperature is to high or low , adjust the temperature as appropiate.

●

Chinese dumpling

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

1

Finely chop spring onion, dried shiitake, garlic and ginger.

2

Prepare agar seasoning.

3
4
5
6

Put B in a pan and dissolve by boiling. Place in a container
to solidify. Once hardening is complete, break finely and keep
aside.
Put A and 2 in a bowl. Mix well till sticky. Divide into 20
equal parts.
Place 3 3 at the centre of the dumplings cover. Add water
around the cover. Press at the centre of the cover to close.
Place the grill on the square tray. Place an oven sheet on
the grill. Arrange 4 on the oven sheet.
Place 5 in the lower shelf and heat.
STEAMED

Ingredients/For 20 pieces

A

<Seasoning agar>
Agar powder ………………………… 1 g.
B
Chicken soup ……………………160 ml.
Cover for dumplings (large size) ……
………………………………………………… 20 sheets

Lower

13-18 mins

START

เริ่ม

Minced pork ……………………100 g.
Spring onions ……………………… 50 g.
Dried shiitake …………………2 pieces
Garlic …………………………… 1/2 piece
Ginger ……………………………………… 5 g.
Salt ………………………………… 1/4 tsp
soy sauce ……………………… 1/2 tsp
Sake ……………………………………… 1 tsp
Sesame oil …………………………… 1 tsp

Steamed Dishes

Instructions

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.
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Home made Gyoza

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3
4

5
Ingredients / For 16 pieces
Dumpling skin………………… 16 pieces
(Seasoning Agar)
Agar powder………………………1 g
B
Water …………………………… 125 g
Chinese Instant Bouillon 1/2 tsp

Home made dumplings

Finely chop spring onion, garlic chives, garlic and ginger.
Put minced pork, agar 1 and ingredient A into a bowl and
blend them until they become sticky. Divide into 16 equal
pieces.
Place 3 on dumpling skin, add water to the skin edge and
neatly wrap.
Put Gridiron on Square tray, lay a Baking paper on the
Gridiron and place step 4 over them.
Put step 5 in the Lower rack.
STEAMED

13-18 mins

Lower

STEAMED

Steamed Dishes

1
2
3
4
5

＊Preparation of water tank

Finely chop the peeled shrimp and spring onions.
Put minced pork and ingredient A into a bowl, blend until the
mixture become sticky. Divide into 20 equal pieces.
Shape fingers in a ring form,and place shaomai skin on top.
Stuff filling pork step 2 in shaomai skin, shaping into round
ball and decorate with green peas.
Put Gridiron on Square tray, lay a Baking paper on the
Gridiron and place 3 over them.
Put step 4 in the Lower rack.

Lower
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Shaomai skin ……………… 20 pieces
Green Peas …………………………… 20

13-18 mins

START

STEAMED

Minced Pork ……………………………… 200 g
Crabmeat(Chopped) …… 100 g
Japanese Leek(Chopped)1/2 stick
Ginger Juice ………………………2 tsp
Japanese Soy Sauce 1 1/3 tsp
A Sugar ……………………………………2 tsp
Sesami oil ……………………………2 tsp
Salt ………………………………… 2/3 tsp
Starch ……………………………… 4 tsp
Pepper ………………………… To taste

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Instructions

Ingredients / For 20 pieces

START

Minced Pork……………………………100 g
Japanese Leek (Chopped)1/2
Chive(Chopped) …… 1/2 stick
Garlic(Chopped) …… 1/2 slice
Ginger(Chopped)…… 1/2 slice
A
Salt ……………………………… 1/4 tsp
Japanese Soy sause……… 1 tsp
Sake ………………………………… 1 tsp
Sesami oil………………………… 1 tsp

6

Prepare the agar seasoning. Put ingredient B into a pot, stir
ingredients and simmer for 2 mins. and leave in the pan until
the ingredients set. Once the mixture has turns solid break
into small pieces.

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Home made meat bun

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / For 8 pieces
<Cover>
Cake Flour ……………………… 250 g
Sugar ………………………………… 30 g
A Salt ………………………………… a pinch
Instant dry yeast ……………… 4 g
Baking powder …………… 1 1/2 tsp
Milk ……………………………………………… 40 g
Water ……………………………………… 80 ml.
Shortening ……………………………………15 g

Instructions

1

3

2.When the surface becomes smooth, roll the dough into a
heat resistant bowl and wrap.

2.Place the grill on the square tray. Place an oven sheet on
the grill. Arrange 1 on the oven sheet.

3.Place 2 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and ferment.

4.After fermentation, roll into 8 equal parts and wrap. Allow
to sit for approximately 10 minutes.

2.Wrap 1. Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
MICROWAVE 600W

4-5 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

15-20 mins

Lower

Heat
Start

4.Once fermentation is complete, continue heating.
STEAMED

approx.

25 min.

Lower

Heat
Start

Steamed Dishes

P r e p a r e the fi l lin g

1.Put all the ingredients for the filling in a heat resistant bowl
and mix together.

40℃

START

2

3.Ferment by placing 2 in the lower shelf.
START

Lower

F in is h in g is co m p l e t e .

20-30 mins

START

DECISION

40℃

Heat
Start

1.Spread the dough 1 to approximately 10 cm. Place the
filling of 2 at the centre. Wrap the dough around the
filling.

DECISION

Pr ep a r e t h e doug h f or t h e c ov er

1.Put A in a bowl. Knead adding milk and water. When it
comes together add shortening and knead well.

<Filling>
Thin slices of spare ribs (shredded) 150 g
Dried shiitake (5 mm square ) 2 pieces
Boiled bamboo shoots (5 mm square) 50 g
Spring onions (Minced) …… 30 g
Oyster Sauce ……………………… 1 tsp
Soaking liquid of dried shiitake 2 tbsp
Soy sauce …………………………… 1 tbsp
Sake ……………………………………… 2 tsp
Salt, Pepper …………………… to taste
Sugar …………………………………… 1 tsp
Sesame oil …………………………… 1 tbsp
Starch ………………………………… 2 tsp

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

3.After heating is completed, mix and make 8 equal parts.

Steamed Bun arrangement
Steamed Buns With
Sweet Red Bean
For 8 pieces
<Cover>

Meat bun ingredients ………………………………………1 Set
<Filling>
Red bean paste (commercially available) 320 g.
●

If the moisture content of the red bean
paste is, use a pan to remove the moisture.
Thickness must be such that the paste does
not drop when scooped.

●

Refer to the preparation method of Meat bun.

Curry buns
For 8 pieces
<Cover>
Meat bun ingredients ………………………………………11 Set
Curry powder ……………………………………………… 1/2 tsp
<Filling>
Minced meat ………………… ……………………… 120 g
Onion (5mm cubes)……………………………… 100 g
Carrot (5mm cubes) ……………………………… 50 g
Garlic (finely chopped) …………………………… 1/2
Curry roux ………………………………………………… 40 g
Salt , Pepper…………………………………………To taste
Cake flour ………………………………………………… 2 tsp
Water ……………………………………………………… 2 tbsp
Salad oil……………………………………………………… 2 tsp
●

Make a wrap by adding curry powder.
See the meat buns preparation method
2 3 and prepare.

Pizza buns
For 8 pieces
<Cover>
Meat bun ingredients ………………………………………11 Set
<Filling>
Minced pork …………………………………………… 120 g
Onion (5mm cubes)……………………………… 100 g
Garlic (finely chopped) ………………………… 1/2
Olive oil ……………………………………………………… 1 tsp
Tomato Puree …………………………………………… 50 g
Tomato Ketchup ……………………………………… 30 g
Solid Consomme (crushed) ……………………… 1/2
Grated Cheese ……………………………………… 2 tsp
Salt, Black Pepper, Oregano, Tabasco to taste
Cake Flour …………………………………………………3 tsp
●

Refer to the preparation method of Meat
bun.
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Chicken in Slices

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

3

Place the chicken meat of 1 in a heat resistant tray.
Sprinkle salt and sake. Add spring onions and ginger. Keep
aside for about 20 minutes.
Remove spring onions and ginger from 2 and place the
tray in the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

Ginger (thinly slices) ........ 1/2 slice
Tomato (thinly chopped) Proper quantity
Cucumber(vertically cut) Proper quantity

Steamed Sablefish

4

MICROWAVE

5-6 mins

STEAM

Enjoy the food with Chinese sauces available
in the market or any sauce of your choice.

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

2
3

Cut the sable fish into bite-sized pieces, sprinkle A. Add
seasoning and keep aside.
Place the sable fish of 1 in the heat resistant tray. Pour B
on the sable fish.
Put 2 in the center of cavity.

Steamed Dishes

B

Soup ……………………………… 50 ml.
Sake ………………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Sugar ……………………………… 1/2 tsp
Salt ………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Pepper ………………………… to taste

Whitefish braised in Aromatic Vinegar

4

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx.

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

2
3

94

Fresh Coriander, White Scallionss
…………………………………… proper quantity
Red Pepper (round slices) 1 whip
Sesami Oil …………………………… 2 tbsp

4

Remove the scales and internal organs of the white fish.
Make 3 to 4 cuts on both sides. Salt and keep aside for 15
minutes. Wipe off any excess moisture.
Stuff the stomach of 1 with 1/3 amount of Scallionss and
ginger.
Spread 1/3 amount of Scallions and ginger on a heat
resistance tray and lay 2 over. Sprinkle remaining Scallions
and ginger on top. Blend ingredient A well, and add in.
Put step 3 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

5

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx.

12 min.

START START

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
White fish…………………………… 1 (400 g)
Salt ………………… Slightly over 1/2 tsp
Spring onions (finely chopped)15cm.
Ginger (shredded)…………………………1/2
Shaoxing Rice Wine …… 1/2 tbsp
Black vinegar, Rice vinegar and
A Soy sauce …………………… Each 3 tsp
Sugar ……………………………… 3/4 tsp

Heat
Start

Sprinkle shredded spring onion (as required) and small bite
sized chives (as required) on 3 . Pour sesame oil (2 tsp.) in
a circular fashion.

MICROWAVE

1

8 min.

START

No
Accessories

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Sable fish (Fillets) …………………200 g
Sake …………………………… 1/2 tbsp
A Salt ………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Pepper ………………………… to taste

Heat
Start

Once 3 cools down, cut finely using hands and serve.

MICROWAVE

1

START

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Minced Chicken .................. 200 g
Salt ..................................... to taste
sake...................................... 2 tbsp
Japanese Leek ........................ 1/4

Make slices by cutting the thick portions of the chicken
meat. Prick the meat with a fork at several places.

Heat
Start

After steaming, sprinkle coriander and green onions. Add red
pepper to sesame oil. Pour over the fish.

Steamed Egg

STEAMED

MICROWAVE

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Break the eggs in a bowl. Whip the eggs thoroughly. Add the cooled
contents of A and mix well together. Strain using a cloth or a strainer.
Peel off prawn shells, slit prawn along curve of back with a
sharp knife. Chop chicken breast fillet, put it in a bowl and
add soy sauce for seasoning.
Add chicken and prawns into each cup and pour the egg
mixture 1 over each one equally. Cover the cups with lids.
Put step 3 in the center of cavity.
40 Steamed egg

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 26 mins）
During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

5

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Egg ................................................ 2
Dashi soup ………………… 400 ml.
A Salt……………………………… 1/2 tsp
Japanese soy sauce 1/2 tsp
Mirin …………………………… 1/2 tsp
Prawns………………………………………… 4

Manual

Chicken breast fillet………… 60 g
Japanese soy sauce………… 1 tsp
Shiitake mushroom (Dried) 4 slices
Kamaboko fish cake (cut into 5
mm. thick slices) .............. 4 slices
Ginkgo nuts (Canned)………………… 8
Japanese parsley……………… to taste

(MICROWAVE 600 W approx 3 mins

→

PROPER TEMP STEAM 85℃ approx 23 mins

At first the temperature of the egg is at 25℃ before and after cooking,
the proper temperature of the egg should be around 20~30℃ . If the
temperature is to high or low, adjust the temperature as appropiate.
● Cover the cups with the lids before steaming it in the oven.
● If steamed egg is lumpy, open lid for a while because the heat
remaining in the cups.
●

Tips
When cooking food,such as steamed eggs using containers or heavy
pots, wear thick oven gloves and place into the oven using both hands.

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

3
4

Wash glutinous rice and strain to drain water out.
Put red beans and plenty of water in a pan and heat. After boiling,
discard the boiling water. Add 2 cups of water. After boiling again,
turn down the heat and boil for 8 to 9 minutes (till it can be
crushed by pressing with fingers). Cool [the food] completely. Red
beans and the soup are removed and kept separately.
Put mochi rice and the red beans in the deep heat resistant
container. Combine the boiled juice from red bean with
water,mix them in cover with lid and put on rest for 1 hour.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber without covering and heat.

For 2 servings
MICROWAVE STEAM 16-19 mins

MICROWAVE
STEAM

เริ่ม

22-25 mins

START

No
Accessories

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Glutinous Rice……… 2 cups (320 g)
Red bean………………… 2 tbsp (30 g)

No Accessories

Steamed Dishes

Okowa Rice

After done heating, garnish each cup with a Japanese parsley.

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Boiled Juice of Red bean+Water 320ml.
Sesami and salt… Proper quantity

5

Mix several 1~2 times during cooking.
Mix after cooking. Cover with a cloth and steam for some
time.
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Chinese~Style Glutinous Rice

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Wash the glutinous rice. Soak the rice in water for
approximately one hour. Drain the water using a strainer.
Shred the pork. Season with sake and ginger juice. Keep it
aside. Coarsely chop the bamboo shoots. Cut the shiitake into
thin slices.
Put 1 , 2 and ingredients A in heat resistance container
and mix.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber without
covering and heat.

A

For 2 servings
MICROWAVE STEAM 16-19 mins

Steamed Dishes

Grutinous Rice with Chestnut

5

Mix after cooking is completed. Cover with a cloth and
steam for some time.

●

Depending on your preference, you may wrap the glutinous rice
dumplings with bamboo sheath too. After heating, wrap with a
bamboo sheath covered with a wet cloth. Adjust the shape. Heat in
MICROWAVE 600 W 1 - 2 minutes.

MICROWAVE

1
2
3
4
5

STEAMED

＊Preparation of water tank

Put the glutinous rice and water in a deep heat resistant
container. Cover with a lid and soak the rice 1 hour.
Peel the chestnut skins and break into halves.
Add salt and chestnut of 3 to 2 . Mix them together.
Place 4 at the centre of the oven chamber without
covering and heat.
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เริ่ม

22-25 mins

START

For 2 servings
เ
MICROWAVE STEAM 16-19 mins

MICROWAVE
STEAM

Heat
Start

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Chestnut…………… 15 pieces (150 g)
Salt ………………………………………… 1 tsp

If fresh chestnut is not available , the instant chestnut for rice
cooking may be used.

No Accessories

Wash the glutinous rice. Drain the water using a strainer.

No
Accessories

●

Heat
Start

Mix several 2~3 times during cooking.

Instructions

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Glutinous Rice……… 2 cups (320 g)
water …………………………… 1 1/2 cups

เริ่ม

22-25 mins

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Dried shrimp (soaking) ……… 5 g
Soup……………………… 1 1/4 cups
japanese Soy Sauce…… 1 tbsp
Sugar ………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Japanese Sake……………… 1 tbsp
Sesame oil ……………………… 1 tbsp
Salt ………………………………… 2/3 tsp

MICROWAVE
STEAM

START

No
Accessories

Glutinous Rice……… 2 cups (320 g)
Thinly~sliced pork …………… 75 g
Japanese Sake………………… 1 tbsp
Ginger Juice………………… To taste
Boiled Bamboo Shoots………… 75 g
Dried shiitake mushrooms (soaking)
…………………………………………………2 pieces

No Accessories

6

Mix several 2~3 times during cooking.
Mix after cooking is completed. Cover with a cloth and
steam for some time.

Sichuan Pickled Cucumber

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

Place the grill on the square tray. Arrange cucumbers on the
grill. Place the square tray in the lower shelf of the oven and
heat.

3

approx.

20 min.

START

2

70℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Upper

Heat
Start

Mix the liquid seasoning thoroughly together.
Cut both ends of cucumber from 1 and cut cucumber in
half lengthwise. Put cucumber in the container to pickle with
mixed indredients from 2
※You can eat delicious food after about 2 hours.

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Cucumber ................................................................................ 4 pieces (400 g)
〈Liquid seasoning〉
Vinegar ………………………………… 5 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce …………… 2 tbsp
Sugar ……………………………………… 5 tbsp
Japanese Chili paste ……………… 1 tsp
Salt ………………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Sesami oil ………………………… 1 1/2 tbsp

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

Cooking water for pickling. Add ingredients A into a heat
resistant container. Add cinnamon sticks and bay leaves and
mix well. Put it in the center of cavity.

3
4

MICROWAVE 600W

Place the grill on the square tray. Place an oven sheet on
the grill. Spread out 2 Sprinkle dried apricots and raisins.
Lay 3 on the Upper rack.
70℃

approx.

20 min.

START

5

Heat
Start

Slice carrots diagonally without peeling the skin off. Peel the
skin off a pumpkin and cut into 7~8 mm. pieces.

DECISION

(water for pickling)
Apple cider vinegar…… 1 cup
Water……………………………… 1 cup
A
Salt…………………………………… 1 tsp
Honey…………………………… 3 tbsp
Cinnamon stick…………………… 1 stick
Bay leaves ……………………… 2 leaves

4.30 min.

Then let stand until cool.

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Carrot ……………………………… 1 (200 g)
Pumpkin……………………………………150 g
Dried Apricot…………………… 8 (40 g)
Raisin ……………………………………… 20 g

approx.

START

No
Accessories

2

Steamed Dishes

Pickle Orange Vegetable

Upper

Heat
Start

After heating, cool by blowing water. Place in a storage
container, add pickle solution of 1 and marinate for a
minimum of 1 hour.
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Seaweed with Garland Chrysanthemum & Cabbage

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

Rinse cabbage then cut in half length wise and cut the core
off. Wash garland Chrysanthemum, cut the stem off about
2~3 cm.
Place the cabbage on Square tray. Spread garland
Chrysantimum out and place on the tray, Place in the lower
shelf and heat.

4
Ingredients/ For 4 dishes
Cabbage ………………………… 1/4 (250 g)
Garland Chrysanthemum 1/2 bunch (100 g)

Lower

Heat
Start

After heating, remove the moisture lightly. Cut into 6 cm long
pieces. Wrap with sea weed.
Serve with sauce seasoning of your choice.

(Sesami Sauce)
White sesame paste ………… 2 tbsp
Sugar ……………………………………… 1 tbsp
Vinegar …………………………………… 1 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce …………… 1 tbsp
Minced garlic …………………… To taste

Steamed Dishes

Tuna Salad with Garland Chrysanthemum

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1
2

Wash garland chrysanthemum, cut the stem off about 2~3
cm. and spread out on Square tray.
Put 1 in the Lower rack.

4

Ingredients / For 4 dishes

A

Mustard seed ............ 2/3 tbsp
Lime juice ……………… 2/3 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce 2/3 tbsp
Sesami oil………………………… 1 tsp
Ground white sesame ... 2 tsp

approx.

10 min.

START

3

Lower

40℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

98

10 min.

Seaweed(Size 8P)……………… 12 sheets

(Peanut Sauce)
Peanut Butter ……………………… 2 tbsp
Sugar ……………………………………… 1 tbsp
Vinegar …………………………………… 1 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce …………… 1 tbsp
Minced garlic …………………… To taste

Garland Chrysanthemum ………………
.................................1 bunch (200 g)
Tuna (Canned) ……… 1 can (80 g)

approx.

START

3

40℃

DECISION

PROPER
TEMP STEAM

Heat
Start

After heating, blot the water softly, cut to sized 4 cm. long.
Mix ingredient A and add canned tuna, mix wel l . Add t he
prepar ed Gar land Chrysanthemum from 3 (Top with lime
juice to taste).

To curry or cook using the microwave will make the taste of food less flavorsome.
If you want to maintain the original taste, use a heat resistant bowl while cooking in the microwave oven.
If you use a microwave sheet covering the food, use the same size as described in the illustration.
Make a hole in the middle of the sheet to ventilate the steam, or you can stir the mixture during cooking.
This will enhance the taste.

Pork Curry

Microwave Sheet

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

B

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 10 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 60 mins

Manual

For 2 servings

4
5

11-13 mins

Heat
Start

After heating done, remove from the microwave oven and
mix well.
Add the prepared pork from 2 to the mixture from 3 , mix
well, and cover tightly.
Place 4 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

●

Ensure that vegetables or meat do not get out of the soup since they
can get burnt easily.
●Add curry powder slowly because the powder will be easily dissolved.

MICROWAVE 600W

42 Curry / Stew

START

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 5 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 40 mins

Put B in a deep heat resistant container and cover with a lid.
Place the container at the centre of the oven and heat.
START

A

Onion (Chopped)… 2 (400 g)
Carrot (Chopped)… 1 (200 g)
Potato (Chopped)… 2 (300 g)
Curry powder…………………120 g
Water…………………………… 500 ml.

Put salad oil (4 tablespoons) in a pan heated with medium flame.
Add garlic and ginger. Saute the pork and remove. Saute A.

No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Pork meat(Chopped for curry)300 g
Salt / Pepper …………………… To taste
Garlic(Minced)…………………… 1 clove
Scraped ginger……………………… 1 root

Sprinkle salt and pepper on the pork and keep aside. Cut onions
to a comb shape. Chop carrots and potatoes into chunks.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 1 hour 10 mins.）
During cooking stir the mixture 2~3 times.

Beef Stew

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

3
Ingredients / For 4 serves
Beef meat ........................ 400g
Salt / Pepper……………… To taste
Cassava flour ………………… 2 tbsp
Red wine……………………………… 3 tbsp
Chopped carrot……………… 1 (200 g)
Onion (Chopped)………… 2 (600 g)
Chopped potato…………… 2 (300 g)

Butter… ………………………………… 3 tbsp
Cassava flour……………………… 6 tbsp
Soup stock (Water+Stock cube)600 ml.
Concentrated chopped tomato 1/2 cup
Sugar ……………………… 1/2 tbsp
A Salt …………………………… 1/2 tsp
Bay leaves……………… 2 leaves

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 10 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 60 mins

Manual

For 2 servings

●

You can use instant beef stew available in stores instead in the

instructions 4
●If the quantity of soup is not enough for meat and vegetables, it will
be easily burned, so be careful during cooking.

5
6

Heat salad oil (2 tablespoons) in a frying pan. Saute carrots,
onions and potatoes. Remove them out.
Heat salad oil (2 tablespoons) in the fry pan. Put the beef
in the pan. Saute the beef on a high flame till the beef is
brown all over. Add red wine and bring to a boil.
Prepare roux. Melt the butter in another pan and add cake
flour. Saute on a low flame until deep golden brown. Add the
soup little by little and keep whipping.
Add the mixture from 2 ・ 3 ・ 4 and ingredients A into a
heat resistant bowl, mix well, and cover tightly.
Put 5 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

42 Curry / Stew

START

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 5 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 40 mins

4

Cooked Dishes : Soup

2

Cut the beef into cubes of 3cm. Sprinkle salt and pepper.
Sprinkle cake flour. Cut onions to a comb shape. Chop carrots
and potatoes into chunks.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 1 hour 10 mins.）
During cooking stir the mixture 2~3 times.
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Shrimp Curry with Rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Finely chop onion and garlic. Put in a heat resistant
container. Smear salad oil. Wrap and place at the centre of
the oven chamber and heat.

2
3

4

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Concentrate minced tomato 1 tbsp
Water……………………………… 3/4 cup
Chilli (minced)…………………… 1/2
Stock cube (Crushed)…1 cube
A
Worcester sauce……………… 1 tsp
Garam Masala Powder…… 1 tsp

5
6

approx.

5 min.

Heat
Start

Combine butter and wheat flour.
Slit shrimp along curve of back, and place in a big heat
resistant bowl. Sprinkle with salt, pepper and curry powder.
Dissolve the concentrated minced tomato into water, add 1
・ 2 and ingredients A to the mixture, mix again. Wash
spinach thoroughly
Wash the spinach, cut off the roots and chop the spinach
into chunks. Add water and make a puree using a food
processor or a mixer.
Add the spinach from 4 to 3 and mix thoroughly
together. Soak the shrimp and wrap so that the shrimp does
not come out.
Place 5 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat. After
heating, mix thoroughly.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600W

Cabbage Roll

approx.

10 min.

MICROWAVE

START

Spinach……………………………… 1 (200 g)
Water …………………………………… 1/2 cup
Onion ………………………………… 1 (200 g)
Garlic ………………………………… 2 Cloves
Oil ……………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Butter(Melted at normal temp.) 20 g
Wheat flour………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Shimp(Shell removed)……………200 g
Salt ……………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Pepper…………………………………… To taste
Curry powder…………………………… 1 tbsp

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

No Accessories

Instructions

1

No
Accessories

2
3

n

100

Stock cube…………………………… 1
Hot water…………………… 2 cups
Salt / Pepper…………………… To taste
B

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 10 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 60 mins

4

approx.

4.30 min.

Heat
Start

Add ingredients A into a bowl, mix until it becomes smooth,
and divide into 8 equal parts. Wrap with prepared cabbage
leaf from 1
Add ingredients B into a heat resistant bowl, and sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Add pork meat wrapped with the
cabbage from step 2 . Use baking paper on the top of each
layer in order to avoid overlaying, and then cover with lid.
Put step 3 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

42 Curry / Stew

START

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Cabbage (Medium size) .............. 8
Minced pork meat ........ 300 g
Onion (Minced)……………………… 1
Egg ………………………………………… 1
A
Bread crumbs ………………… 30 g
Salt ……………………………… 1/2 tsp
Pepper/Powdered nutmeg To taste

MICROWAVE 600W

START

Cooked Dishes : Soup

Wash the cabbage and cut the core into thin slices. Wrap
without removing the moisture and place on a flat tray.
Place at the centre of the oven and heat. After heating,
allow residual heat to dissipate.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 1 hour 10 mins.）

Simmered Meat

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

4

Peel the skin of the potatoes and cut the potatoes into 6 to
8 pieces of equal size. Cut the onions into thin slices. Cut the
beef into pieces of 3 to 4 cm width.
Put salad oil (2 tablespoons) in a pan heated with medium
heat and saute 1
Add the mixture from 2 and ingredients A into a heat
resistant bowl. Use Baking paper on the top and then cover
with lid.
Put step 3 in the center of cavity.
600W

13 min.

approx.

200W

30 min.

approx.

START

STEW

DECISION

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Potato…………………………… 4 (600 g)
Sliced beef meat…………………300 g
Onion (Sliced)………… big 1 (250 g)

Manual

Water ………………………… 400 ml.
Sugar…………………………… 5 tbsp
A Sake ……………………………… 3 tbsp
Mirin ……………………………… 3 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce…… 6 tbsp
Boiled sweet peas Proper quantity

For 2 servings

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 25 mins

Stir fried Chicken with Lotus Root

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

3
4

Dashi soup…………………… 500 ml.
Japanese soy sauce……… 5 tbsp
B
Sugar ……………………………… 5 tbsp
Sake………………………………… 3 tbsp
Boiled sweet peas Proper quantity

Add 1 tbsp cooking oil into the skillet from 2 , and stir fry
with the mixture from ingredients A.
Add the mixture from 2 ・ 3 and ingredients B into a heat
resistant bowl. Use microwave sheet to on top and then
cover with lid.
Put step 4 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

STEW

600W

13 min.

approx.

200W

30 min.

approx.

START

Manual

5

Add 1 tbsp cooking oil into a skillet, add chicken and stir fry until
well cooked.

DECISION

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Chicken meat …………………… 1 (200g)
Burdock root …… 1 root (100 g)
Lotus root……… 1/2 root (100 g)
White spot arum……………………… 1
A
Carrot …………… 1/2 root (100 g)
Boiled bamboo shoot …… 80 g
Taro …………… 2 root (net 100 g)

Cooked Dishes : Soup

2

Cut the chicken meat into 2 cm cubes. Chop carrots and boiled
bamboo shoots into chunks. Peel the skin of the taro. Chop
burdock and lotus roots into chunks. Soak in vinegar to remove
the bitterness. Tear Konjac by hand and boil.

Heat
Start

For 2 servings

(STEW) MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 25 mins
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Braised Pork

MICROWAVE

Instructions

1
2

Cut pork in half and put in a deep heat resistant container
along with A. Cover with a drop lid such as an oven sheet.
In addition, cover using a lid.
Place 1 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat. After
heating, transfer the broth to another container. Let it cool.

4
5

15 min.

200W

30 min.

approx.

Heat
Start

Wash cooked pork meat from step 2 , and chop into pieces.
Strain the soup stock through a fine sieve and let stand.
Put the pork, broth and B in a deep heat resistant container.
Cover with a drop lid such as an oven sheet. In addition,
cover using a lid.
Put step 4 in the center of cavity.

STEW

600W

15 min.

approx.

200W

60 min.

approx.

START

No
Accessories

DECISION

Soup stock ………… Whole quantity
Sake…………………………… 1/2 cup
B Japanese soy sauce 1/2 cup
Sugar ………………………… 10 tbsp.
Mustard………………… Proper quantity
Pod green peas………………………150 g

600W
approx.

START

3

STEW

DECISION

No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Pork pieces……………………………800 g
Soy bean meal……………… 80 g
Water…………………………… 800 ml
Sake…………………………… 1/4 cup
A
salt………………………………… 1 tbsp
Scallions…………………… 1/2 Slice
Ginger (Sliced)………… 3 Slices

No Accessories

Heat
Start

During cooking, flip the pork meat until well cooked.

6

After heating, garnish with French beans and serve.

Mix Beans

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Cooked Dishes : Soup

2
3
4
Ingredients / For 4 dishes

5

Scrape the peel of burdock root out, and chop white spot
arum from step 2 into equal size pieces. Soak burdock root
and lotus root in vinegar(Exclude ingredient) in order to get
rid of acid taste.
Put the soya beans of 1 for each dipping sauce in a deep
heat resistant container. Add 2 , 3 and A. Cover with a
drop lid such as an oven sheet. In addition, cover using a lid.
Place at the centre of the oven and heat.
STEW

600W

10 min.

approx.

200W

approx.90 min.

START

No
Accessories

Heat further.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 200W

30 min.

approx.

START

102

A

Sugar……………………………………… 30 g.
Sake …………………………………… 1 tbsp.
Japanese soy sauce… 2 1/2 tbsp.
Salt …………………………………… 1/2 tsp.

Wipe the surface of the kelp with a damp cloth that has
been squeezed firmly. Cut into of 1cm with scissors. ut the
konjac into pieces that are slightly larger than the soaked
soya beans using a spoon and boil.

DECISION

Soy bean……………………… 1 cup (130 g.)
water …………………………………………… 4 cup
Kobu seaweed ………………………… 10 cm.
White spot arum……………………1/4 piece
Carrot……………………………………………… 50 g.
Burdock root………………………………… 50 g.
Lotus root……………………………………… 50 g.

Rinse soy beans and soak overnight, then dry.

Heat
Start

Heat
Start

Sweeten Red Beans

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Rinse red beans and soak overnight in enough water
(Exclude ingredient), then dry.
Add red beans from step 1 into a heat resistant bowl. Pour
water until almost full and add baking powder. Use Baking
paper on top and then cover with lid.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven and heat. After heating,
throw away the broth.

4
5

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Hot water……………………… 3 cups
Sugar ……………………………… 200 g
Salt ……………………………… 1/2 tsp

Heat
Start

Add ingredients A to the cooked red beans 3 . Use Baking
paper on top and then cover with lid.
Place at the centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

STEW

600W

10min.

approx.

200W
approx.

90 min.

START

A

13 min.

approx.

DECISION

Red bean……………………………………300 g
Baking powder…………………… 1/3 tsp

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Heat further.
เริ่ม

MICROWAVE 200W

Black Beans

30 min.

approx.

START

No
Accessories

MICROWAVE

Heat
Start

No Accessories

Instructions

1

3

The seasoned beans from 1 use Baking paper on top and
then cover with lid.
Place at the centre of the oven and heat.

B

Hot water………………………… 2 cups
Sugar ………………………………… 90 g

200W

80 min.

approx.

START

Black bean ……………………………………200 g
Water ………………………………… 3 cups
Sugar …………………………………… 90 g
A Salt ………………………………………… 1 tsp
Japanese soy sauce… 1 1/2 tbsp
Baking powder………………… 1/2 tsp

10 min.

MICROWAVE 200W

80 min.

approx.

START

5

600W
approx.

Heat
Start

After heating, add B and heat further.
No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 4 dishes

STEW

DECISION

No
Accessories

4

Cooked Dishes : Soup

2

Wash black beans and put into a heat resistant bowl with the
ingredients A and marinade over night.

Heat
Start

After heating, remove from the oven and allow to stand
overnight.

●

Wash 2~3 rusted nails until clean, covered with cheesecloth, and put
into water. This makes the color of black beans more black when
boiling.
● If you add sugar immediately in order to flavor beans, this will make
them lose taste while soaking, especially black beans. Black beans
are easily softened when soaked. Be careful when seasoning.
Furthermore, add baking powder in small amounts when boiling
because baking powder makes beans softer more easily.
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Boiled Karei Fish in Soy Sauce

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Put liquid seasoning in a heat resistant container and cover
with a lid. Place the container at the centre of the oven and
heat.

2
3

Heat
Start

Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

5 min.

approx.

200W

15 min.

approx.

START

600W

STEW

DECISION

〈Liquid seasoning〉
Sliced ginger …………………………… 1 root
Sugar………………………………………… 3 tbsp
Sake ………………………………………… 3 tbsp

10 min.

approx.

Arrange flounder in 1 without overlap. Cover with a drop
lid such as an oven sheet. In addition, cover using a lid.

No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Flounder (fillets) ………………………………………………………………………… 4 pieces (80 g x4)

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Japanese soy sauce……………… 6 tbsp
Water……………………………………… 225 ml.

Generally people do not eat enough vegetables. If we choose to eat soup,

Wrapping method

19 cm. diameter

this will help us eat vegetables more because the nutrients of vegetables
are dissolved into soup. Therefore, if we don’t eat the soup stock, it means
we won’t get any nutrients. Vegetable soup is the best food that is rich of
nutrients.

9 cm. height

Italian Vegetables Soup

MICROWAVE

Instructions

1
2

Put 1 and Olive oil in the heat resistant container. Place the
container at the centre of the oven without wrap and heat.

UP

Add 40 g of spaghetti cut into 3 parts during in the inspections 3

104

Heat
Start

12 min.

approx.

Heat
Start

After heating, add soya beans and mix. Again, open gaps※
and wrap.
No
Accessories

5

MICROWAVE 600W

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Volume

Beef stock………………………… 300 ml.
Canned boiled tomato…… 200 g.
Bay leaf………………………………… 1 leaf
Boiled soy bean…………………………… 50 g.
Salt / Pepper…………………………… to taste
Rosemary…………………… proper quantity

A

2.30 min.

approx.

START

Bacon…………………………………………… 1 slice
Onion………………………… 1/4 root (50 g.)
Carrot………………………… 1/4 root (50 g.)
Parsley……………………… 1/4 stem (25 g.)
Potato………………………… 1/4 root (40 g.)
Olive oil……………………………………… 1 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600W

Add A to 2 Mix thoroughly together as you squeeze the
tomatoes. Open gaps※ and wrap. Place at the centre of the
oven and heat.
No
Accessories

4

※See above for the wrapping method.

START

Cooked Dishes : Soup

3

No Accessories

Dice bacon, onion, carrot, parsley, and potato.

No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

Wrap by placing a hole in it.

Use a heat-resistant vessel of 19 cm. diameter x 9 cm. high

Heat
Start

After heating, season with salt and pepper. Garnish with
rosemary as preferred.

Korean Bean Sprouts Soup

MICROWAVE

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

Instructions

1
2
3

Mince beef finely and add to a heat resistant container. Add
ingredients A, mix well, and let stand.
Cut carrots into 4~5 cm. Clean the pickled shiitake mushroom
and thinly slice it. Keep the water that is used to wash
pickled mushroom and mix with water 500 ml. for later use.
Add carrots, bean sprouts, and sesame oil to the mixture from
1 . Cover with plastic wrap. Put it in the center of cavity.
During cooking, stir the mixture well.

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves
Chicken stock………………… 3/4 tsp
B Dried Chinese black mushroom
soup+Water…………………… 500 ml.
Dried Chinese black mushrooms…… 2
Salt / Pepper…………………………… to taste

12 min.

approx.

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

6

MICROWAVE 600W

Heat
Start

After done heating, add the prepared mushrooms, mix well.
Cover with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※ again.
No
Accessories

Healthy FULL

Heat
Start

Add ingredients B to the mixture from 3 , mix well. Cover
with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※. Put it in the center
of cavity.
No
Accessories

5

6 min.

approx.

START

Sliced beef ……………………………………150 g
Minced garlic ………………… 1/4 tsp
Pepper powder………………… 1/2 tsp
A Korean Chilli……………………… 2 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce… 1 1/4 tbsp
Sugar……………………………………… 1 tsp
Carrot ……………………………………… 1/2 root
Bean sprouts……………………………… 200 g
Sesami oil ……………………………… 1/2 tbsp

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

4

No Accessories

Heat
Start

After done heating, season with salt and pepper to taste.

Cut 40 g of Cellophane noodles into 4~5 cm. long pieces and add
during the inspections 5 in order to increase nutrients.

Undulated Surf Clam Soup with Mushrooms

Chop Shimeiji mushrooms, golden needlemushrooms, and
straw mushrooms intobitesized pieces. Slice onion thinly and
cutbacon into 1 cm. pieces.
Add mushrooms from 1 , onions, bacon, clams, stock cube
and water into a heat resistant container. Cover with plastic
wrap by place a hole in it※. Put it in the center of cavity.

Stock cube………………………………… 1 cube
Water………………………………………… 200 ml.
Milk…………………………………… 200 ml.
A
Cassava flour……………………… 1 tsp
Salt / Pepper…………………………… to taste

4

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

12 min.

approx.

Heat
Start

After done heating, add ingredients A and mix well. Cover
with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※again.
No
Accessories

Shimeiji mushrooms …………………… 70 g
Golden needle mushrooms………… 70 g
Straw mushrooms………………………… 70 g
Onion ………………………………… 1/2 (100 g)
Bacon………………………………………… 1 piece
Clams……………………………………………… 30 g

MICROWAVE 600W

START

No
Accessories

3

Cooked Dishes : Soup

2

No Accessories

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

Instructions

1

MICROWAVE

Heat
Start

After done heating, season with salt and pepper to taste.
Volume

UP

Add 40 g of spaghetti cut into 3 parts during in the inspections 2
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Hot and Sour soup

MICROWAVE

Instructions

1

2

Add pork from 1 into a container. Cover with plastic wrap. Put
it in the center of cavity. During cooking, stir the mixture well.

Healthy FULL

No
Accessories

4

MICROWAVE 600W

12 min.

approx.

Heat
Start

A f t e r done heating, add parsley and ingredients B, mix
well. Beat egg into it and combine, then add tofu. Cover
with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※ again.
No
Accessories

5

Heat
Start

Add bamboo shoots, Chinese black mushrooms, chicken soup
powder, and water to the mixture from 2 Cover with plastic
wrap by place a hole in it※.Put it in the center of cavity.

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Parsle……………………………………………… 20 g
Egg………………………………………………………… 1
Vinegar………………………………… 1 tbsp
Sake………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce ……… 1/2 tsp
B
Salt……………………………………… 1/3 tsp
Cassava flour………………………… 1 tsp
Water……………………………… 1/3 tbsp
Coarsely ground black pepper .........
....................................Proper quantity

4.30 min.

approx.

START

Pork sirloin………………………………………150 g
Ginger ale………………………… 1/2 tsp
Vinegar……………………………… 1/2 tsp
A
Salt / Pepper ………………… to taste
Cassava flour…………………… 1/2 tsp
Boiled bamboo shoots………………… 60 g
Dried Chinese black mushrooms …… 2
Chicken soup powder………………… 1 tsp
Water………………………………………… 500 ml.
White soft Tofu……………………………… 1/3

MICROWAVE 600W

START

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

Chop pork into small pieces and add to a heat resistant
container. Add ingredients A and marinade. Dice tofu into 1cm
wide and 3 cm long pieces. Dice bamboo shoots and parsley
into 5 mm. wide and 5 cm. long pieces. Slice dried Chinese
black mushrooms thinly.

No
Accessories

3

No Accessories

Heat
Start

After done heating, garnish with chili oil and coriander to
taste.

Cut 40 g of Cellophane noodles into 4~5 cm. long pieces and add
during the inspections 4 in order to increase nutrients.

Fried Tofu Soup with Mizuna

MICROWAVE

Instructions

2

Cut bacon into 1 cm pieces, cut bamboo shoots into pieces 5
mm. wide and 5 cm. long, chop tofu into pieces 1 cm. wide
and 5 cm. long. Slice Scallions diagonally.
Add bacon from 1 and ingredients A into a heat resistant
container. Cover with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※.
Put it in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

3
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Dashi soup………………………… 3 cups
Japanese soy sauce………… 1/2 tsp
A
Mirin………………………………………… 1 tsp
Salt……………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Ground pepper………………………… To taste

4

9 min.

approx.

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Bacon …………………………………………………… 4
Mizuna (Japanese Mustard)………… 80 g
Scallions……………………………………………… 1/2
Fried bean curd ………… 1 piece (140 g)

MICROWAVE 600W

Heat
Start

After done heating, add Mizuna from 1 , half of Scallions,
and fried bean curd, mix well. Cover with plastic wrap by
place a hole in it※ again. Put it in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

START

Cooked Dishes : Soup

1

No Accessories

Heat
Start

After done heating, garnish with the remaining Scallions, and
sprinkle with pepper to taste.

Chicken & Chinese Vabbage Soybean Milk Soup
Instructions

1
2

4

7.30 min.

approx.

Heat
Start

Add golden needle mushrooms and ingredients A to the
mixture from 2 and mix well. Cover with plastic wrap by
place a hole in it※. Put it in the center of cavity.
MICROWAVE 600W

10 min.

approx.

START

Heat
Start

Add soy bean milk, cassava flour, and Scallionss, mix well.
Cover with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※ again.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Chicken soup powder………… 1 tsp
Water………………………………… 200 ml.
A
Sake……………………………………… 1 tbsp
Salt……………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Soy bean milk………………………… 300 ml.
Cassava flour………………………………… 1 tsp

MICROWAVE 600W

START

Chicken meat ………………………………200 g
Sake……………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Bok choy………………………………………300 g
Golden needle mushroom…………150 g
Scallions…………………………………………… 1/2
Sesami oil…………………………………… 1 tbsp

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

Add chicken meat, bok choy, and sesame oil into a container.
Cover with plastic wrap. Put it in the center of cavity. During
cooking, stir the mixture well.

No
Accessories

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

No Accessories

Cut chicken into bite-sized pieces. Rub sake over the pieces.
Chop bok choy and golden needle mushrooms into 4~5 cm.
pieces, and slice onion diagonally.

No
Accessories

3

MICROWAVE

Heat
Start

Healthy FULL
Cut 200 g of peeled turnips into big pieces and add in the
instructions 3 instead of adding golden needle mushroom.

Corn Soup with Cellophane noodles & Tofu
Instructions

2

Add in redients A and callions into a heat resistant
container. Cover with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※.
Put it in the center of cavity.

Canned corn(Cream)…………200 g
Chicken stock…………………… 2 cups
A Sake……………………………………… 1 tbsp
Sugar ………………… Proper quantity
Salt……………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Pepper……………………………………… To taste
Sesami oil………………………………… To taste

Heat
Start

After done heating, add Cellophane noodles from 1
bamboo shoots, and pepper, and mix well. Then, beat an egg
into the mixture and combine well. Add white soft tofu as
the last step.
Cover 3 with plastic wrap by place a hole in it※ again.
No
Accessories

5

8

approx. min.

MICROWAVE 600W

3 min.

approx.

START

Cellophane noodles…………………… 50 g
Boiled bamboo shoot………………… 30 g
White soft tofu………………………………… 1/2
Egg………………………………………………………… 1
Scallions…………………………………………… 1/2

MICROWAVE 600W

START

4

Ingredients / For 2~3 serves

※See page 104 for the wrapping method.

Cut Cellophane noodles into 5 cm pieces. Chop bamboo
shoots into 5 mm. wide and 5 cm. long pieces. Cut tofu into 1
cm. wide and 5 cm. long pieces. Slice Scallions diagonally.

No
Accessories

3

No Accessories

Cooked Dishes : Soup

1

MICROWAVE

Heat
Start

After done heating, add sesame oil to taste and serve.
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Scramble egg ( Plain・Ham・Cheese )
1

ham
2 person

〈plain〉
egg …………………………… 2
milk …………………… 2 tbsp
salt,pepper ………a little

Manual

2

Put all the ingredients in a deep heat resistant container. Split
and loosen the ingredients.
※In the case of ham and cheese. Once the the eggs have
loosened, add chopped ham and cheese, and mix.
Heat each type of 1 separately, one at a time.
Place 1 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat without
wrapping. As the eggs harden, loosen them about 3 times in the middle.
No
Accessories

〈ham〉
"plain" Ingredients ……… all
Ham (roughtly chop) ……
………………………… 2 pieces

〈cheese〉
"plain" Ingredients ……… all
Processed cheese
(chopped) ……………… 30g

MICROWAVE 500W approx 2 mins 20 sec

44 3 minute menu

START

Ingredients

No Accessories

Instructions

Cheese

plain

MICROWAVE

DECREASE 2

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 2 mins 20 sec）
Note
Beat the eggs thoroughly. Use a deep heat resistant container and do not
wrap. (There is risk of cracking or the eggs swelling and overflowing from
the container)

Baked okra with cheese

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Bring roselle and sprinkle salt over it ,then take out soft hair.
Wash with water and take calyxes out.
Mix Ingredients A all together, make Miso sauce. Put roselle in
order in the heat-proof dish, topping with Miso sauce, then
place cheese on top.
Place 2 in the middle of oven

Ingredients

2 person

okra …………………………………………… 10
Natural cheese (for pizza)…30g

〈Misao sauce〉

miso…………………………………… 1 tsp
…………………………… 1/2 tsp
mirin
A
sake……………………………… 1/2 tsp
sugar …………………………… 1/2 tsp

4

44 3 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）
Decorate as wish.

sliced Nori seaweed (topping as wish) as suitable

Manual

MICROWAVE 500W approx 3 mins

Easy and conveneint menu

Fried beansprouts with salty kelp

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Manual

108

Black pepper ………………………… a little
versatile leek (slice) …… as suitable

MICROWAVE 500W approx 3 mins

Wrap the container mouth in 2 with plastic, then put in the
middle of the oven.
เริ่ม
No
Accessories

2 person

Beansprout ……………………………… 100g
seaweed(chop finely) … as suitable

Put bean sprouts and seaweed into the heat-proof container
and stir well.

4

44 3 minute menu

START

Ingredients

Wash bean sprouts, cut their roots then drain water. Chop
green onion for one mouthful.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）

After heating, scatter black pepper and versatile leek.

Warm salad of mixed beans

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Cut ham into 1 cm cubes. Chop shallot pickles.
Cut paprika into 1 cm cubes.
Put mixed beans, 1 and olive oil in a heat resistant bowl,
Add salt and pepper. Mix briefly.
Wrap 2 .Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Ingredients

Salt ……………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Pepper …………………………… as required
Lemon juice ………………………… 1 tbsp
Grated Cheese ………………………… 2 tsp
Parsley (chopped) ………………… 2 tsp

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）

2 person

Mixed Beans (dry pack) ………… 100g
Ham (chunks) ………………………… 40g
Shallot pickles ………………………… 30g
Paprika ……………………………………… 30g
Olive oil ………………………………… 1 tbsp

44 3 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

4

After heating, add lemon juice, grated cheese and parsley.
Mix thoroughly.

Manual MICROWAVE 500W approx 3 mins

Mincemeat paste tofu

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Except tofu, put all ingredients into a heat-proof container
and stir well.
Wrap container mouth in 1 with plastic wrap, then place it
in the middle of oven.

Ingredients

3

2 person

tofu …………………………………… half dish
Chopped pork ………………………… 50 g
Spring onion (chopped) ……… 5 cm
miso …………………………………… 1/2 tbsp

sugar ………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
sake ……………………………………… 1 tbsp
dashi soup ……………………… 1 1/2 tbsp

44 3 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）
After heat up and well stir.
※When you want to eat warm Tofu…
Put tofu in a deep heat resistant container and heat.
(microwave for roughly 3 minutes at 500W).
Pour meat miso.

Manual MICROWAVE 500W approx 3 mins

Baked avocado with cheese

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Easy and conveneint menu

Instructions

1

2
Ingredients

3

2 person
salt/pepper ………………………… a little

cut outerpart around the seed. Turn the fruit, left and right,
and devide into 2 pieces. Use kichen knife to stab the seed
in straight angle. Turn the knife to take the seed out. Keep
finger between shell and flesh, then slice shell by its length.
Put avocado, cheese, salt, pepper into a heat-proof container
respectively.
Place 2 in the middle of oven
No
Accessories

44 3 minute menu

START

Avocado (ripe) …………………… 1 piece
Natural cheese (for pizza) …… 30g

<How to cut avocado>

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）
Manual MICROWAVE 500W approx 3 mins
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Shrimp and marinated vegetables

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

2

Manual

3

Wrap 2 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

Olive oil………………………………… 1 tbsp
Salttsp …………………………………1/4 tsp
Pepper ……………………………… to taste
Lemon juice ………………………… 1 tbsp
Grated Cheese …………… as required

MICROWAVE 500 W approx 3 mins

Add peeled shrimp, onions, cherry tomatoes, olives and peas
to a heat resistant bowl in the same order. Add olive oil, salt
and pepper.

44 3 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Peeled shrimps (small) 50g (12 numbers)
Onions …………………………… 50g (1/4)
Cherry Tomatoes ……………………… 60g
Olives …………………………… 5 numbers.
Peas……………………… 12 pieces (20g)

Add peeled shrimp to potato starch (2 teaspoons). Add a little
quantity of water and crumple lightly with fingers. Rinse and
remove water thoroughly. Cut onions into slices of 5 mm
width. Cut 2 to 4 cherry tomatoes. Cut olives into 3 round
slices of equal size. Remove the strings from the peas and
cut diagonally into half.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins）

4

※If the shrimp is big, cut into half from the back.
Heat with "Finishing" [INCREASE].

After heating, mix briefly and allow initial heat to dissipate.
Add lemon juice and grated cheese.

Stir-fried potato with curry

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Potatoes are cut to rectangular pieces of 5 cm length.
Put ingredients except parsley into the heat-proof container,
well stir to prevent meat from forming solidly, then wrap the
container mouth with plastic.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Ingredients 4 person
Potato(cut in length of 5cm)
…………………………………… 1 piece(150g)
ground meat …………………………… 50 g
Manual

Japanese curry powder …… 1/2 tbsp
salt/pepper ………………………… a little
Parsley (chopped) ………… as suitable

4

44 3 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Heat

INCREASE 3 Start

（Standard heating time is approx 4 mins）
After heat up, spread pork meat, mix together and scatter
parsley.

MICROWAVE 500W approx 4 mins

Easy and conveneint menu

Bacon sauteed spinach

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Wash spinach and cut to 5 cm. Cut bacon into width of 1
cm.
Put 1 and butter in a heat resistant bowl and wrap.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Ingredients 2 person
spinach ……………………………………… 200 g
bacon ………………………………………… 50 g

butter …………………………………………………10 g
salt, pepper ………………………………… a little

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 3 mins 40 sec
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4

44 3 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

INCREASE 2

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 3 mins 40 sec）
After heating, sprinkle salt and pepper to taste.

Steamed vegetable with sausage

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Cut asparagus, broccoli for mouthfull size. Notch sausage
with knife.
Put all ingredients into a deepbottom heat-proof container
and stir.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Ingredients 4 person
asparagus ………………………… 4 pieces
broccoli…………………………………… 100 g
Manual

4

sausage …………………………… 6 pieces
salt/pepper ………………………… a little

45 5 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）
After heating, sprinkle salt and pepper to taste.

MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins

Stir-fried vegetables

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Manual

Wrap 2 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

2 person

Cabbage ………………………………… 200g
Carrot ………………………………………… 50g
Capsicum ………………………………………1
Onions ……………………………………… 50g

Add A to 1 and mix.

Loin ham …………………………………… 50g
Chicken stock powder … 1 tsp
A
Sesame oil ……………………… 1 tsp
salt/pepper ………………………… a little

4

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients

Cut the ingredients and put in a heat resistant bowl.
Cabbage (chopped into chunks), carrot (quarter slice cut),
bell peppers (chopped into chunks), Onions (comb-shaped
cut) and loin ham (1 cm width pieces)

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）
After heating, sprinkle salt and pepper to taste.

MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins

Japanese mustard spinach stew

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

1
2
3

Easy and conveneint menu

Instructions
Wash the Japanese mustard spinach and cut to 5 cm. Cut the
deep-fried tofu into widths of 1 cm.
Put 1 and A in a heat resistant bowl, mix and wrap.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
45 5 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

INCREASE 3

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 6 mins）
Ingredients

2 person

Japanese Mustard Spinach … 200 g
Deep-fried tofu ……………………… 50 g

Manual

A

Soy sauce ………………… 1 tbsp
Sugar …………………………… 1 tbsp
Soup stock…………………… 3 tbsp

Quick and easy with noodles soup 

●

Instead of A, use Noodles Soup (diluted as explained) 60 ml.

MICROWAVE 500 W approx 6 mins
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Simmered pumpkin

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Put all ingredients into a deepbottom heat-proof container
and stir.
Cover with lid which made of oven paper, then wrap the
container mouth with plastic wrap.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

japanese soy sauce ……………………1 tbsp
mirin ………………………………………………1 tbsp

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
pumpkin ……………………………………… 200 g
dashi soup ………………………………… 2 tbsp

For pumpkin, take seeds out and chop for size of mouthful.

INCREASE 2

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins 40 sec）

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins 40 sec

Spicy salad taro

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Wash taro, peel and chop them into cubic-shape with the
size 5 mm thick.
Put taro and Ingredients A into a deep-bottom heat-proof
container, stir then wrap the container mouth with plastic
wrap.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber.

Ingredients 2 person
taro …………………………………………… 200 g
olive oil ………………………… 1 tbsp
lemon juice ……………………… 1 tsp
A
salt ………………………………… a little
black pepper ………………… a little

Dried parsley …………………………… a little

4

45 5 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）
After heating up, scatter parsley.

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins

Stir-fried potato and bacon with butter

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

1
2
3

Peel the skin of the potatoes. Cut the potatoes into bite-sized
pieces. Cut bacons into sizes that are easy to eat.
Put the potatoes, bacon and butter, in a heat resistant
container. Sprinkle salt and pepper and wrap.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

Ingredients 4 person
potato ……………………… 1 pieces (150 g)
bacon ………………………………………… 40 g
butter ……………………………………………1 tbsp

black pepper …………………… as suitable
salt …………………………………………… a little
Dried parsley …………………… as suitable

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins
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4

45 5 minute menu

START

Easy and conveneint menu

Instructions

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）
After heating up, scatter parsley.

Asian chicken stick

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Scrape off the skin of the burdock using a kitchen knife, cut
it lengthwise into 8 pieces of equal size. Soak in vinegar (not
included in the recipe) and keep them aside.

2

Cut the chicken meat into stick shape of 1 cm thickness and
put in a bowl. Add honey, salt, pepper, garlic and olive oil
and rub them well.

3

Add the tomato paste, Worcestershire sauce and curry powder
together. Mix them thoroughly.

4

Add 3 and 1 with the moisture removed to 2 and mix
thoroughly. Arrange them in a shallow heat resistant container
such that there is no overlap.

5
Baby Leaf Greens etc. as required
Tomato Paste ……………………… 1 tbsp
Worcestershire Sauce ………… 1 tbsp
Curry powder ………………………1/4 tsp
Mayonnaise ………………… as required

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins

No
Accessories

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Chicken Breast Meat (skinless) 160 g
Burdock ………………………………… 40g
Honey …………………………………… 1 tsp
Salt ……………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Pepper ……………………………… to taste
Grated garlic …………… small 1 clove
Olive oil……………………………… 1/2 tbsp

Place 4 at the centre of the oven chamber.
Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）

6

After heating, serve in a plate, pour mayonnaise and garnish
with baby leaves.

● 
●

Add Tabasco as required for hot and spicy chicken !
You can replace chicken breast meat with pork tenderloin and relish
the meal.

Ratatouille

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Put 1 , tomato paste, olive oil, honey, granulated
consomme, salt and pepper in a heat resistant bowl. Mix
them all thoroughly together.
Wrap 2 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

4
Ingredients

45 5 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Easy and conveneint menu

3

Cut Zucchini and eggplants into slices of thickness 3 mm. Cut
paprika into small bite-size pieces. Cut onions into thin slices.
Split the Shimeji mushrooms into small bunches.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）
After heating, add grated cheese and mix thoroughly. Sprinkle
paprika.

2 person

Zucchini ………………………………… 60 g
Eggplant ………………………………… 50 g
Paprika …………………………………… 50 g
Onions……………………………………… 60 g
Shimeji mushrooms ………………… 50 g
Tomato Paste ………………………… 1 tbsp

Olive oil …………………………………… 1 tbsp
Honey ……………………………………… 1 tsp
Granulated consomme …………… 1 tsp
Salt, Pepper ……………………… to taste
Grated Cheese ………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Parsley ………………………… as required

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins
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Simmered seaweed

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Put 1 and salad oil in a heat resistant bowl and mix.

3

Prepare a drop lid with oven sheet to cover and wrap.

4

Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

A

soy sauce ……………………… 1 tbsp
sugar ………………………………… 2 tsp
sake …………………………………… 2 tsp

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Dried Hijiki seaweed …………………15 g
Carrot ………………………………………… 30 g
Deep-fried tofu ………………………… 20 g
salad oil ……………………………………… 1 tsp

Soak hijiki with water. Drain the water using a strainer. Shred
the carrots and tofu.

Heat
Start

INCREASE 3

（Standard heating time is approx 6 mins）

Quick and easy with noodles soup 

●

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 6 mins

Instead of A, use Noodles Soup (diluted as explained) 40 ml.

Fired pork with green pepper

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Put pork meat, sake, soy sauce into a heat-proof dish and
mix them well.
Put ginger, sweet pepper into 2 . Add Ingredients A and stir.
Lightly spread out and wrap the container mouth with plastic
wrap.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

Red, green sweet pepper (chop finely) for 2 each
japanese soy sauce …………1 tbsp
A sugar …………………………………… 1 tsp
starch ………………………………… 2 tsp

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Slice pork meat (finely) ………… 140 g
sake …………………………………………… 2 tsp
japanese soy sauce ………………… 2 tsp
Chopped ginger ………………………… 1 root

Shred the pork. Grate the ginger. Shred the red and green
capsicum.

INCREASE 3

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 6 mins）

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 6 mins

Sauteed burdock

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

1
2
3

Ingredients 2 person
burdock ……………………………………… 100 g
carrots ………………………………………… 30 g
sake………………………………………………1 tbsp
mirin ……………………………………………1 tbsp

4
sugar ……………………………………………1 tbsp
japanese soy sauce …………………1 tbsp
Sakura shrimp ……………………………1 tbsp

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 5 mins
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Wash burdock and chop finely 5 cm long, cut carrots into
the same length. Put burdock into warm water for 5 min to
take out bitterness, then drain water.
Put all ingredientsl into a heatproof container and stir.
Cover with lid made of oven paper, then wrap container mouth
with plastic wrap.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

45 5 minute menu

START

Easy and conveneint menu

Instructions

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 5 mins）

Simmered eggplant

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Put 1 , A, salad oil and grated ginger in a shallow heat
resistant container and mix.

3

Prepare a drop lid with oven sheet to cover and wrap.

4

Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

salad oil …………………………………… 1 tsp
Grated ginger ………………………… 1 tsp
Dried Bonito Shavings … as required

45 5 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
eggplant ……………………………………150 g
soy sauce ……………………… 1 tbsp
sugar ………………………………… 1 tsp
A mirin…………………………………… 2 tsp
water ……………………………… 5 tbsp

Cut the eggplant into 4 to 8 equal parts, and make cross cuts
on the skin.

Heat
Start

INCREASE 3

（Standard heating time is approx 6 mins）

Quick and easy with noodles soup 

●

Manual MICROWAVE 500 W approx 6 mins

Instead of A, use Noodles Soup (diluted as explained) 100 ml.

Simmered taro yam

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Manual

A

soy sauce ………………………… 2 tsp
sugar ………………………………… 2 tsp
sake …………………………………… 2 tsp
water ……………………………… 3 tbsp

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 6 mins

Quick and easy with noodles soup 

●

4

Put the ground pork, potato starch and A in a heat resistant
container. Mix thoroughly such that the minced meat does not
harden. Add Taro and mix.
Prepare a drop lid with oven sheet to cover and wrap.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat. Mix
once in the middle.
No
Accessories

5

Instead of A, use Noodles Soup (diluted as explained) 70 ml.

46 8 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Taro ………………………………… Net 200 g
Minced pork ……………………………… 50 g
Potato Starch …………………………… 1 tsp

Peel the skin off the taro. Cut taro into bite-size pieces. Salt
lightly (not included in the recipe) and wash.

Heat
Start

DECREASE 3

（Standard heating time is approx 6 mins）
After the completion of heating, mix the whole dish well so
as to loosen the minced meat.

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Easy and conveneint menu

Simmered Meat
Instructions

1
2
3

Manual

A

soy sauce ………………………… 1 tbsp
sugar ……………………………………1 tbsp
sake… ……………………………………1 tbsp
water ………………………………… 3 tbsp

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins

Prepare a drop lid with oven sheet to cover and wrap.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

46 8 minute menu

START

Ingredients 4 person
Potato ………………………………………… 200 g
Thinly sliced beef ……………………… 100 g
Onion (Sliced)……………………………… 50 g

Cut potatoes into bite-sized pieces. Cut beef into 5 cm width
pieces. Cut onions into comb-shaped pieces. Put them in a
heat resistant bowl. Add A and mix.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）

Quick and easy with noodles soup 

●

Instead of A, use Noodles Soup (diluted as explained) 80 ml.

115

Kimchi chige stew

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4
5

Manual

Mix the chicken stock powder, Korean red chilli paste, bean
paste [miso] and water thoroughly. Keep the preparation
aside.
Put 1 , Kimchi, 2 and 3 in a heat resistant bowl. Mix
them all briefly. Add sesame oil.
Wrap 4 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat.
No
Accessories

Korean red chilli paste ……1 1/2 tbsp

Miso……………………………………………… 2 tsp
Water ……………………………………… 80 ml.
Kimchi (spicy Korean pickled cabbage) … 80 g
Sesame oil ……………………………… 1 tbsp
Green Onions ……………… 2 to 3 stalks

Cut the radish into 5 mm thick long pieces. Cut the tofu into
bite-sized pieces (2 pieces). Split shimeji mushrooms into
bunches.

6

46 8 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Slightly salted cod (fillet) …………………
………………………2 pieces (1 piece 80g)
Radish …………………………………………… 80g
Tofu ………………………………………………60g
Shimeji mushrooms …………………… 80g
Chicken stock powder (granules) 2 tsp

Cut the cod diagonally into 3 equal parts. Pour hot water to
remove the bad smell.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）
After heating, add the green onions that have been cut into
5 cm. Mix and cook in the residual heat.

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins

Hashed beef

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

5
Ingredients 2 person
Thinly sliced beef ……………………… 160 g
Salt, Pepper ………………………… to taste
Cake flour …………………………………… 2 tsp
Onions ………………………………………… 100 g
Shimeji, Maitake mushrooms 50 g each
Tomato Paste ……………………………1 tbsp
Worcestershire Sauce …………… 2 tbsp
Manual
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Mix the tomato paste, Worcestershire sauce, vegetable juice
and consomme thoroughly. Keep the preparation aside.
Spread onions, mushrooms and beef meat in a heat resistant
bowl with the same order.
Add 2 around 3 . Add the chocolate broken into small
pieces. Place shredded butter.
Wrap 4 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat.
No
Accessories

Vegetable juice (sugar free) 100 ml.
Grated Cheese ………………………… 1/2 tsp
Chocolate (black) ……………………… 6 g
Butter……………………………………………1 tbsp
Sour cream ……………………… as required
Parsley ……………………………… as required

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins

6

46 8 minute menu

START

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Spread the beef, sprinkle salt and pepper. Sprinkle cake flour
over it. Cut onions into thin slices. Separate mushrooms into
bunches and keep them aside.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）
After heating. Mix together thoroughly and add sour cream.
Garnish with parsley.

Easy microwave cooking, Stir-fry Chinese style

Cook healthy fried food reducing the quantity of oil used.
With the effective use of the microwave, even the rich Chinese fried food can be cooked for a low calorie menu.

Sweet and sour pork

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Manual

A

B

Tomato sauce ………………… 2 tbsp
sugar ………………………………… 2 tbsp
japanese soy sauce……… 1 tbsp
sake …………………………………… 1 tbsp
Chicken soup ……………… 1/2 tsp
water ………………………………… 2 tbsp
starch …………………………………… 1 tsp
vinegar……………………………… 2 tbsp

Notch one side of pork surface into lines of grillwork with
gap space 5 mm, then cut into cubes 2 cm. Put it in a plastic
bag, sprinkle with salt, ginger, sticky flour thoroughly, and
mix with vegetable oil.
Put 1 and 2 in a deep heat resistant container. Pour A
with a circular motion.
Wrap 3 . Place at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat.
No
Accessories

5

46 8 minute menu

START

Ingredients 2 person
Spare rib meat (for Tokatsu) …100 g
salt, pepper …………………………… a little
sticky flour ………………………………… 1 tsp
vegetable oil …………………………… 1 tsp
onions …………………………………………100 g
sweet peppers ………………………… 40 g
carrots ………………………………………… 40 g
Boiled bamboo shoot ……………… 40 g

Cut onion, carrot, bamboo shoot for mouthful. For sweet
pepper, take seeds out and cut calyxes then chop for
mouthful.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）
After heating, stir well by adding B that is mixed well while it
is hot and allow thickening with the residual heat.

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins

Eggplant with seasoned

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

4

Egg plant, minced meat are added to a heat resistant
container in the same order.
Cover with lid made of oven paper, then wrap the container
mouth with plastic.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Manual

C

A

B

starch ………………………………… 1 tsp
water ……………………………… 1 tbsp

5

46 8 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Ingredients 2 person
eggplant ………………………………… 200 g
Minced pork ………………………………100 g
Chopped ginger ……………… 1 tsp
Chinese (Sichuan) chili paste 1 tsp
vegetable oil …………………… 2 tsp
A
japanese soy sauce …… 1 tbsp
sugar ……………………………… 1 tbsp
water …………………………………80 ml

Easy and conveneint menu

3

Eggplant, cut its tail and calyx then chop 1 cm thick.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）
After heating, stir Ingredients B to melt down with remaining
heat.

600 approx 8 mins
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Meatballs in sweet and sour sauce

No Accessories

MICROWAVE

Instructions

1

How
to
make
meat

2

2.Make round 10 balls of equal size and arrange in a large
heat resistant container.
3.Wrap 2. Place at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat.
No
Accessories

46 8 minute menu

START

ball

1.Put all the ingredients of pork dumplings in a vessel and
mix thoroughly.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins）
Put A in a heat resistant container and mix. Place the
container at the centre of the oven and heat.

How

Ingredients 2 person
<Meat dumplings>
Minced pork …………………………… 200 g
Spring onions (Minced) …………100 g
Grated ginger …………………………… 1 tsp
Sesame oil ………………………………… 1 tsp
Potato starch ………………………… 1 tbsp
soy sauce…………………………………… 1 tsp
sake …………………………………………… 1 tsp
Manual

<Sweet and sour sauce>
Sugar ……………………………… 2 tbsp
Tomato Ketchup …………… 2 tbsp
A vinegar …………………………… 3 tbsp
soy sauce ………………………1/2tbsp
water ……………………………… 70 ml.
potato starch …………………… 2 tsp
B
water ……………………………… 1 tbsp

No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx2mins

START

to
make
sauce

3

Heat
Start

After heating, stir well by adding B that is mixed well while it
is hot and allow thickening with the residual heat.

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins

Fried chicken with broccoli and chinese pickles

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Chop broccoli lengthwise, cut onion into 4 equal parts and
then chop sichuan pickle.
Mix ingredients in 1 and 2 above. And add the
ingredients B above on top. Wrap softy.
Put 3 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

46 8 minute menu

START

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Chop chicken into bite size and mix it with Ingredients A.

INCREASE 1

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins 30 sec）

Ingredients 4 person
Chicken Drumstick Meat …………150 g.
Salt / Pepper ………………to taste
A Tapioca Flour ………………… 1 tsp.
Broccoli ………………1/2 bunch (150 g.)
Onion……………………………………… 1/2 bulb
Pickles (seasoned)…………………… 30 g
Manual
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B

(Sauce)
Sesame Oil …………………… 1/2 tbsp.
Japanese Soy Sauce … 1/2 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins 30 sec

Shrimps and Mushrooms in Chili Sauce

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Devein shrimp and marinate it in Ingredients A for approx
10 mins Chop the onions. Split the mushrooms into small
bunches.
Mix Shrimps in 1 , Chopped Scallions and Shimeji in a heat
resistant container. Add Ingredients B in the container and
blend again.
Cover 2 with plastic wrap. Put it in center of cavity.

4
Ingredients 4 person
Peeled Shrimp (Big Size) …… 250 g.
Sake ………………………………… 1 tbsp.
A Salt ………………………………… to taste
Tapioca Flour …………… 1/2 tbsp.
Chopped Scallions ……… 1/ 2 spring
Shimeji (Divided into Small Pieces) 1 can

B
C

46 8 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

INCREASE 1

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins 30 sec）
After heating, stir well by adding C that is mixed well while it
is hot and allow thickening with the residual heat.

Chili Sauce …………… 1 1/2 tbsp.
Tomato Ketchup ……………4 tbsp.
Sesame Oil ………………… 1/2 tbsp.
Hot Water …………………… 1/3 cup
Tapioca Flour …………… 1/2 tbsp.
Water ……………………………… 1 tbsp.

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins 30 sec

Seafood Fried Rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

3

Mix ingredient from 1 , Cooked Rice and Green Bean in a
heat resistant container. Add Ingredients B in the container
and blend again.
Pour beaten egg on the rice from 2 and stir 1 ~ 2 times.
Put 3 in the center of cavity.

Manual

5

46 8 minute menu

START

No
Accessories

Ingredients 4 person
Mixed Seafood …………… 150~200 g.
Sake …………………………………… 1 tsp.
Japanese Soy Sauce ……… 1 tsp.
A Ginger Ale ………………………… 1 tsp.
Sesame Oil ………………………… 1 tsp.
Chopped Scallions …… 1/2 spring

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Blend Mixed Seafood (defrost first if it was freezed) with
Ingredients A, put it aside for approx 10 mins.

INCREASE 1

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 8 mins 30 sec）
After done heating, stir it to crumble the egg. Sprinkle torn
lettuce over the rice and it is ready to be served.

Green Bean ………………………………… 30 g.
Cooked Rice …………………………… 400 g.
Oyster Sauce …………………1 1/2 tbsp.
B
Salt / Pepper…………………… to taste
Egg ………………………………………………2 egg
Lettuce…………………………………… 4 leaves

MICROWAVE 600 W approx 8 mins 30 sec
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Stir Fried Pork with Cabbage

No Accessories

MICROWAVE

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Chop pork meat into bite sized pieces. Mix ingredients A and
add to pork meat for fermenting.
Wash the cabbage and remove the moisture completely. Cut
into cubes of 4 to 5 cm excluding the hard core.
Put the cabbage in a heat resistant container. Spread the
pork of 1 on top and wrap.
Put 3 in the center of cavity.

5

Ingredients 4 person
Minced pork meat …………………… 200 g
Cabbage …………………………………… 300 g

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

8 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

After heating, mix the whole dish while it is hot.

(Seasoning)
Seasoned soy bean ………… 2 tbsp
Sugar ………………………………… 1 tbsp
Sesami oil…………………………… 1 tbsp
A Japanese soy sauce …… 1/2 tbsp
Chilli sauce……………………… 1/2 tsp
Scraped Ginger …………………… 1 tsp
Casava flour ………………………… 1 tsp

Chinese Mustard Green & Scallop Soup

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Add ingradient A into heat resistant bowl and mix well.Add
canned scallops and mix together.
Wash the Japanese mustard spinach and cut to a length of 7
to 8 cm.
Add the Japanese mustard spinach to 1 and mix. Wrap.
Put 3 in the center of cavity.

5

Ingredients 4 person
Water mimosa …………1 bunch (300 g)
Canned boiled scallops 1 can (70 g)
A

120

Ginger (Cut into strips) … 1 root
Sake …………………………………… 1 tbsp
Chicken Stock Powder 1/2 tsp
Oyster sauce ……………… 1/2 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce ………… 1 tsp
Sugar …………………………………… 1 tsp
Pepper ………………………… To taste
Cassava flour ……………… 1 1/2 tsp
Water …………………………… 1/4 cup

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

6.30 mins

After heating, mix the whole dish while it is hot.

START

Easy and conveneint menu

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Stir Fried Bitter Gourd with Egg

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Beat eggs into a bowl and stir well. Add canned beef and
mix. Add salt, pepper, and ingradient A to the mixture and
mix again.
Wash the bitter gourd and cut into half along the length.
Thinly slice after removing the seeds and pulp. Remove the
root of bean sprouts by hand.
Put the bitter gourd and mayonnaise in a big heat resistant
container, mix well and wrap.
Put 3 in the center of cavity.

5
Salt ……………………………………………1/4 tsp
Pepper …………………………………… To taste
(Casava Flour mix water)
Casava Flour……………………… 1 tsp
A
Water ………………………………… 1 tsp

6

2.30 mins

Heat
Start

After heating, mix thoroughly. Place bean sprouts on top.
Pour 1 from top and wrap.
Put 5 in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

7

approx

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

5 mins

START

Ingredients 4 person
Bitter Gourd ………………… 1 (230~250 g)
Mayonnaise …………………………………1 tbsp
Bean Sprouts ………………………………200 g
Egg ………………………………………………………2
Canned Beef ……………… 1 can (100 g)

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

After heating, mix the whole dish while it is hot.

Steamed Pork with Okra

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Slice pork meat and spread out on a chopping block. Put
Okra in the front of the pork and roll it. Place it on a heat
resistant plate.
Add Chinese alcohol and sesame oil on the prepared Okra
wrapped with pork meat from 2 . Put it in the center of
cavity.
เริ่ม
Put 3 in the center of cavity.

Ingredients 4 person
Okra ………………………………16 (150 g)
Salt ………………………………… To taste
Sliced Pork Meat …16 pieces (200 g)
Chinese Alcohol or Sake …………1 tbsp
Sesami oil …………………………………… 1 tsp

(Sauce)
Japanese soy sauce …………1 tbsp
Vinegar ………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Sesami oil …………………………… 1 tsp
A
Japanese Chilli bean sauce 1/4 tsp
Onion (stems) ……………………1 tbsp
Minced Ginger …………………… 1 tsp

6

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

7 mins

START

No
Accessories

5

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Sprinkle salt on the ladies finger. Scrape and remove the
hairs. Wash and cut off the stem. Finely chop spring onions
and ginger.

Heat
Start

After don heating, add ingredients A and soup stock derived
from the pork cooked in 4 (1 Tbsp), mix well until it
becomes a sauce.
Place Okra wrapped with pork meat from 4 on a plate and
cover with the prepared sauce from 5 .
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Spicy Chinese Chives mix salad & Ham Wrapped with seaweed

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Garlic chive is washed and cut into half along the length.
Wrap and place on a flat tray.
Put 1 in the center of cavity.

3
4
5
Ingredients 4 person
Chinese chives …… 2 bunces (200 g)
Ham ……………………… 3~4 slices (50 g)
Seaweed ……………………………… 2 sheets

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

3.50 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Softly squeeze the warm Chinese chives from 2 and cut
them in a half equally. Sprinkle salt and sesame oil on all
Chinese chives, mix well. Prepare ham by cutting into strips.
Put seaweed on the spread plastic wrap. Place the prepared
Chinese chives and ham from 3 on the seaweed first,
sprinkle with sesame, and roll the plastic wrap from the front.
Repeat it with another one.
While rolling, press and wait about 10 mins., and then spread
out the plastic wrap and cut it into bite sized pieces.

Salt ……………………………………………To taste
Sesami oil ……………………………………… 1 tsp
Minced white sesami …………………2 tsp

Spinach Salad with Cheese

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Let the cream cheese sit at room temperature to be softened.
Wash the spinach and cut off the roots. Wrap without
removing the moisture and place on a flat tray.
Place spinach of 1 at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat.

4

Ingredients 4 person
Spinach …………………………… 1 (200 g)
Cream cheese ……………………………… 40 g
Bacon …………………………… 1 slab (20 g)
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5

2.40 mins

Heat
Start

After heating, take out the water and allow to cool. Squeeze
the moisture and cut to a length of 4 cm. Sprinkle a little salt
(not included in the recipe).
Place the bacon on a flat tray. Place the tray at the centre
of the oven chamber. After preheating is complete, remove
the fat with kitchen paper. Once the residual heat has
dissipated, chop the bacon finely.
No
Accessories

Mayonnaise …………………………………2 tsp
Salt / Pepper …………………………To taste

approx

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

1 mins

START

Easy and conveneint menu

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Put cream cheese of 1 in a bowl. Add mayonnaise, salt,
pepper and mix till the mixture softens. Dress by adding
spinach of 3 . Serve in a container and sprinkle 4 .

Mushroom Salad

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Remove the hard ends of the shimeji mushrooms, raw
shiitake mushrooms and mushrooms. Cut into bite size pieces.
Put in a heat resistant container and pour salad oil. Wrap.
Finely chop onion and parsley.

2

Put 1 in the center of cavity.

3

approx 4 mins

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Add A to 2 while it is hot, mix thoroughly and chill in the
refrigerator.

●

Mushrooms are very low in calories and are a source of dietary fibres.
They are widely used in diet menus.

Ingredients 2 person
Shimeiji mushroom …………………100 g
Shitake mushroom …………………… 50 g
Straw mushroom ……………………… 50 g
salad oil …………………………………… 1 tbsp

A

Vinegar …………………………… 1 tbsp
Lemon juice ……………………1/2 tsp
Salt ………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Pepper ………………………… To taste
salad oil………………………1 1/2 tbsp
Minced onion ………………… 1 tbsp
Japanese soy sauce …… 1/2tsp
Minced parsley …………… To taste

Three Mixed Vegetables Salad

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Cut potato and carrot into fine strips 5 mm thick. Cut pod
green peas into 3 equal pieces.

2

Put 1 in the center of cavity.
approx 4 mins

Heat
Start

Easy and conveneint menu

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

After heating, sprinkle with some salt and pepper, mix with
mayonnaise.

●

Potato contains vitamin C. Carrots contain vitamin A. Green beans
contains vitamin A, B and C and a little calcium. Provides well
balanced vitamins.

Ingredients 2 person
Potato ……………………………… 1/2 (75 g)
Carrot ………………………………… 1/2 (100 g)
Pod green pea …………………………… 100 g

Salt / Pepper………………………… to taste
Mayonnaise ……………………………… 4 tbsp
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Lyon Potato

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Cut potatoes (peeled) and onions to 5 mm thickness.
Put A in a heat resistant container. Place the container at the
centre of the oven and heat.

3

4

2.30 mins

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

5 mins

START

Salt / Pepper………………………… to taste
Natural cheese (Cut into slices) 50 g
Minced parsley ………… proper quantity

approx

Heat
Start

Rinse the potatoes, place them on a platter and cover with
plastic wrap. Put it in the center of cavity.
No
Accessories

Ingredients 4 person
Potato …………………………………2 (300 g)
Onion 1/2 Medium size (100 g)
A
Butter …………………………………1 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Add the potato from 3 into a heat resistant container. Put
the 2 on it and sprinkle with pepper and cheese. Put it in
the center of cavity. When it is cooked, garnish with parsley.
MICROWAVE 600 W

Chinese Mustard Green Salad with Sesame

approx

3.40 mins

MICROWAVE

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

No Accessories

Instructions

1

Rinse and clean water mimosa. Do not pat dry. Cover with
plastic wrap. Then, place on the platter, Put it in the center
of cavity.

2
3
Ingredients 4 person
Water mimosa……………………1 (300 g)

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

4.30 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Squeeze the water mimosa from 1 , and cut into pieces 3
cm. long.
Mix ingredients A, and add water mimosa from 2

Sesami……………………………… 5 tbsp
A Sugar, Soy sauce each 11/2 tbsp
Dashi soup…………………………3 tbsp

Easy and conveneint menu

Undulated Surf Clam braised with Sake

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Sand should be removed before cooking by covering the
clams with salt water and letting them stand for a while.
Drain the claims and rinse them well.
Add the clean clams in 1 and the sake in a large deep heat
resistance container. Cover with plastic wrap.
Put 2 in the center of cavity.

Ingredients 4 person
Clam (with shell)……………………… 400 g

124

Sake …………………………………………… 3 tbsp.

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

4.30 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Pickled Tricolor Vegetables with Seaweed

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Peel off yam and carrot skin, before cutting them into 4 cm
length of 1 cm square width. Partially peel cucumber skin,
cut them to the length of 4 cm, and break them in 4 pieces
vertically. Break all SeaWeed.
Add ingredient 1 and ingredients A into a heat resistance
container, mix them all, Cover with plastic wrap. Put it in the
center of cavity.

Ingredients 4 person
Yam………………………………………………200 g
Carrot……………………… 1/2piece (100 g)
Cucumber ……………………………… 2 pieces
Seaweed …… 1 piece of 10cm length

A

Salt …………………………………… 1/3 tsp
Sake ………………………………… 2 tbsp
Soy sauce ………… 1 1/2 ~ 2 tbsp

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

4 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

After done heating, stir them and let them cool down.

Chinese~Style Pickled Cabbage

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Coarsely cut cabbages, slice cucumber to 5 mm thickness
just enough for one bite, and slice ginger to smaller pieces.
Add ingredient 1 and ingredients A into a heat resistance
container, mix them all, Cover with plastic wrap. Put it in the
center of cavity.

Ingredients 4 person
Cabbage ………………………………6 pieces
Cucumber …………………………… 1 pieces
Ginger …………………………………………1 root

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

4 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

After done heating, stir them, dress with white sesame, and
let them cool down.

Salt ………………………………… to taste
Soy sauce ……………………………1 tbsp
A Sake ……………………………………1 tbsp
Red Chili (cut into small pieces) 1 pod
Sesami oil ……………………… 1/2 tbsp
White sesami ………………………………1 tbsp

Pickled Radish with Lime

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Easy and conveneint menu

Instructions

1

Peel off white radish, cut equally in four to 5 mm thickness,
and slice white radish leaves. Thinly cut radish, peel lemon
off, and cut vertically into 2 equal pieces.
●

Feel free to try citron instead of lemon.

2

No
Accessories

A

Salt ……………………………………… 1 tsp
Vinegar …………………………… 4 tbsp
Sugar ……………………………… 2 tbsp

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx

4 mins

START

Ingredients 4 person
White Radish ……… 1/3 stick (500g)
White Radish Leaves …………… To taste
Red Radish …………………………… 4 roots
Lemon …………………………………………… Half

Add ingredient 1 and ingredients A into a heat resistance
container, mix them all, Cover with plastic wrap. Put it in the
center of cavity.
Heat
Start

After done heating, stir them and let them cool down.
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Cooking rice and make easy side dish at the same time
We can cook side dish and rice for 2 person at the same time. If you reduce quantity or add more quantity, it may not be delicious as its
recipe. You can switch rice and side dish in each menu on page 126-128 and rematch them freely as you wish. For a container to be used
and how to wrap the container mouth,See page 126 for details on the container to be and wrapping method.

How to wrap the container mouth.
Rice

Side dish

Lower the preservation plastic
wrap 2 cm. and make it close to
the edge of container.

Leave empty space for both
left and right sides, then cover
with plastic wrap.

Containers to be used.

Placement

Heat-proof container (container which can be used in a microwave,
stand for temperature at more than 140℃ . Please use containers
with diameter of about 140-180 mm. x height 80 mm.

Pork with Chinese Sichuan fried tofu & rice with sakura shimp

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Ingredients

2 person

〈pork and fried tofu - Sichaun recipe〉
Pork spare ribs with thin sliced meat 100g
salt/pepper …………………………little
A
starch………………………………… 2 tsp
cabbage ……………………………………150 g
fried tofu ……………………………………100 g
ginger ………………………………………… 1 tsp
kidney bean …………………………6 pieces
〈rice with sakura shrimp〉
rice ………………………………………………1 cup
Sakura shrimp …………………………………5g
Chicken soup(powder) ………1/2 tsp

miso ………………………………………… 1 tbsp
chilli bean sauce …………1/2 tsp
soy sauce ……………………1/2 tbsp
mirin ………………………………… 1 tbsp
B
sesame oil ………………………… 1 tsp
water ……………………………… 100ml

6

ginger ………………………………………… 2 tsp
sesame oil ………………………………… 1 tsp
water ……………………………………… 180ml

Prepare vegetable as follows.
Cabbage : cut roughly.
Fried tofu : cut about 5 mm thick.
Kidney beans : cut bevelly about 3 mm
put cabbage, fried tofu, kidney bean in pork, pepper in
heat-proof container respectively.
Stir 4 well, add Ingredients B, wrap the container mouth
with preservation plastic wrap and leave empty space.
Put containers in 1 and 5 inside oven.
No
Accessories

43 Cafe rice

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）

7

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 15 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 10 mins

126

5

Cut pork about 5 cm long. Mix with Ingredients A (i.e. salt,
pepper, starch).

START

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Remove the water from the rice in a trough and transfer to
a heat resistant container. Add the ingredients of shrimp rice
and wrap. Soak for approximately 30 minutes.

After finish heating up, spread rice out and mix for entirely
good taste. For side dish, also mix them up for entiley good
taste.

Pork stew with radish and ginger rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Ingredients

2 person

〈Ginger rice〉
Rice………………………………………………1 cup
Ginger (grated or shredded) ……10 g

white radish …………………………… 250 g
ginger ………………………………………… 1 tsp
red chilli ………………………………………… 1-2
Mentsuyu sauce (dilute 3 times) 1/2 tbps
water ……………………………………… 50 ml.

5

Cut pork at suitable size of mouthful then add seasoning with
ingredients A(soy sauce, sake and starch). Leave for a while.
Prepare vegetable as follows
Mushroom : slice into big piece to eat easily.
Chinese mustard green: cut about 3cm. long.
Japanese radish : chop finely
Put 3 into 2 , then put ginger , red chilli, mentsuyu sauce,
and add water into a heatproof container, stir gently and
thoroughly. Then wrap the mouth of container with plastic.
Put containers in 1 and 4 inside oven.
No
Accessories

6
salt ……………………………………………1/2 tsp
sesame oil ………………………………… 1 tsp
water ………………………………………180 ml.

43 Cafe rice

START

〈Pork stew〉
thin sliced pork …………………………120 g
soy sauce ………………………… 2 tsp
A sake …………………………………… 1 tsp
starch ………………………………… 2 tsp
Favorite mushroom (e.g. shimeji) 80 g
chinese mustard green…………… 80 g

Remove the water from the rice in a trough and transfer to
a heat resistant container. Add the ingredients of ginger rice
and wrap. Soak for approximately 30 minutes.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）
After heating, spread rice and mix well. For side dish, also
mix for entilely good taste.

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 15 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 10 mins

Chicken curry with soi milk and carrot rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Ingredients

5

2 person

〈Carrot rice〉
rice ………………………………………… 1 cup
Carrot (chop finely) ……………… 30 g
Soup cube (dissolve) ……… 1/2 piece

Asparagus ………………………… 2 pieces.
Soy milk (without favor) ……200 ml
Stew soup cube ……………………… 40 g
water ……………………………………… 100 ml

butter ……………………………………………10 g
salt …………………………………………… a little
water ……………………………………… 180 ml

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 15 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 10 mins

Prepare vegetable as follows
Onion: slice thinly
Mushroom: cut as suitable size for mouthful to eat easily.
Asparagus: cut bevelly about 3 cm. thick.
Put 3 mushroom, asparagus, onion and 2 chicken into a
heat-proof container. Put ingredients B, stir gently. Then
wrap the container mouth with plastic wrap.
Put containers in 1 and 4 inside oven.
No
Accessories

6

43 Cafe rice

START

〈Chicken curry with soy milk〉
chicken thigh ……………………………150 g
Salt, pepper, sake ……… a little
A
starch ………………………………… 2 tsp
Onion ………………………………………… 50 g
Favorite mushroom (e.g. shimeji) 50 g

Slice chicken meat , then put A salt, pepper, sake and mix
with starch.

Easy and conveneint menu

4

Remove the water from the rice in a trough and transfer to
a heat resistant container. Add the ingredients of carrot rice
and wrap. Soak for approximately 30 minutes.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）
After heating, spread rice and mix well. For side dish, also
mix for entilely good taste.

●

For stew soup cube which is solid, please chop finely to make
them dissolve easily.
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Chicken and tomato Stew with Balsamic and Hijiki rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4

〈Rice with hijiki seaweed〉
rice ……………………………………………… 1 cup
Dried hijiki seaweed (wash gently)…
………………………………………………………1 tbsp
Olive oil ……………………………………… 2 tsp

5

size, scatter Ingredients A (salt, pepper, then mix with
starch).
Prepare vegetable
Mushroom: cut into suitable size for mouthful to eat easily.
Sweet pepper : cut about 2 cm.
Put tomato, 2 , 3 and Ingredients B to a heat-proof
container then stir gently. Wrap the container mouth with
plastic wrap.
Put containers in 1 and 4 inside oven.
No
Accessories

6

43 Cafe rice

START

Ingredients 2 person
〈Chicken stew with tomato and balsamico vinegar〉
chicken thigh ………………………… 200 g
Sweet pepper ……………………… 2 pieces
Salt/pepper …………………… a little
balsamic vinegar ………………1 tbsp
A
starch ………………………………… 2 tsp
soup cube ………………… 1/2 cube
B
Canned tomato (crush finely) …………
Honey (or mirin) …………… 1 tbsp
………………………………… 1/2 can (200 g)
Red chili (sliced) ………… 1 piece
Favorite mushroom (i.e. shimeji)100 g

Remove the water from the rice in a trough and transfer to a
heat resistant container. Add the ingredients of Hijiki rice and
wrap. Soak for approximately 30 minutes.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）
After heating, spread rice and mix well. For side dish, also
mix for entilely good taste.

Black pepper …………………………… a little
Soup cube (dissolve) ………… 1/2 cube
water ……………………………………… 200 ml .

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 15 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 10 mins

Eggplant with tomato curry and garlic rice

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2

Ingredients

4

2 person

Put tomato, 2 ,mince meat, curry and water into a heatproof container. Spread meat and stir well. Then wrap the
container mouth with plastic wrap.
Put containers in 1 and 3 inside oven.
No
Accessories

〈Tomato curry with long eggplant〉
Canned tomato (crush) …………………
………………………………… 1/2 can (200 g)
eggplants ……………………………………150 g
onion …………………………………………… 60 g

Ground Meat ………………………………100 g
Japanese curry roux (chopped
finely) ………………………………………… 50 g
water …………………………………………80 ml

〈Garlic rice〉
rice ………………………………………………1 cup
Carrot ………………………… approx. 3 cm
Soup cube (dissolve) ……… 1/2 cube

butter ……………………………………………10 g
water ……………………………………… 180 ml
Dried parsley …………………… as suitable

Manual MICROWAVE 600 W approx 15 mins → MICROWAVE 200 W approx 10 mins
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Prepare vegetable
Long eggplant : chop about 2 cm.
Spring onion : chop

5

43 Cafe rice

START

Easy and conveneint menu

3

Remove the water from the rice in a trough and transfer to
a heat resistant container. Add the ingredients of garlic rice
(excluding dried parsley) and wrap. Soak for approximately
30 minutes.

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 25 mins）
After heating up, mix rice with dried parsley. Stir well in order
to get side dish with good taste.

Home made Tofu

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3

Pour soy bean milk into a bowl, and whisk it with a spoon
until the mixture bubbles fully. (Liquid tofu)
Add the tofu from 1 into each heat resistant cups in equal
amounts. Cover the top of each cup with plastic wrap allowing
the plastic wrap to touch the tofu curds. (To get a good finish,
remove the bubbles from the surface with a spoon)
Put the cups 2 in the cavity.

4

Soy bean milk (No ingredients added / can be converted into tofu500 ml.
How to keep soy bean milk : Keep it at temperature below 10℃
※Epsom salt (magnesium sulfate)
(Follow the instructions and use specified quantities)

In case cooking for 2 dishes
Manual (MICROWAVE 500 W approx 1 min 40 sec - 1 min 50 sec )
→Let stand in the oven approx 5 mins

Home made Tofu Arrangement

with Shirasu●

Place dried young sardines (approximately 5 g
each) in a container. Add liquid soya milk and
mix.

e o ●

Add soya milk little by little to black sesame
paste (2 tablespoons).
Once mixed add pickled ginger and mix.

Heat
Start

After heating, allow the container to sit in the oven for
approximately 5 minutes.
※After heating, place in the refrigerator while it is still warm
for better taste.

Enjoy with sauce or spice of your choice

●Sakura

● reenBe n o ●

shrimps tofu●

Place dried sakura shrimp (approximately 3 g
each) in a container. Add liquid soya milk and
mix.

●Green

Place green soya beans (approximately 30 g
each, defrosted if frozen) in a container, Add
liquid soya milk and mix.

Tea Tofu●

●Seaweed

Add soya milk little by little to green tea
powder (4 teaspoons).
Once mixed add pickled ginger and mix.

Easy and conveneint menu

●Ses

3.20-3.30 mins

● If you want a soft finish
→Non adjustable components and soya milk with 10 to 12% of soya bean solids
If you want a firm hard finish 
→Non adjustable components and soya milk with minimum of 12% soya bean
solids
● Depending on the type of soya milk and bittern, finish (method of lumping) may
be different.
● Use soy bean cubes in a large amounts when using it for the mixture of tofu.
● Epsom salt is available in stores. It contains different concentrations according
to the type and manufacturing procedures. For the usage quantity, follow the
instructions of usage quantity (Ratio of soy bean milk and Epsom salt) specified
in the product.

Ingredients /4 heat resistant cups with wide mouth

●Tofu

MICROWAVE 500 W

เริ่ม
START

No
Accessories

Tofu●

Add soya milk little by little to green
seaweed (2 tablespoons).
Once mixed add pickled ginger and mix.

●Rich

Soft Tofu●

Add sugar (60g) and prepare soya milk
liquid. Enjoy the food by adding honey or
syrup, or by putting fruits and bean paste as
toppings based on your preference.
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Stone oven dome・Mechanism of heating
Mechanism of heating significantly varies depending on the oven. If you take a little care
on the placement location etc, the finish will be better!
Let us understand the mechanism and master the usage of the smart oven.
● The hot air will be blown from the rear
of the oven chamber.

Hot air blows out from the portions
that are marked in red.
● If

If you look at the movement
of hot air from the side…

The hot air that is blown from the top and
bottom and flows towards the suction
opening at the centre (portion marked with
yellow in the picture shown on the left)

you place the food near the hot air outlet…

→The hot air will directly come in contact with the food and the browning will increase.
Food such as (bread, if placed vertically at the centre) will be neatly baked if kept in a
proper position. The key point is to ensure that the food does not act as a wall.

It will obstruct the
flow of hot air

Cut

It will obstruct the
flow of hot air

Cut

It will obstruct the
flow of hot air

● If

the food near the hot air outlet is covered with oven sheets…
Cut
It will obstruct
→The hot air will not come in contact with the food and the browning
willthe
decrease.
flow of hot air
The oven sheet has to be cut to the size of the square tray.

Pa str・
y

Cut
Not exposed to hot air
Not exposed to hot air

Pi z za

Not exposed to hot air
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Not exposed to hot air

In love with bread

Lets enjoy home made freshly baked bread !

Bread making process

Each and every process used for bread making is very important

Baked
↑

Secondary
fermentation

↑

Moulding

↑

Bench time

↑

Splitting

↑

Primary fermentation

↑

Knead

↑

Measure

Simple bread

degree of difficulty 1）

Let us understand the bread baking process.
Bread that does not require fermentation or can be fermented in a short
time has been described here.

E asy bakery (setting time and temperature is not required since
it is an automatic menu. In addition, the bread can be made
in approximately 1 hour, since the fermentation is done in the
microwave)

Basic bread/bread with filling（degree of difficulty 2）

Let us understand the fundamentals of bread making such as kneading
and moulding. Once you master basic bread, let us add fillings and try
to make some arrangements! This will increase your repertoire of bread.
Bun (Bread that will form the base)
Butter roll (Shaped using the round bread dough!)

Pa str・
y

Hard bread/ bread with complicated process（degree of difficulty 3）

Pi zz a

Let us polish our skills by taking up the challenge of preparing hard
bread that has a difficult fermentation process and bread that requires
advanced techniques.
F rench bread
Croissant
Melon bread
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Ferment in a baking stove, bake in an oven !

Easy bakery

MICROWAVE CONVECTION
Ingredients / 8 pieces
Bread Flour (filtered)…………………………………… 160 g
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 20 g
Milk ……………………………………………………………………… 120 g
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………… 4 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 20 g
Salt …………………………………………………………………………… 2 g
※It is likely that different types of Bread Flour

may produce different dough.

Instructions

1

MICROWAVE 600W

30-40 sec

Heat
Start

3.Add the remaining Bread flour in step 2 and mix thoroughly
with a rubber spatula until all powdery texture has
dissolved.

Ferment

Start

1.. Place an oven sheet on
the bottom of the oven
chamber. Arrange the dough
of 5 after slightly
correcting the roundness.
2.Ferment by blowing a slight quantity of mist.
No
Accessories

(Ferment time is approx 7 mins.)

When the buzzer rings, remove the dough onto a lightly
floured surface and press gently down on the risen dough to
release the air.
＊The dough slightly swells after the primary fermentation.
There is no problem if the rise is not as big as the normal
bread dough.
Cut the dough into 8 equal parts (of approx. 40 g) with a
scraper or kitchen knife and form each part into a ball with
the cut ends rolled up.

Ferment

Start

（Proofing time is approx 6 mins.）

Once the buzzer rings, move the dough of each oven sheet
to the square tray. Place the square tray in the lower shelf
and heat.
START

Moulding

Pi z za
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21 Easy bakery

7
Baking

Degassing

Pa str・
y

4

No
Accessories

START

Primary
fermentation

3

Put the dough 1 into the center of the cavity.

Place the rolls onto the surface with the seam upside down,
cover with plastic wrap, and leave for approx. 10 mins.

START

2

4.Lightly flatten the dough step 3, spray a little water, then
cover with plastic wrap.

6
Secondary fermentation

2.Add Insant Dry yeast step 1 and Stir in.
Add sugar, salt and half the amount of Bread flour mix
together.

5
Bench time

No
Accessories

START

Preparing the dough

1.Add butter and milk into a heat resistant container. Heat
then mix thoroughly with a whisk, dissolving the butter
(temperature at the time should be under 40℃ )

Lower
●

Heat
Start

（Baking time is approx 16 mins.）

If the browning is insufficient, let the dish stand in the oven
chamber. The browning will increase with the residual heat.
(If you let the dish to stand too long then there will be
excess browning. Carry out while monitoring the progress.

Easy bakery arrangement
Add powdered cocoa, coffee, or green tea to the dough.

Cocoa Buns

Following 1 -2 of Inspection, Add 5 g of powder to the dough.

Coffee Buns

Green tea Buns

Add large grained ingredients such as raisins, walnuts and blueberries into the dough.
Following 1 -2 of Inspection, Add 30g~50g of fruits into the dough.

Raisin Buns

Walnut Buns

Blueberry Buns

Roll or wrap sausage, ham, cheese, or bean jam into the dough.

Following 5 of Inspection, (Relax), form the dough into your favorite shape (be sure to add in the proper amount of ingredients).

Sausage Buns

Cheese Buns

Wrap around
cheese cubes and
make a round
shape. Cut a cross
on the top.

Shape the dough into
a rope shape
And roll on a sausage

Green Tea & Bean Jam Buns
Wrap bean paste
and make round
shapes

※Upon adding in the ingredients, make sure that the dough is firmly pinched so that the contents do not fall out during baking.
※When forming the dough into your favorite shape, please divide it into 8 equal parts (about 40g each). If the quantity is wrong, the bread may not
be successfully made.
In Portuguese, Pao de queijo means cheese bread. Made from tapioca flour, it is crisp outside and springy inside.

Pao De Queijo

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 15 balls
Tapioca flour ………………………………………………… 200 g
Milk ………………………………………………………… 110 g
Water ……………………………………………………… 110 g
A Salad oil ……………………………………………………40 g
Salt ………………………………………………………to taste
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 1
Cheese powder ……………………………………………… 100 g
●

You can knead easily by hand. If the
kneading is not sufficient then the kneaded
dough will become powdery.

Instructions

1

2

190℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 5 minutes）

2.Divide 1 into 15 equal parts and make them into round
shapes. Arrange them on a square tray.
3. Baking
After preheating, place 2 in the lower rack and bake.
20-27 mins
Lower

START

3.Beat in the egg yolk and mixture from Step 2 gradually
and stir with a spatula. Then add the cheese and mix (mix
quickly to cool down the dough and shape it into a ball).

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

Pi zz a

2.Add 1 all at once into the bowl containing tapioca flour.
Knead well quickly with a spatula. Cover with a damp
cloth. Steam at a warm place for 2 to 3 minutes.

No
Accessories

Pa str・
y

2.30 - 3 mins

Heat
Start

1. Preheating
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
START

MICROWAVE 600W

Baking

No
Accessories

START

Preparing the dough

1.Add ingredients A in a heat resistant container. Cover it
with plastic warp. Put in the center of cavity. Heat until
the ingredients are boiled.

Heat
Start
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Tips for baking bread
Environment for baking bread
Before starting bread preparation
Store the ingredients at a cool place with low humidity.
The ideal conditions to prepare the dough is with a temperature of 20 to 25℃ and humidity of 50 to 70%.
Let us collect the instruments to measure the necessary ingredients before starting the preparations.
(Measure the ingredients accurately!)
When it is mentioned in the recipe book "Restore to room temperature", the assumption is that the room
temperature is 25℃ .

Preparing the dough ~ fermentation
Handling the dough
Let us handle the dough with care.
Increase or decrease the moisture content (milk or water) by approximately 5g depending on the humidity and
temperature of the room.
When dividing, use the kitchen knife, scrapper or card etc to cut and separate.
If you pull and cut to pieces, the gluten layer will break making rise difficult.
Take care so that the dough does not dry out, during fermentation or bench time during moulding or while
preheating.

The dough does not settle and sticks to the hand even after kneading for a long time.
The dough will take more time if the dough contains ingredients

such as fats or milk in excess.

Do not add more flour just because the dough is sticky. Knead with perseverance till the dough settles down. If
the dough that is stuck to the hand and the table is removed occasionally, then it will be easier to work. However,
sometimes if the temperature of water is high during summer, the stickiness will not go away however well we knead.

It is not clear as to how long we have to knead

S tretch the dough little by little with hand, the criteria is to make the dough thin and transparent.
T he properties will be different based on the dough, some dough’s cannot be stretched to the extent it becomes

transparent. Knead to the state where the dough becomes glossy and the ability to spread improves.
The time and number of times mentioned are the criteria given for the completion of kneading but the final
decision must be taken after checking the state of the dough.

Pa str・
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The criteria for moulding and fermentation are not clear.

T he moulding time is the time required to double in size. There may be cases where rise may not reach double
the size depending on the state of moulding and fermentation. When you gently touch the surface of the
dough, if there is soft elasticity such that the marks made by the finger slowly return back indicates completion.

Pi z za

If the moulding or fermentation time is short (insufficient fermentation), the power of fermentation will be
higher than the elongation, this may cause insufficient rise or bursting of the bottom or the sides. In addition, if
the moulding or fermentation time is long (excess fermentation), there is no volume since the dough does not
have the reserve capacity to expand in the oven, hence the texture of the bread will become rough with a
thick skin.
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Check with the baked finish!
The inside texture is rough
The texture is likely to be rough if there insufficient gas removal during the moulding process and if the fermentation time is
too long.
In case the bread is baked by placing in a mould and the weight of the dough is less compared to the mould, this will result
in excess fermentation that will make the texture rough. On the other hand, if the weight of the dough is more compared
to the mould, this can result in insufficient fermentation giving a dense grained structure.

Skin is hard
The skin will become hard if the surface of the dough dries up before baking or if baked at low oven
temperature for a long duration. Spraying mist on the dough and proper preheating must be carried out before
baking.

Even if the bread cools down, the skin becomes hard. Keep the bread in a plastic bag after baking once the

bread cools down to about body temperature to prevent the bread from drying.

Over all the bread is hard and there is no volume
If the moisture is insufficient then the dough becomes hard. Extensibility of the bread is lost and the bread does not grow in
size.
・Is the temperature of water mixed to the flour too high?→Yeast is weakened and fermentation becomes insufficient.
・Have the ingredients been measured accurately?
・Is there insufficient fermentation or otherwise is there too much fermentation?

After baking, the bottom and sides are split and cracked.
If there is insufficient secondary fermentation or the surface of the dough is dry, splitting and cracking may
happen. When the bread inside the oven starts to increase in size (kiln growth) and there is no space for the
surface to expand. The bread will not be able to swell at the top and will be become larger towards the bottom
or at thin locations. As a result, there is splitting and cracking at the bottom and the sides.
→Spray mist on the dough before baking to help the kiln growth.

The height and shape of the bread changes during preparation.

Pa str・
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Shape, colour and height of the bread are susceptible to the room temperature as well as the temperature and quality of
the ingredients (flour, water etc) there can be changes in the way of rise and browning, even if one prepares and bakes
using the same method. Till you get used to the process of bread making, try to use the same conditions and ingredients.
Once you are familiar, you can slightly change each condition etc and prepare bread of your choice.

Pi zz a
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Bun

CONVECTION

Manual

12 pieces (one shelf)
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 250 g.
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………… 3.5 g.
Milk (at room temperature) ………………………… 145 g.
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 20 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 2.5 g.
Eggs ……………………………………………………25 g (1/2 egg)
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 45 g.
<Egg wash>
Yolk ………………………………………………………………… 1 egg
Water…………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Preheat : CONVECTION 210℃ Standard approx 6 mins

Baking : CONVECTION 200℃
One shelf 8 to 15 mins, Two shelves 13 to 20 mins

Preliminary preparations

Necessary
instruments

・Bring the milk to room temperature.

Instructions

1

Preparing the dough

1.Pour bread flour into bowl, add Instant Dry Yeast, and mix
well.
2.Add milk (room
temperature), whipped egg,
salt and sugar. Dissolve
well.

●

24 pieces (Two shelves) can also be made
automatically.

6.Remove 5 on to a table
sprinkled with bread flour.
Knead with a rubbing
motion till the dough settles
down. Once the dough
settles down, knead till the
dough becomes smooth.

 In case skim milk is used, water will be applied instead of
fresh milk.
●  If the bread is prepared without using eggs, eggs are not
required.
●

3.Make a cavity at the centre
of 1. Add 2 and push the
bread flour on the periphery
little by little. Mix lightly
with finger tips. Ensure that
the water and bread flour
are mixed uniformly.
4.Continue to blend until
water is mixed in well (it
should be all over flour).

Pa str・
y
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5.Add the creamed butter to
4. Mix the butter so that it
is blends into the dough.

※Skip this process if fatty
ingredients such as
butter are not required.
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it will be sticky at first, but later on it will not stick on the
board or to your hands during the kneading process)

●

7.Stretch the dough flat like a
film, and knead it. Kneading
is done when you can see
your fingers through the
dough.
8.Make a round shape such
that a smooth surface is
formed and close the seams
properly. Coat the surface
of a bowl with a thin layer
of salad oil. Place the
round dough with the seam
facing downwards and
wrap.

2

Ferment

Start

7
Moulding

30-40 mins

START

40℃

DECISION

Primary fermentation

Lay 1 on Square tray. Put the tray in Lower rack. Raise by
heat until it expands to approximately double its size.

1. P ress the bread dough that was allowed to rest. Correct
the roundness so that a neat surface is formed.

Lower

2. A
 rrange 12 pieces on the
square tray with the seam
facing downwards.

3

Excess fermentation

4
Degassing

9

1. Preheat
Remove 8 and preheat
เริ่ม

No
Accessories

18-1 Butter roll

Preheat

Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 10 minutes）

＊Select 18-2 Butter roll when using 2 shelves.
2. Baking
Af t e r p r e h e at i ng ,
b r u sh e g g wash t o 8 .

3.Place 2 in the lower shelf and heat.

Lower

Heat
Start

(The standard heating time is approx 11 mins)

＊When using both shelves, Place in the lower and upper
shelves.(The standard heating time with both upper and
lower shelves is approximately 16 minutes)

Pa str・
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Split

4.Once baked, allow to cool on a wire mesh.

Bench time

Make the bread dough into
a round shape such that a
smooth surface is formed.
Allow to rest for approximately
10 minutes covered with a
damp cloth that has been
squeezed firmly or with a
wrapper.

Pi zz a

6

Cut 4 using a kitchen knife
or scrapper into 12 portions (1
piece approximately 40g)

Start

Dough will not ferment properly if the surface of the dough
is dry. Increase the spraying frequency in the oven during
secondary fermentation if there is indication of slight drying.

START

5

Softly beat the dough, fold in
from the outside towards the
centre, and punch it down.
(Elasticity will be lost if the
dough is over mixed)

●

START

Bread will be dried out.
Ferment may occasionally be overly done, according to the
conditions of initial room or dough temperature. Try minimizing
your fermantation time from the next trial.

Ferment

＊When using both shelves, Place in both the lower and
upper shelves.

Baked

Shrivels when the
finger is removed

30-40 mins

Lower

Bread will be hardened.

Additional time for 1st Fermentation, if it still does not become
firm, the ingredients you used may be too old. Please check
the ingredients.

40℃

START

Insufficient fermentation

Wipe the mist from the bread
of 7 and from the inside of
the oven chamber. Place in
the lower shelf and ferment
till the dough doubles in size.
DECISION

Mark made with the finger returns
to the original position

8
Secondary fermentation

Finger test

To confirm how well they
raise, press your finger to the
dough centre. If the pressed
area becomes hollow and
remains in that shape, then
raising is completely done.
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Butter Roll

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)

Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 250 g.
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………… 3.5 g.
Milk (at room temperature) ………………………… 145 g.
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 20 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 2.5 g.
Eggs ……………………………………………………25 g (1/2 egg)
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 45 g.
<Egg wash>
Yolk ………………………………………………………………… 1 egg
Water…………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Manual

Preheat : CONVECTION 210℃ Standard approx 6 mins

Baking : CONVECTION 200℃
One shelf 8 to 15 mins, Two shelves 13 to 20 mins

Preliminary ・Bring the milk to room temperature.
preparations
●

Instructions

1

40℃

30-40 mins

START

Moulding

Ferment

Start

Lower

＊When using both shelves, Place in both the lower and
upper shelves.
B

A

●Dough will not ferment properly if the surface of the dough
is dry. Increase the spraying frequency in the oven during
secondary fermentation if there is indication of slight drying.

C

5
Baked

1. Form the dough into the
8 cm~long carrot shape
(Picture A) use a rolling pin
to spread it for approx. 20
cm. to a triangular figure
(Picture B)

Wipe the mist from the bread
of 3 and from the inside of
the oven chamber. Place in
the lower shelf and ferment
till the dough doubles in size.
DECISION

B e n c h t im e

3

Make a round shape such
that a smooth surface
is formed for the bread
dough. Allow to rest for
approximately 10 minutes
covered with a damp cloth
that has been squeezed
firmly or with a wrapper.

4
Secondary fermentation

2

Prepare dough and divide it into 12 equal pieces (approx 40g
each) (See page 136).

24 pieces (Two shelves) can also be made
automatically.

No
Accessories

18-1 Butter roll

START

2. Stretch the dough to a long
triangular shape, slightly
extend the narrower side
towards you and roll up
the wide side towards you.
(Picture C)

1. Preheat
Remove 4 and preheat
Preheat

Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 10 minutes）

C

2. Baking
After preheating, brush egg wash to 4 Place the
square tray in the lower shelf and heat.
START

Pa str・
y

3. A rrange 12 pieces on the
square tray with the closing
side facing downwards.

Lower

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approx 11 mins）

＊When using both shelves, Place in the lower and upper
shelves.(The standard heating time with both upper and
lower shelves is approximately 16 minutes)
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Butter roll arrangement
Raisin butter roll

Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)
Butter roll dough ……………… Total quantity
Raisin …………………………………………………… 55 g

138

3.Once baked, allow to cool on a wire mesh.

Instructions

1
2
3

Make the raisins soft by soaking in lukewarm water and remove the moisture by wiping.

Preparation method of buns 1 -5 (see page 136). Once the the butter blends. Prepare the
dough by adding the raisins of 1.
See 1 〜 5 of butter roll preparation and bake.

Butter roll arrangement

Level of Difficulty

For preparation method of bread dough, see pages 136 and 137 "Method to prepare buns" 1 〜 5
If you require egg wash, prepare with egg yolk (1 number) and water (1 tablespoon)

Mayonnaise Buns

Bean Paste Buns

Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)
Butter Roll Dough ………………………………………………………………… Follow in book
Mayonnaise…………………………………………………………………………………………… 125 g.
Frozen Mixed Vegetables(Defrost) ………………………………………………… 125 g.

Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)
Butter Roll Dough ………………………………………………………………… Follow in book
Bean Paste ……………………………………………………………………………………………360 g.
Poppy Seed ……………………………………………………………………… Proper quantity

Instructions

1
2

Dress mixed vegetables with mayonnaise and keep aside.

3

Ferment in the same way as 4 of
butter roll preparation.

4

After fermentation, cut a cross into
the bun at the centre. Divide 1 into
equal parts and place on top.

5

See 5 of butter roll preparation and bake.

Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)
Butter Roll Dough ………………………………………………………………… Follow in book
Processed cheese (Cut into cylindrical shape) ……………………………… 75 g
Sliced ham (cut into half)…………………………………………………………… 6 Pieces

2
3
4
5

Turn over 1 and arrange on the square tray. Make a cavity.

Prepare bread dough,
place ham and processed
cheese, and roll together.
See 4 ・ 5 of butter roll preparation and bake.

Ferment in the same way as 4 of butter roll preparation.
After fermentation, apply egg wash. Sprinkle poppy seeds.
See 5 of butter roll preparation and bake.

Creamy Buns・Chocolate bread
Ingredients / 12 Pieces (1 rack)
Butter Roll Dough ………………………………………………………………… Follow in book
Custard cream or chocolate cream ……………………………………1/2 quantity

Instructions

See (page 179) to prepare custard cream or chocolate cream.
After cooling, split into 12 equal parts.

2

Prepare the bread dough and stretch into a long eclipse shape.
Pour the cream of 1 to the centre
of one half.

3

Apply Egg wash on the edge,
fold into two, and cut along the
bonded brim.

4

See 4 ・ 5 of butter roll preparation and bake.
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Pa str・
y

Instructions

2

Thicken dough centre and stretch it to make a circle with a
10cm diameter. Divide the bean
paste into 24 equal servings and
stuff into dough centre before tightly
pressing the bonded edge.

The bread dough is rounded to lemon shape after completion of
bench time.

Ham~cheese Roll

1

Instructions

1
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Cinnamon Roll

CONVECTION

Manual

Ingredients / 9 pieces (for one shelf)
Bread Flour (filtered) ………………………………… 200 g.
Fresh Milk (at room temperature) ………… 115 g.
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 15 g.
Salt ………………………………………………………………………… 2 g.
Egg………………………………………………………………… 1/2 egg
Butter ………………………………………………………………… 35 g.
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………… 3 g.
Melted Butter …………………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Granulated Sugar ………………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Raisins (soaked in 1 tbsps of rum) …… 35 g.
Cinnamon …………………………………Proper quantity
<Egg wash>
Yolk ………………………………………………………… 1/2 egg
Water ……………………………………………………… 1/2 tbsp

Instructions

1. Stretch the dough kept aside into a rectangular shape of
size approximately 22 X 18 cm with a rolling pin. Apply the
butter that has melted on its surface with a brush.
2. Sprinkle cinnamon, crushed sugar and rasins all over 1.
Roll from the sides. Roll gently to obtain a roll of uniform
thickness. Cut into 9 equal pieces.
3. Arrange on the square tray with the cut side up near the
centre.

1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

(preheat)

30 - 40 mins

START

DECISION

Secondary fermentation

40℃

2. Baking
After preheating, apply egg wash to 3 . Place in the
lower shelf and bake.
8 - 15 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

3.Once baked, allow to cool on a wire mesh.

Ferment

Start

Lower

Pa str・
y

Use icing of your choice
You can enjoy the warm cinnamon roll and
icecream together.
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Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 5 minutes）

Wipe the mist from the bread of 2 and from the inside of
the oven chamber. Place in the lower shelf and ferment till
the dough doubles in size.
2

200℃

START

Moulding

3

2.  B e n ch t i m e
Make a round shape such that a smooth surface is formed
for the bread dough. Allow to rest for approximately
20 minutes covered with a damp cloth that has been
squeezed firmly or with a wrapper.

200℃ Standard approx 5 mins

Baking：CONVECTION200℃15 - 22 mins

START

Preparing the dough

2

4

1.Prepare the bread dough, (See page 136).

Baked

1

Preheat : CONVECTION

This is a lovely round~shaped bread that fills your mouth with a sweet, mellow, soft taste.

Swiss White Bread

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 5 pieces

Bread Flour (filtered) ………………………………… 250 g
Instant Dry Yeast…………………………………………… 3 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 3 g
Milk ………………………………………………………………………… 175 g
Honey ………………………………………………………………………33 g
Butter (Without salt) …………………………………………… 10 g
A

Instructions

1

20-30 sec

Heat
Start

Lower

150℃

Upper

Prehe ting
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 3 mins）

2. Baking
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. The dough of 3
along with each oven sheet is transferred and bread flour
(not included in the recipe) is sprinkled. Bake placing in the
upper shelf.
START

10-15 mins
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Bench time

2. Bench time
After fermentation, degas the dough (See 137 page
preparation method of bun 4 ) and make round shape
dividing into 5 parts. Cover with a dry cloth and a damp
cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to rest for 15
minutes.

Start

Pa str・
y

Start

Ferment

1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in upper rack.
CONVECTION

Ferment

START

40-50 mins

4

（preheat）
START

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

30℃

เริ่ม

30-40 mins

3.After done rising, take the dough, along with the baking
paper, off of the Square tray. Cover the dough with plastic
wrap to keep it damp.

START

1.Lay 1 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack.

30℃

Caution!
Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than
100℃ by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth
etc may burn.

Baked

2

2. Secondary fermentation
Spread an oven sheet on the square tray and arrange 1.
Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth. Place in upper
shelf and ferment.

Upper

3.Once it becomes soft add butter and knead well. Once the
dough becomes soft after mixing butter. Stretch the dough
and if a thin film is formed, it indicates that kneading is
complete. (Kneading temperature has to be around 27℃ .
For state, see page 136 preparation method of bun 1 -7)
4. Make 3 into a round shape such that a smooth surface is
formed. Turn the seam to face downwards. Place in a heat
resistant bowl to which butter (without salt, not included in
the recipe) has been applied and wrap.

Moulding

1.
After the completion of bench time, correct the roundness,
press the dough hard with scrapper or thick chopsticks and
make a stripe.

DECISION

2.Combine ingredients A with the material from Step 1 and
mix until the powder thoroughly dissolves into the milk and
a dough forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with
Bread Flour (Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight
to knead the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping
the dough from the lower part onto the surface.

 Secondary fermentation

MICROWAVE 600W

3
〜
Moulding

No
Accessories

START

Preparing the dough

1.Pour the milk into a heat resistant container. Warp and
place on the center of cavity. Heat. After done heating
(The temperature of the milk should be approx. 24℃ .) Add
in the honey and let it melt.

Heat
Start

Upper
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Plain Bread

CONVECTION

Manual

Ingredients / 1 Mould Pain Bread
(metal, approx. 11 x 21 x 10 cm)
Bread Flour (filtered) ……………………………………400 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ……………………………………………… 5 g.
Water ………………………………………………………………… 290 g.
Skim Milk …………………………………………………………… 15 g.
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 25 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………………6 g.
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 15 g.

2

2.  Bench time
Degas the dough and cut it in two equal pieces. Make a
round shape such that a smooth surface is formed. Cover
with a cloth and allow to rest for 30 minutes.

Secondary fermentation

3

Baked

Moulding

40℃

30-40 mins

Ferment

Start

Lower

1. Preheat
Remove 2 and preheat.
No
Accessories

20 Plain bread

START

3.  Moulding
Stretch the dough to a rectangular shape of 10 cm width and
15 cm length. Roll to get a cylindrical shape. Place the seam
at the centre. Using a rolling pin stretch so that the width is
around 10cm. Roll from the closer end and make a spiral.

Put 1 on Square tray, spray water on dough and to the
oven, put the tray on the Lower rack, Heat until the dough
expands to the height of the mould.
START

1. Prepare the bread dough, (See page 136).

210℃ Standard approx 6 mins

Baking：CONVECTION200℃28 - 33 mins

DECISION

1

〜
Preparing the dough

Instructions

Preheat : CONVECTION

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approximately 5 minutes）

2. Baking
After done preheating, Put 2
on Square tray. Put the tray
on the Lower rack.
Heat
Start
（The standard heating time is approx 30 mins）

START

4. Apply butter(Exclude
ingredients) all over Pain
Bread Mould, wind step 3 up
until they fit in the long side
of the mould, and place them
in the mould.

Lower

3. After done heating, take them out of mould, and store on
the net. While still hot, apply butter(Exclude ingredients) and
leave them to cool down.

Bread Arrangement
Raisin Bread

Pa str・
y

Ingredients / 1 Mould Pain Bread (metal, approx. 11 x 21 x 10 cm)
Bread Flour………………………400 g. Sugar………………………………………… 48 g.
Instant Dry Yeast…………………5 g. Salt ………………………………………… 6 g.
Water…………………………………290 g. Butter ………………………………………… 15 g.
Skim Milk………………………………8 g. Raisins ……………………………………… 80 g.

Pi z za

Instructions

1
2
3
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Pour lukewarm water into raisins in order to soften them before
extracting their juice.

Prepare the bread dough. (See page 136).
※Once butter is blended after processing 1 -5 on Instructions, smash
walnut and mix it in.
Bake as 2 ・ 3 on ‘Instructions of Plain Bread’.

Walnut Bread
Ingredients / 1 Mould Pain Bread (metal, approx. 11 x 21 x 10 cm)
Bread Flour………………………400 g. Sugar …………………………………48 g.
Instant Dry Yeast…………………5 g. Salt ………………………………………… 6 g.
Water…………………………………270 g. Butter………………………………………… 16 g.
Skim Milk…………………………………8 g. Walnut………………………………… 80 g.

Instructions

1
2

Prepare the bread dough. (See page 136).
※Once butter is blended after processing 1 -5 on Instructions, smash
walnut and mix it in.
Bake as 2 ・ 3 on ‘Instructions of Plain Bread’.

Sausage bread loved by one and all

Twirled sausage bun

CONVECTION
Ingredients / for 6 numbers
Bread flour ………………………………………………… 175 g
A Cake flour …………………………………………………… 45 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………………… 3 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………………………4 g
Salt …………………………………………………………………………4 g
Water ………………………………………………………………… 135 g
lard ……………………………………………………………………… 4 g
Meltable slice cheese ………………………………… 6 slices
Shredded cabbage ………………………………………… 36 g
Long sausages …………………………………………… 6 pieces
Salt, coarsely ground black pepper … a little each
Meltable shredded cheese ……………………as required
Dried parsley ……………………………………………as required
<Egg wash>
Whipped egg……………………………………………as required

Instructions

3.Once the dough becomes soft with kneading. Stretch the
dough. Divide the lard and place at 3 to 4 places. Knead
the dough by folding it from all the sides. Lard is mixed
thoroughly in the dough.

2

FERMENT

1.Make the dough into proper round shape and place on a heat
resistant bowl that has been brushed with the lard (not included
in the recipe). Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth.

40-50 mins

Ferment

5
6

1. Preheat
Place only the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.

Start

Bench time

4. Bench time
Make 6 equal round shapes from 3. Cover with a dry cloth and a
damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to rest for 15 minutes.

CONVECTION

Lower

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 8 mins）

2.Just before completion of preheating, brush the dish with
the egg wash. Sprinkle shredded cheese.
3. Baking
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Move 2 of each
oven sheet to the square tray. Bake placing in the lower
shelf.
20-27 mins

START

Heat
Start

Lower

4.After baking, sprinkle dry parsley. Pour ketchup to your
preference.
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2.Stretch 2 to approximately
40 cm length and roll this on
1.

200℃

（Preheat）

Pa str・
y

Moulding

1.Place the cabbage on
the slice cheese. Sprinkle
salt and pepper. Place
the sausage on it and roll.
Prepare 6 of these.

Start

After fermentation, keep the dough wrapped till baking is
started, so that the dough does not dry out.

Lower

3.After fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )

Ferment

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than
100℃ by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth
etc may burn.

START

30℃

START

FERMENT

40-50 mins

Caution!

Baked

2.Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and ferment.

30℃

Lower

4.Knead the dough for some time. Once the surface of the
dough becomes soft, stretch the dough and if a thin film is
formed, it indicates that kneading is complete.

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

3

Spread an oven sheet on the square tray and arrange 3 .
Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same
order. Ferment by placing 2 in the lower shelf.
START

2.Once the mixture settles, move to the table on which flour has
been sprinkled. Knead well applying the pressure of the palms. In
between pound the dough on the table from the lower position.

4

DECISION

Preparing the dough

1.Put sugar, salt and half quantity of water in a bowl and mix
well. Add mixed A along with instant dry yeast and mix.
Add remaining water and thoroughly mix again.

Secondary fermentation

1

※Flour is not included in the ingredients. Arrange the ingredients required for each process separately.

＊Close the start and end of the roll firmly. If you roll the
dough from the centre of the sausage then the rolling
process becomes easy.
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English Muffin

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 6 pieces each in a metal circle
mold, 10 cm x 2.5 cm thick
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………… 150 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………… 5 g
A Instant Dry Yeast ……………………………………… 3 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 3 g
Shortening …………………………………………………… 4 g
Water ………………………………………………………………… 100 g
Cornmeal ………………………………………………… as required
●If circle mold is not available●
Roll a 33 cm (1 cm overlap width) x
25cm board paper into a loop and fasten
with a stapler.

Instructions

1

START

Ferment

Start

After fermentation, move each oven sheet to a flat surface.
Keep the dough wrapped till baking is started, so that the
dough does not dry out.
1. Preheat
Place only the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.
CONVECTION

Lower

200℃

Prehe ting
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 8 mins）

2. Baking
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray. Lay dough from 5 carefully
along with the baking paper. Cover the dough with baking
paper and place one more Square tray on top. Put it onto
the Lower rack.

Start

Lower

13-18 mins

START

2.A fter fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )

Moulding

Place the mold onto the Square tray lined with baking paper,
sprinkle a little cornmeal onto the bottom of the mold. Round
up the dough step 4 and flatten by hand. Place it into the
mold and spray some cornmeal on. (The mold does not have
to be the exact size, it may become larger in the following
process).

40-50 mins

Lower

（Preheat）

Ferment

3. Bench time
Make 6 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 15 minutes.

35℃

START

50-60 mins

Cover the dough 3 with baking paper and then place one
more Square tray onto it. Put it onto Lower rack.
DECISION

6
Baked

30℃

START

Bench time

Pi z za
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5

1. Primary fermentation
Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and
ferment. During the baking process, remove once from the
oven chamber. Punch to remove the trapped gases.
DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

Pa str・
y

3

2.Form the dough from step 1 into round shape and turn
the seam upside down. Place it on a heat resistant bowl
greased with Shortening(Exclude ingredients) and cover it
with plastic wrap.

4
Secondary
fermentation

Preparing the dough

2

1.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the dough
from the lower part onto the surface. Knead thoroughly until
flour is fully developed. (the best temperature for kneading is
about 26℃ . For state, see page 136 preparation method of
bun 1 -7)

Heat
Start

Lower

Split the English muffins into 2 by hand. Serve after heating them in
a toaster etc.

●

Bagel (Plain)

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Manual

Bread Flour (filtered) ………………………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar …………………………………………… 15 g.
A
Instant Dry Yeast ……………………………………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 3 g.
Water ………………………………………………………………… 140 g.
Honey or Caramel Syrup ………………………… 15 g.
Hot Water …………………………………………………… 30 g.

Instructions

1

1.Place the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.
17 Bagel
Lower

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approx 24 mins）

＊Start by steam heating.
2.Once buzzer rings (after approx 7 mins). Hot water mixed
honey or caramel syrup and apply it to the bagels’s
surfaces.
3.Place 2 again in the lower shelf and heat.
START

3. Moulding
After done rising, stretch it to a 25 cm long stick shape,
twist once into a doughnut figure. Lay Baking paper on
Square tray, and array the dough on top before cover with
the damp cover.

Baking：CONVECTION (without Preheat)
190℃13 - 20 mins

START

Moulding

2.Divide the dough in 1 in 4 equal parts and make round
shapes. Cover the dough with a damp cloth and ferment
for 10 minutes.

3
Baked

〜
Preparing the dough

2

1.Put ingreadient A into a bowl, mix water until it blends
well into one, and move it to a board where bread flour
(Exclude ingredients) is thinly applied. Use the weight of
your palm to knead the dough, and throw it from time to
time on the board from a lower position. Once dough turns
smooth and stretchable to a fine.
(the best temperature for kneading is about 25℃ Kneaded
dough should meet the standards set in 1 -7 of
Instruction in making bread dough on page 136)

Steam：STEAMED6 - 8 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

1.Put 1 in Lower rack.
40-50 mins

START

DECISION

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Pa str・
y

Secondary fermentation

30℃

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than
100℃ by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth
etc may burn.

Pi zz a

2.After done rised, transfer the Square tray, and Remove the
damp cover.
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Bagel Arrangement

Walnut
Ingredients / 4 Pieces
A

Bread Flour ……………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.

Fig
Walnut…………………………………… 46 g.
Water …………………………………… 135 g.
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1

Roast walnut (CONVECTION(without preheat) 120℃ approx. 15
mins), Crush to a size of around 5 to 8 mm and cool.

2

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊Blend walnut pieces once dough becomes rather firm.

A

Bread Flour ……………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.

1

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊Blend fig pieces once dough becomes rather firm.

Apple and Ginger

Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Bread Flour ……………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.
Orange Peel …………………53 g.
Grated Ginger ……………… 8 g.

Water ………………………………………115 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1
2

Cut orange peel to 5 mm square.

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”

Marmalade
Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Pa str・
y

A

Bread Flour ……………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.

A

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ……………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.
Ground Ginger …………… 4 g.
Cinnamon ………………To taste

Apple Jam …………………………… 75 g
Water …………………………………… 85 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1
2

Dissolve apple jam in water.

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”

Blueberries
Marmalade ……………………………… 75 g
Water …………………………………… 85 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

Pi z za

1
2

Dried Fig (semi dried) ………… 53 g
Water …………………………………… 125 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

Orange and Ginger

A
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Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Dissolve marmalade in water.

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊The preparation will differ based on the type of jam.If dough
is hard, observe conditions, and add more water when
required.

Ingredients / 4 Pieces
A

Bread Flour ……………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………… 13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ………… 3 g.
Salt ………………………………… 3 g.

Blueberry Jam ……………………… 75 g
Water …………………………………… 85 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1
2

Dissolve Blueberry jam in water.

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊The preparation will differ based on the type of jam.If dough
is hard, observe conditions, and add more water when
required.

Bagel Arrangement

Tomato
Ingredients / 4 Pieces
A

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………… 3 g.

Latte
Tomato Juice (unsalt)… … 140 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1

Use tomato juice instead of water, Bake with reference to 1
〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels (Plain).”

Black Sesame
Ingredients / 4 Pieces
A

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………… 3 g.
Black Sesame …………… 13 g

Black Sesame Paste………… 30 g
Water ………………………………… 120 g
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Dissolve black sesame paste in water.

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”

Bacon and Onion
Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Coffee (Sugar free) …………100 g.
Fresh Milk …………………………… 38 g.
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1
2

Blend coffee well with fresh milk.
Use ingredient from 1) instead of water, Bake with reference to

1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels (Plain).”

Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………13 g.
A
Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………… 3 g.
Water ………………………………… 135 g
Dried Tomato …………………… 20 g.
Shredded Cheese …………… 26 g.
Garlic ……………………………………… 3 g.
Anchovy ……………………………… 3 g.

Dried Herbs※ …………………… 1 tsp.
※Dried herbs such as basil,
oregano and parsley etc. can
be used based on preference.
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Instructions

1

Roughly cut dried tomato into 3~5mm pieces before chopping
up anchovy and garlic.

2

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊Blend shredded cheese with dried herbs once dough
becomes rather firm.

Bacon (chopped into pieces) …
……………………………………… 40 g.
Onion (chopped into pieces) …
……………………………………………… 53 g.
Honey or caramel syrup 15 g
Warm water …………………… 30 g

Pa str・
y

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………13 g.
A Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………… 3 g.
Pepper ……………………1/4 tsp.
Water ………………………………… 110 g.

A

Bread Flour …………… 270 g.
Brown Sugar ………………13 g.
Instant Dry Yeast ……… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………… 3 g.

Italian

Instructions

1
2

Ingredients / 4 Pieces

Instructions

Fry bacon in a frying pan. Add some onions and fry until they
are slightly coloured.

2

Bake with reference to 1 〜 3 of “Instructions of Bagels
(Plain).”
＊Blend step 1 once dough becomes rather firm.

Pi zz a
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Original fragrance of bread combined with the baked oatmeal aroma

Oatmeal milk bread

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 1 pieces
Bread Flour (filtered) ………………………………150 g
Whole Wheat Flour (filtered) ………………… 50 g
A
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………… 3 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 4 g
Honey …………………………………………………………………… 10 g
Milk …………………………………………………………………………150 g
Oatmeal ………………………………………………………………… 25 g
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………………… 10 g
<Finished>
Unsalted butter …………………………………………………… 10 g

Instructions

1

3

1.Add in honey and milk. Stir.

2.After fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )

Pi z za

3. Bench time
Make round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth and a
damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to rest for
15 minutes.

Ferment

Start

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

4
5

After done rising, Cover with cloth and plastic wrap to keep
it damp.
1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）

220℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

Coupe
2.
During preheat, score the loaves with a very sharp knife
and make 2 diagonal cuts. Spray on some water and dust
on some oatmeal, brush finished butter into the cuts.

3. Baking
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray. Place baking paper on it, Lay
the bread dough from Step 2 carefully onto the tray. Put it
onto the Lower rack.

Lower

START

20-25 mins
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START

Start

Lower

40-50 mins

Lower

START

40-50 mins

START

30℃

Ferment

DECISION

30℃

Lower

DECISION

Bench time

Pa str・
y

〜
Primary fermentation

1. Primary fermentation
Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and
ferment. During the baking process, remove once from the
oven chamber. Punch to remove the trapped gases.

2. Secondary fermentation
Put step 1 in Lower rack.

Caution!

Baked

2

4.Form the dough from step 3 into round shape and turn
the seam upside down. Place it on a heat resistant bowl
greased with Butter(Exclude ingredients) and cover it with
plastic wrap.

 Secondary fermentation

3.When the dough become smooth, add in oatmeal and
butter. Continue to knead thoroughly Untill the butter has
completely dissolved and flour is fully developed. (the best
temperature for kneading is about 26℃ Kneaded dough
should meet the standards set in 1 -7 of Instruction in
making bread dough on page 136)

〜
Moulding

Preparing the dough

2.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add Step 1 mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread Flour
(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead the
dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the dough
from the lower part onto the surface.

1. Moulding
Mold the dough 2 to the oval. Place it in the center of the
Square tray lined with baking paper, and cover with both a
dry towel and a damp towel.

Heat
Start

Zwiebel is the German word for onion. It is rich in dietary fiber and very healthy.

wiebel • rot eit

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 2 pieces
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) 300 g
Rye flour ……………………………………………………… 70 g
Graham flour ……………………………………………… 30 g
A Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 4 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………… 6 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 8 g
Yoghurt (room temperature) ……………… 50 g
Water ………………………………………………………………… 210 g
Shortening…………………………………………………………… 10 g
Fried white onions …………………………………………… 60 g
Melted butter …………………………………………… as required

Instructions

1

30℃

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

After done rising, take the dough out from the Square tray
along with the canvas sheet, Cover with the canvas sheet to
keep it damp.
1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.

Start

Lower

3. Bench time
Make 2 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 20 minutes.

（The standard preheating time is approx 9 mins）

2.Use a board to transfer the dough onto the oven sheet
that has been matched to the size of the square tray such
that the seam is facing downwards
Coupe
3.
Just before completion of preheating, make cuts with
a sharp edged knife etc. Apply melted butter. Sprinkle
graham flour (not included in the recipe) of the dough.

4. B a k in g
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Move 3 of each
oven sheet and spray water. Place in the lower shelf and
bake.

Pi zz a

Moulding

Place the balls step 2 in the folds of a canvas sheet and set
it on the Square tray. Cover it with the remaining canvas
sheet and then with a damp towel.

Preheating
Start

Pa str・
y

Bench time

2.A fter fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )

210℃

START

CONVECTION

START

40-50 mins

Start

Caution!

Lower

30℃

Ferment

Lower

（Preheat）
Ferment

40-50 mins

START

6

Put 3 in Lower rack.
DECISION

1. Primary fermentation
Lay 1 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack.

5

Baked

3.Sprinkle some shortening(Exclude ingredients) onto the
dough, move to a heat resistant bowl floured with extra
shortening, and cover with plastic wrap.

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

3

2.Once it becomes soft, add shortening and continue
kneading. Mix well, then add the fried white onions and
continue to knead until the flour is fully developed.
(the best temperature for kneading is about 27℃ Kneaded
dough should meet the standards set in 1 -7 of Instruction
in making bread dough on page 136)

4
Secondary fermentation

Preparing the dough

2

1.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.

1 time

CONVECTION

200℃

START

23-28 mins

Heat
Start

Lower
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Focaccia

CONVECTION

Manual

Ingredients / 1 pieces, 18 cm diameter
(for one shelf)
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………………160 g
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………………… 2 g
Lukewarm Water(30~35℃ ) …………………… 95~105 g
Olive oil ………………………………………………………………… 1 tsp
Salt …………………………………………………………………… To taste
<Finishing oil>
Olive oil …………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
A Salt ………………………………………………………… To taste
Water …………………………………………………………… 1 tsp
<Topping (as you choose)>
Rosemary ……………………………………………………… Proper
Olive ……………………………………………………………… Proper
Anchovy ……………………………………………………… Proper
Dried tomato ………………………………………………… Proper

Instructions

Ferment

Start

No
Accessories

CONVECTION

220℃

（Preheat）

START

60 mins

1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 7 mins）

2. B a k in g
After preheating, place 5 in the lower shelf and bake.
13-18 mins

START

approx

6

Make a hole with the finger in the dough 4 Apply plenty of
A that has been mixed with a brush. Place olives, dry tomato
or anchovy as preferred in the hole. Sprinkle rosemary.

Heat
Start

Lower

Lower

After fermentation, stretch so that the thickness is 1 to 1.5cm
such that the bubbles inside the dough on the square tray are
not crushed.
Put 3 in Lower rack.

Lower

40-50 mins

START

40℃

DECISION

Secondary
fermentation

Pa str・
y
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40℃

START

Moulding

4

Put the tray in 1 in Lower rack. Ferment until it expands to
approximately double its size.
DECISION

Primary fermentation

3

2.Make the dough flat and round. Place on a square tray
sprinkled with bread flour (not included in the recipe).
Spread to a diameter of approximately 10 cm. Brush olive
oil(Exclude ingredients) on the surface to avoid dryness,
then cover the dough with plastic wrap.

5

Baked

Preparing the dough

2

1.Add Bread Flour into the bowl. Combine in Instant Dry
Yeast and Lukewarm Water (half of the quantity). Dissolve
the yeast and mix the flour. Then add salt, the other half
of Lukewarm Water and olive oil into the mixture. Knead
till the surface of the dough becomes soft and the dough
becomes elastic.

Baking：CONVECTION220℃15 - 22 mins

Ferment

Start

XX XX
XX XX
XX XX
XX XX X
XX X

1

Preheat：CONVECTION220℃
Standard approx 7 mins

XX XX X
XX X
XX XX
XX XX
XX XX

Grissini

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 10 loaves (for one shelf)
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 125 g
Instant Dry Yeast………………………………………………… 1 g
Lukewarm Water(30~35℃ ) ………………… 65~75 g
Olive oil …………………………………………………………… 2 tsp
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Sugar …………………………………………………………… 1/4 tsp
●

Enjoy by adding spices, sesame, fennel

seeds, anise seeds, caraway seeds, poppy

Manual

seeds and dry herbs as preferred in step 1

Instructions

1

1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

200℃

（Preheat）

START

50-60 mins

START

40℃

Baking：CONVECTION200℃15 - 22 mins

Prehe ting
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 5 mins)

2. B a k in g
After preheating, place 3 in the lower shelf and bake.
13-18 mins

START

Place 1 on the square tray. Place the square tray on the
lower shelf. Ferment till the thickness is approximately double
in size.
DECISION

fermentation

3

2.Roll step 1 to about 1 cm thick and extends about 15 cm.
Sprinkle Bread Flour(Exclude ingredients) on the Square
tray, drop the dough into it. Then apply olive oil(Exclude
ingredients) into the surface of the dough. Then cover
with plastic wrap the dough.

4
Baked

Preparing the dough

2

1.Add Bread Flour into the bowl. Combine in Instant Dry
Yeast and Lukewarm Water (half of the quantity). Dissolve
the yeast. Mix briefly, add salt, remaining lukewarm water
and olive oil. Mix well. Knead till the surface of the dough
becomes soft.

Preheat：CONVECTION200℃
Standard approx 5 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

Ferment

Start

Lower

Moulding

Cut the dough of 3 to widths of approximately 1 cm. Stretch
the dough to a length of approximately 30 cm that matches
to the size of the square tray. Arrange on the square tray
at intervals of 1cm. Sprinkle bread flour (not included in the
recipe).

Pa str・
y
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Fragrant Country Style Fine Rye Wheat

Rye Wheat and Honey Country Bread

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 2 pieces
Special Flour for French Bread (sifted)
………………………………………………………………… 250 g
A Rye flour (fine) (sifted) …………………… 150 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………5 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………8 g
Honey ………………………………………………………………… 15 g
Water ………………………………………………………………240 g
Shortening ………………………………………………………… 10 g

1

2.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add Step 1 mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.
3.Once the dough becomes soft after mixing shortening.
Stretch the dough and if a thin film is formed, it indicates
that kneading is complete.(the best temperature for
kneading is about 26℃ Kneaded dough should meet the
standards set in 1 -7 of Instruction in making bread dough
on page 136)

Ferment

Start

Lower

2.A fter fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )
3. Bench time
Make 2 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 15 minutes.

2.Spread a canvas on the square tray. Make a wall by
slackening the dough. Place the dough of 1 between the
walls of the cloth. Cover them with the remaining canvas
sheet and cover with a damp cloth.

40-50 mins

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

After done rising, Cover with canvas sheet and plastic wrap
to keep it damp.
1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）
Lower

210℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 9 mins）

2.Cut baking paper in same size the Square tray, Lay the
dough on its by turn the seam upside down.
Coupe
3.
Just before preheat is completed, sprinkle a little Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients) onto the surface and score with
scissors.

4. Baking
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray. Place baking paper on it,
Lay the bread dough from Step 12 carefully onto the tray.
Spray it with some water. Put it onto the Lower rack.
1 time

15-20 mins
Lower

CONVECTION

200℃

START

Moulding

1.Refer to page 158~159, Steps 4 of Instruction in French
Bread. Form the dough into long batons.

35℃

START

40-50 mins

START

Bench time

Pi z za
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30℃

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

Pa str・
y

3

1. Primary fermentation
Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and
ferment. During the baking process, remove once from the
oven chamber. Punch to remove the trapped gases.

6
Baked

2

4.Make 3 into a round shape such that a smooth surface is
formed. Turn the seam to face downwards. Place in a heat
resistant bowl to which shortening (not included in the
recipe) has been applied and wrap.

5

Put 3 in Lower rack.
START

4

DECISION

Preparing the dough

1.Add in honey and milk and mix.

Secondary fermentation

Instructions

Heat
Start

Fruit Stick

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 6 pieces
Bread Flour (filtered) ……………………… 150 g
Rye white flour ………………………………… 50 g
A Sugar ……………………………………………………………3 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………3 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………3 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 130 g
Shortening ………………………………………………………… 6 g
Walnut (minced into 7~8 mm pieces) ………50 g
Raisins …………………………………………………………………50 g
Dried figs ……………………………………………………………30 g
Orange peel ………………………………………………………30 g
●Recommended eating method ●
Recommended to be eaten after the dish
cools down making around 1 cm slices with
cream cheese etc. rather than eating it hot
after the dish is freshly baked.

Instructions

1

approx

15 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

Start

Bench time

2.After fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137 preparation
method of bun 4 ).

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

After done rising, Cover with cloth and plastic wrap to keep
it damp.
1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

180℃

（Preheat）
Lower

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 6 mins）

Coupe
2.
During preheating, make 2 cuts with a sharp edged knife
etc.

3. B a k in g
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray. Place baking paper on it, Lay
the bread dough from Step 2 carefully onto the tray. Place
in the lower shelf and bake.
22-27 mins
Lower

START

3. Bench time
Make 6 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 15 minutes.

40-50 mins

Pi zz a

Lower

30℃

Pa str・
y

Ferment

Ferment by placing 3 in the lower shelf.

START

40-50 mins

START

30℃

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

1. Primary fermentation
Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and
ferment.

6
Baked

2

4.Make 3 into a round shape such that a smooth surface is
formed. Turn the seam to face downwards. Place in a heat
resistant bowl to which shortening (not included in the
recipe) has been applied and wrap.

5

2.Arrange on a square tray that is covered with an oven
sheet. Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth.

START

3.Once the dough becomes soft, add shortening and knead
by hand. Once the shortening is well mixed, add the Step 1
by 3 times, and continue to knead thoroughly until the
flour is fully developed. (the best temperature for kneading
is about 28℃ . Kneaded dough should meet the standards
set in 1 -7 of Instruction in making bread dough on page
136).

1.Make the dough of 2 into a stick shape of around 20 cm
length. Then roll it over. Sprinkled rye flour (not included in
the recipe).

DECISION

2.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.

4
Secondary fermentation

Mix with parboiled raisins and grate orange peel. and Cut
the dry figs into cubes of around 1.5 cm

3
Moulding

160℃

START

CONVECTION

（without Preheat）

DECISION

Preparing the dough

1.Spread walnut on Square tray lined with a baking paper,
Put it onto Lower rack.

Heat
Start

153

The fragrance of rye flour, sweetness of figs, texture and crunchiness of walnuts is the best combination.

Wheat rye bread with figs and walnuts

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 4 pieces
Bread Flour …………………………………………… 170 g
A
Rye flour (medium) ……………………………… 80 g
Instant dry yeast …………………………………………… 5 g
Brown sugar (powder)…………………………………… 12 g
Salt …………………………………………………………………………5 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 160 g
Olive oil …………………………………………………………… 2 tsp
Dry Figs (cut to cubes of 7 mm) ……………… 70 g
Walnut (roasted and crushed to cubes of 7 mm)
……………………………………………………………………………35 g
Cream cheese………………………………………………… 80 g
Rye flour ……………………………………………… as required

Instructions

1

※Flour is not included in the ingredients. Arrange the ingredients required for each process separately.

4.Make a round shape and stretch to approximately 30 X 15
cm with a rolling pin. Sprinkle walnuts and figs. Press by
hand and push and fold thrice.

40-50 mins

START

35℃

Ferment

Start

Lower

Bench time

6

After fermentation, keep the dough wrapped till baking is
started, so that the dough does not dry out.
1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）
Lower

220℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

2.Just before completion of preheating, sprinkle the rye flour
and cut a coupe. Spray the mist.
3. B a k in g
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Move 2 of each
oven sheet to the square tray. Bake placing in the lower
shelf.
approx 5 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

4.After heating, lower the temperature and bake.
CONVECTION

（without Preheat）

Lower

200℃

15-20 mins

START

1.Stretch the dough to 10 X 14 cm size approximately, apply
pressure to the central area with a rolling pin and put of
the cream cheese.
2.Fold the dough on the upper
and lower side, and pinch
the seams firmly. Reshape to
a spindle shape.

5

DECISION

Moulding

Pi z za
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4. Bench time
Make 4 equal round shapes from 3. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 15 minutes.

Start

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

START

Pa str・
y

3

3.After fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 ).

Ferment

Lower

START

2.Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and ferment.
DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

1.Make the dough into a round shape and place in a heat
resistant bowl that has been brushed with olive oil (not included
in the recipe). Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth.

40-50 mins

Caution!

Baked

2

5.Rotate the direction of the dough by 90 degree and
stretch with a rolling pin. Repeat 4 times. Mix figs and
walnuts in the dough.

35℃

START

3.Once the dough becomes soft with kneading. Stretch the
dough. Pour olive oil. Knead the dough by folding it from
all the sides. Olive oil is mixed thoroughly in the dough.
Knead the dough for some time. Once the surface of the
dough becomes soft, stretch the dough and if a thin film is
formed, it indicates that kneading is complete.

Spread an oven sheet on the square tray and arrange 3 .
Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same
order. Ferment by placing in the lower shelf.
DECISION

2.Once the mixture settles, move to the table on which flour
has been sprinkled. Knead well applying the pressure of
the palms. In between pound the dough on the table from
the lower position.

4

Secondary fermentation

Preparing the dough

1.Put brown sugar, salt and half the quantity of water in a
bowl and mix well. Add mixed A along with instant dry yeast
and mix. Add remaining water and thoroughly mix again.

Heat
Start

It is said that the shape of Stollen symbolizes the swaddle wrap of Jesus Christ. Thus it is a kind of fruit bread that is suitable for Christmas.

Stollen

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 2 pieces
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) 250 g
Instant Dry Yeast (glucose tolerant) ……… 13 g
Sugar ……………………………………………………………40 g
A Salt …………………………………………………………………3 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………… 1
Cinnamon ……………………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Nutmeg , Vanilla oil …………………………… to taste
Milk …………………………………………………………… 85 ~ 90 g
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………………… 70 g
Raisins ……………………………………………………… 100 g
Mixed fruits, moistened with western liquor 50 g
B
Lemon peel (grated) ………………………1/2 piece
Sliced almonds …………………………………………40 g
Toppings (2 pieces)
Sliced almonds …………………………………………40 g
Granulated sugar ………………………………………40 g
C Cake flour ………………………………………………… 3 g
Egg white (peeled in advance) ……1/2 piece
Egg yolk ………………………………………………………1/2 piece
<Finished>
Melted butter ……………………………………………………… 50 g
Powdered sugar ………………………………proper quantity

Instructions

1

3

approx 15 mins

Heat
Start

Start

3. Bench time
Make 2 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 15 minutes.

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

After done rising, Cover with cloth and plastic wrap to keep
it damp.
1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

180℃

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

2.Blend with ingredients C to make toppings, brush the
surface of the dough with egg yolk and frost the dough
with toppings.
3. Baking
After done preheating, Put step 2 onto the Lower rack.
18-23 mins

START

Bench time

2.After fermentation, degas the dough (See Page 137
preparation method of bun 4 )

Ferment

Pi zz a

Lower

30-40 mins

Pa str・
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Ferment

30℃

START

40-50 mins

START

30℃

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

1. Primary fermentation
Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower shelf and ferment.

6
After baking

2

4.Make 3 into a round shape such that a smooth surface is
formed. Turn the seam to face downwards. Place in a heat
resistant bowl to which butter (not included in the recipe)
has been applied and wrap.

5
〜
Baked

3.Once the dough becomes soft, add butter by halves
kneading after each time. Once butter is mixed in, add
ingredients B and continue to knead thoroughly Until the
flour is fully developed. (the best temperature for kneading is
about 23℃ . Kneaded dough should meet the standards set
in 1 -7 of Instruction in making bread dough on page 136).

Ferment by placing 3 in the lower shelf.
START

2.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.

2 is stretched to a horizontal ellipse shape and folded into 2.
Arrange on the square tray. Cover with a dry cloth and a
damp cloth.

DECISION

Blanch the raisins and drain the moisture properly.

4

Secondary fermentation

Lower

Moulding

150℃

START

CONVECTION

（without Preheat）

DECISION

Preparing the dough

1.Spread sliced almonds from ingredients B on Square tray
lined with a baking paper, Put it onto Lower rack.

Heat
Start

Lower

4.Brush the loaf with melted butter, wait until it is cool, and
spray powdered sugar on.

155

Breads

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / 1 piece of 23 cm diameter
Bread Flour…………………………………………………… 375 g.
Whole wheat flour (fine) ……………………… 125 g.
Instant Dry Yeast……………………………………………… 6 g.
Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 2 tsp.
Salt …………………………………………………………………… 2 tsp.
Lemon Juice …………………………………………………… 1 tsp.
Lukewarm Water (30~35℃ ) …… 290 ~ 320 g.
Olive Oil ………………………………………………………… 2 tbsp.

Instructions

1

3.Curl step 2 up until the surface becomes smooth, turn the
bonded edge upside down, place it in a bowl where olive
oil (Exclude ingredients) has been thinly applied, and wrap.

Ferment

Start

Lower

Pa str・
y

Secondary fermentation

2.Once raising is completed, gently massage the dough and
punch it down.
3. Bench time
Cup the dough until the surface becomes smooth, wrap it, and
put it aside for approx. 15 mins.
4.Lay Baking paper on the Square tray, spread step 3 into
a circle of 20 cm diameter with 5 cm height, and make it
moist using water.

Pi z za

5. Secondary fermentation
Put step 4 in Lower rack.Heat until it expands to
approximately double its size.

156

approx 30 mins

START

Lower

DECISION

40℃

Ferment

Start

1. Preheat
Place only the Square tray in Lower rack.
15 French bread
Lower

Ferment

Start

(The standard preheating time is approx 13 mins)

Coupe
2.
Make diagonal cuts 3 with a sharp edged knife etc.

3. B a k in g
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Move 2 of each
oven sheet. Place in the lower shelf and heat.
START

40-50 mins

START

40℃

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

1. Primary fermentation
Lay 1 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack. Heat until
it expands to approximately double its size.

4

After done rising, transfer all Baking paper to a flat plate or
other flat surface. Apply flour (Exclude ingredients) to the
dough surface and wrap it until ready for baking in order to
prevent dryness.

START

2.Once the dough becomes firm, Knead while striking the
dough to the bowl and once the surface becomes smooth,
add olive oil and knead it until it is blended well. Once the
dough becomes smooth, use your both hands to spread it
gently and knead it until your fingers can see through. (View
page 136, 1 -7 on “Instructions in making bread dough”).

3

Baked

Preparing the dough

2

1.Filter and add bread flour and whole grain to a large bowl.
Make a depression in the center. Add Instant Dry Yeast and
Sugar, then gradually pour 2/3 of the lukewarm water and
mix. Once well blended, add lemon juice and salt. Then,
gradually pour in the remaining lukewarm water until the
mixture becomes soft, like an earlobe.

Lower

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approx 29 mins）

The position of accessories shown is for “Upper rack”, cook
using the "Lower rack" since there will be a big swelling
[rise] after cooking.

Tips on making French Bread

This is the most difficult field in bread making, even for skillful chefs.
Observe the following main points :
Challenge something new, and learn from it.

Ingredients and Tools

Special ingredients (such as special flour for French Bread, and
Powdered Malt) are required.
These are available at a confectionery store.
Minimal amount of Powdered Malt is nutritional to yeast,
accelerating its processing. Hence, precise measurement of the
ingredients is a must.

Fermentation

Rising time and condition may vary according to kneaded dough
temperature, container used, or ingredient combination.
Observe conditions and adjust rising time accordingly in order for the
dough to expand to double size.

Punching down

Essential Tools for Frenc Bread making
Canvas Sheet : for Relax and Rising
Bread Meter : to measure dough temperature (Bar Thermometer may
be used).
Coupe Knife : for cutting in coupe.

Timing

By observing when dough expands to its double size, or check by
Tips
Try cupping it gently. Make sure that there is no excess degassing

Kneading

or that the dough is not touched too many times.

Unlike Butter Roll Dough, slight unevenness easily happens during
the process of kneading. (May slightly stretch or not stretch at all,
after spreading by fingers.)
Kneading temperature is set at 24℃. Adjust ingredient temperature
and room temperature accordingly.

Bench time, Moulding

In winter, pay more attention to the temperature to not let the
dough getcold.
During relax, be careful with the dough as it may dry easily.
Do not press or stretch the dough too hard. Be gentle while forming.
Handle dough gently while giving shape to the dough so that the
dough is not touched too many times.

Temperature

Temperature control is essential.
Measure precisely dough temperature in each process and adjust
well.
Room temperature at 20-25℃ is the most suitable. In summer,
ingredients should be stored in the fridge.
Set flour at 23℃ and water at 12℃, which is the most appropriate
temperature for kneading.

Coupe

Use a coupe knife to superficially coupe (cut) the dough skin
surface.
In cases where the dough is placed vertically or the cut is deep, the
lemon shape that is characteristic to French bread may not be
formed after completion of baking.

Tips
Bread
h
c
n
e
r
F
f
Types o
Parisienne

Baguette

French Stick
67-68 cm long, cut into seven slices.
280 g after baking.

Champignon

Coupé

Boule

Mushroom
Thin circular dough
Topped on round Dough.

Can be pronounced ‘kup-pe.’
Straight cut in the middle.

40-41 cm long, cut into three slices.
280 g after baking.

Pi zz a

67-68 cm long, cut into three slices.
500 g after baking.
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Batard

Ball
With notches on round Dough,
grids on big Dough, or crosses on small Dough.
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French Bread

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / 2 pieces approx. 30cm length
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) 300 g.
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………… 2 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 6 g.
Powdered Malt ………………………………………………… 2 g.
Water …………………………………………………………… 190 g.
<Thing you need.>

・Bread Meter (thermometer may be used)
・Canvas Sheet
・Baking paper
・Coupe Knife
・Plate for dough transfer

Instructions

1

1.Dissolve salt well in water.

3.Pour the water from step 1 into the mixture from step 2.
Mix the ingredients until the water absorbs entirely. Once
blended into one, transfer to a board sprinkled thinly with
flour.

Primary fermentation

Preparing the dough

2.Pour Special Flour for French bread, Powdered Malt, and
Instant Dry Yeast into a bowl and blend them gently by
hand.

2

・In the case that you wish to have the dough rise in the oven 
Lay it on Square tray. Put it in Lower rack. Heat until it
expands to approximately double its size.
80-90 mins

START

30℃

DECISION

4.Use the weight of your palm to knead and, from time
to time, throw the dough onto the board from a lower
position.

First Time
1.
Dough of 1 is put in the heat resistant bowl brushed
with salad oil. Wrap and ferment at a place that is at
a temperature of 25 ℃ to 27℃ for approximately 120
minutes.

Ferment

Start

Lower

2.Once the dough has risen a decent amount, do the finger
test (see details in 3 of “Instruction in making bread
dough ” on page 137). Degas only to the extent of lightly
correcting the shape and ensure that there no excess
degassing.

5.Try stretching the dough.
Once it turns into a
thin layer, kneading is
completed (10~15 mins.).
The dough’s kneading
temperature should be
approx. 24℃

Second Time
3.
Put 2 in a bowl, wrap again and ferment at a place that
is at a temperature of 25 ℃ to 27℃ for approximately 60
minutes.

Bench time

Pi z za

3
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40-50 mins

START

30℃

DECISION

Pa str・
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・In the case that you wish to have the dough rise in the oven 
Lay it on Square tray. Put it in Lower rack. Heat until it
expands to approximately double its size.
Ferment

Start

Lower

1.Place dough 2 on a flour sprinkled board, break the
dough in two pieces and seal the cut edge gently so that
the surface turns smooth.
2.Keep the dough on one side of the canvas and cover with
the remaining half. In addition, cover with a damp cloth
and allow to rest at a warm place for around 30 minutes.

4

6

Moulding

1.Move the dough of 3 to
the table lightly sprinkled
with flour. Stretch to an
ellipse shape.

7
Ba ke d

2.Fold 1/3 from the other end
toward you and use your
thumb to seal the edge.

After fermentation, wrap the dough with the canvas so that
the dough does dry out till the dough is baked. Move the
dough along with each canvas sheet to a flat and warm
place.
1. Preheat
Place the Square tray only in Upper rack.

Upper

START

15 French bread

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

2.Adjust baking paper to the size of the square tray, and turn
bonded edge of dough upside down by a board.
Coupe (cut)
3.
Just before preheat is complete, use coupe knife to coupe
inwards in three lines along 1/ 3 middle width of the
dough.

3.Fold it away from you and
press it with your thumb.

4.Fold the dough in half
from the other end, using
the other thumb to seal
the seams by pressing in
the middle. Keep pressing
it firmly, by imagining that
you are creating the core of
dough.

T he inner coupe stretches
rather long, while the other
two coupes stop in the
middle width of the dough.

5.If the dough is soft, repeat
4 once again. Using both
hands, roll it into a cigar
shape about 25 cm long.

Secondary fermentation

1.Lay the canvas sheet on the
Square tray and loosen the
canvas to create a partition.
Lay the dough between
the cloth partitions with the
sealed side down, and lay
the remaining canvas on
top.

START

5

4. Baking
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray, Lay the baking paper on, Put
the dough in step 15 onto the tray. Put it in the Upper rack.

Upper

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 29 mins）

2.Put step 1 on Upper rack.

Pa str・
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approx 20 mins

START

DECISION

30℃

Ferment

Start

Upper

Caution!

Pi zz a

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.
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Epi / Petite France

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
〈Epi〉
Ingredients / 3 epi shaped sticks of 30 cm length
Special Flour for French bread (filtered)…300 g.
Instant Dry Yeast……………………………………………… 2 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 6 g.
Powdered Malt ………………………………………………… 2 g.
Water ……………………………………………………………… 190 g.
Bacon …………………………………………… Proper quantity
〈Petite France〉
Ingredients / 9 round pieces of 7 cm
Special Flour for French bread (filtered)…300 g.
Instant Dry Yeast……………………………………………… 2 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 6 g.
Powdered Malt ………………………………………………… 2 g.
Water ……………………………………………………………… 190 g.

Instructions

1

Moulding

〈Epi〉
Sprinkle flour on a board, lay dough step 1 on top and bake
it as steps 4 on 'Instructions of French bread'. In step 4
- 4, adding bacon in, place bacon in the middle, roll from the
edge and seal the bonded edge.
〈Petite France〉

3
Secondary fermentation

Pi z za
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Mould and ferment referring to preparation method 5 of the
French bread.

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

After fermentation, wrap the dough with the canvas so that
the dough does dry out till the dough is baked. Move the
dough along with each canvas sheet to a flat and warm
place.

15 French bread
Upper

Preheating

DECREASE 1 Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

2.Adjust Baking paper to the size of the Square tray, and
turn bonded edge of dough upside down by a board.
Cutting
3.
 
〈Epi〉
Just before completion of
preheating, make a deep
cut laying the kitchen
scissors on its side and
separate the left and right
sides.

〈Petite France〉
Just before preheat is
completed, cut in cross
shape with a coupe knife

4. B a k in g
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray, Lay the baking paper on, Put
the dough in step 3 onto the tray. Put it in the Upper rack.
Heat
Start
(Standard heating time is approx 27 mins)

START

Pa str・
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4

Place the dough of 1 on a table sprinkled with flour. Firmly
close the seams formed by gentle rounding.

1. Preheat
Place the Square tray only in Upper rack.
START

2.Gently tuck in cut edge of dough step 1 until surface turns
smooth. Lay them on half of the canvas sheet and cover
them with the other half of the canvas. Cover with a
damp cloth and allow to rest at a warm place for around
30 minutes.

5
Baked

Preparing the dough

2

1.Prepare dough as steps 1 〜 3 on 'Instructions of French
bread'. Divide Epi into three equal pieces and Petite France
into nine equal pieces.

Upper

With fragrant crusts these fill your mouth with a pleasant taste of sesame and sweet potato, an addictive experience.

Osatu de France

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 1 piece

(bread dough)
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) 200 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………… 10 g
A Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………4 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………4 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 120 g
Shortening………………………………………………………… 10 g
Black sesame seeds ……………………………………… 14 g
<Fillings>
Sweet potato ……………………………………………… 160 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………50 g
Lemon juice ………………………………………………………1/8
Water …………………………………………… proper quantity
Salt ……………………………………………………………………a little

Instructions

1

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.
Coupe
1.
After done rising, take the dough out from the Square tray
along with the canvas sheet, Make 3 cuts with a sharp edged
knife etc. Ensure that the dough does dry out till baking is
started Cover with the canvas sheet to keep it damp.

2. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

180℃

（Preheat）
Lower

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 6 mins）

3.Use a board to transfer the bread dough of 1 onto the oven
sheet that has been matched to the size of the square
tray.
4. B a k in g
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray. Place baking paper on it, Lay
the bread dough from Step 3 carefully onto the tray. Spray
it with some water. Put it onto the Lower rack.
28-33 mins

Heat
Start

Pi zz a

2.Spread a canvas on the square tray. Make a wall by
slackening the dough. Place the dough of 1 between the
walls of the cloth. Cover with the remaining canvas and
further cover with a damp cloth.

Start

Lower

START

Moulding

1.Stretch the dough to a length of 30 cm and width 26 cm
using a rolling pin, open to a depth of 3 cm with 2 cm on
the left and right sides. Add the filling and roll from the
closer end. Squeeze the left and right sides to close tightly
after rolling is completed and reshape by rolling.

Ferment

Pa str・
y

Bench time

2. Bench time
After done rising, release the gas (refer to page 137, Step 4
of Instruction in making bread dough.) and mold the dough
into a round shape. Cover with a dry cloth and a damp
cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to rest for 15 mins.

40-50 mins

START

40-50 mins

START

35℃

35℃

START

1. Lay 2 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack. Remove it from the
oven halfway through baking and Punch to remove the trapped gases

6
Baked

3.Make 2 into a round shape such that a smooth surface is formed. Turn
the seam to face downwards. Place in a heat resistant bowl to which
shortening (not included in the recipe) has been thinly applied and wrap.

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

4

2.Once it becomes soft, add shortening and black sesame.Knead
thoroughly. Once the dough becomes soft after mixing shortening.
Stretch the dough and if a thin film is formed, it indicates that
kneading is complete. (the best temperature for kneading is about
26℃ . Kneaded dough should meet the standards set in 1 -7 of
Instruction in making bread dough on page 136).

Put step 4 in Lower rack.
DECISION

Preparing the dough

3

1.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix together until
the powder completely dissolves and a ball forms. Move onto a
surface floured lightly with Bread Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use
your body weight to knead the dough with your palms, occasionally
slapping the dough from the lower part onto the surface.

5
Secondary fermentation

Make fillings

2

Cut the sweet potato with the skin into cubes of 1 cm. Boil
in a vessel by adding water to the level that covers the
sugar and lemon juice. Add salt once it softens. Boil in a
vessel till the broth evaporates. (The prepared quantity is
approximately 190 g.)

Lower
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Melon Buns

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 5 Pieces

Manual

<Cookie Dough (for Melon Bun skin) >
Cake Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 100 g.
Baking Powder …………………………………………… 1/3 tsp
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………………30 g.
Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 30 g.
Egg ……………………………………………………………………… 14 g.
Melon Liqueur ……………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Granulated Sugar (for icing) ………………………… 13 g.
<Dough>
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 125 g.
Sugar …………………………………………………………………20 g.
Instant Dry Yeast……………………………………………… 3 g.
Salt ……………………………………………………………………… 2 g.
Unsalt Butter……………………………………………………… 13 g.
Egg ………………………………………………………………………28 g.
Fresh Milk ………………………………………………………… 50 g.

Instructions

1

50-60 mins

START

35℃

1. Preheat
Place the Square tray in Lower rack.
16 Melon bun
Upper

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 6 mins）

2. B a k in g
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts, and
remove the Square tray, Lay the Baking paper on, Put the
dough in step 2 onto the tray. Put it in the Upper rack.

Upper

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 13 mins）

Pa str・
y
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Soft Cookie Dough

Cookie Dough without Melon Liqueur

※As in step 3 of Instructions. Heat by select 16 Melon bun
Decrease 1 to start preheat.(Standard heating time isapprox 13 mins).

※As in step 3 of Instructions. Heat by select 16 Melon bun
Decrease 1 to start preheat.(Standard heating time isapprox 13 mins).

Cake Flour ………………………………… 30 g. Egg ………………………………………………… 1/2
Baking Powder ……………………1/4 tsp Melon Liqueur …………………… 1/2 tbsp
Unsalt Butter …………………………… 20 g. Granulated Sugar (for icing) 13 g.
Sugar ………………………………………… 20 g.

Cake Flour ………………………………… 90 g. Egg ………………………………………………… 1/2
Baking Powder ……………………1/4 tsp Melon Essence ………………………1/4 tsp
Unsalt Butter …………………………… 20 g. Granulated Sugar (for icing) 13 g.
Sugar ………………………………………… 40 g.

●Proofing fermentation only dough as in step 2 of Instructions. After
done proofing fermentation, spread cookie dough all over pastry
dough. Sprinkle granulated Sugar equally on top.
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Start

2.After done raised, transfer all Baking paper out of the
Square tray.

Melon Bun Variations

●Form dough into a slightly flat shape; it should be hollow in the middle.

Ferment

Upper

START

5. Sprinkle granulated Sugar on container, place dough into
it upside down, and spread granulated Sugar all over the
cookie dough. Make cross cuts on the surface and arrange
on a square tray that is covered with an oven sheet.

1. P u t 1 i n U p p e r r a c k .

START

4.  Moulding
After done Relax, spread cookie dough on bread dough.
(Leave a blank space equivalent to a 50cent coin on the
back)

3

Baked

Moulding

3.  Bench time
Curl dough 2 until surface becomes smooth, then wrap or
cover with moist cloth and put on rest for approx. 15 mins.
During this Relax, stretch cookie dough one into a circle of
10 cm diameter.

Baking：CONVECTION180℃9 - 16 mins

DECISION

2.〈Preparing the bread dough〉
Make dough and divide it into five equal pieces. (See
page 136)

2
Secondary fermentation

Preparing the dough〜

1.〈On

Making Cookie Dough〉
Add sugar and softened butter to egg and mix. Next add
melon liqueur. and mix in some flour. Once well blended,
divide into five equal pieces, and store them in the fridge.

Preheat：CONVECTION180℃Standard
approx 6 mins

Croissant

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 9 Pieces
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) …… 120 g.
Cake Flour(filtered)…………………………………………… 30 g.
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………………3 g.
Sugar ………………………………………………………………………8 g.
Salt …………………………………………………………………………3 g.
Water……………………………………………………………………90 g.
Unsalted butter ………………………………………………… 15 g.
Unsalted butter For Implant …………………………… 90 g.

Instructions

1

2.Add Special Flour for French bread and Cake Flour into
mixture in step 1, add remaining water and blend gently
until entirely absorbed.

4
Moulding

Preparing the dough

1.Pour Sugar and salt into a bowl; blend with a whisk. Add
1/3 of water to the mixture and dissolve.

3.While in a powdered form, add Instant Dry Yeast and mix
2~3 times. Place it on board while not completely blended.

1

6.If butter is not well blended, combine into one, wrap and
store it in the fridge for approx. 30 mins.

5
6

5

7

15cm

9

cut

open

roll

bend

crescent shape

Lay the baking paper on the Square tray. Put 9 Pieces dough
from 4 on top of them.
Spinkle water on the tray in 5 . Put it in Lower rack.
50-60 mins

START

30℃

Ferment

Start

Lower

1. Preheat
Put Square tray only in Lower rack.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）
Lower

210℃

START

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 9mins）

2. B a k in g
After done preheating, put on a commercial oven mitts,
and remove the Square tray, Lay the baking paper on, Put
the dough in step 6 onto the tray. Put it in the Lower
rack.

Pa str・
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2.Press from centre towards outside with a rolling pin,
spreading i t to a rectangular shape 6 mm thick. Fold the
dough into three, wrap it and store in the fridge for 30 mins.

8

DECISION

Flour
Butter

7

B a ke d

20

20

How to Fold butter

1.Retrieve 1 from the
refrigerator. Stretch to about
20 X 20cm with a rolling pin.
Wrap by placing 2 in the
middle. Wrap tightly so that
there is no gap. Firmly close
the seams.

10cm

3

6

2.Cut 1cm in the middle of the triangle at the bottom, stretch
it slightly to both the left and right sides, and roll it up.

Fermentation

Prepare sheet butter while the
dough is cooling. Once the
butter becomes soft at room
temperature, place in a plastic
bag. Stretch the butter to a
sheet of 10 X 10 cm size using
a rolling pin on the top of the
bag. Chill inside the refrigerator.

4

8cm

5.Press butter on board by tucking it in without kneading
until it is well blended.

3

approx.40cm
2

4.Tear butter gradually and tuck it in so that it is well applied
to dough surface.

2

1.Stretch step 3 into a rectangular form of 15 x 40 cm, and
cut it into 9 equal triangles, of which the bottom is 8 cm wide.

CONVECTION

200℃

START

3.Stretch the dough to a rectangular shape again and fold
thrice. Chill approximately for 30 minutes.

18-23 mins

Pi zz a

1 time

Heat
Start

Lower

4.Repeat spreading it into a rectangular shape, fold in thirds
and store it in the fridge for approx. 60 mins.
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In French, “pretzel” means “folded arms,” or “fragrant --- smelling,” just like the taste of beer.

Pretzel

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 6 pieces (for one shelf)
Flour specifically for French bread (sifted) 200 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………3 g
A Salt ……………………………………………………………… 4 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………… 4 g
Skim milk …………………………………………………… 4 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 115 g
Shortening ……………………………………………………………8 g
<Baking soda water>
Water …………………………………… proper quantity
※
Baking soda …… 3% of the volume of water
Coarse salt …………………………………… proper quantity
Preliminary preparations

Manual

※Baking soda water shall be boiled once and then
cooled to room temperature.

Instructions

3.Form the dough from step 2 into round shape and turn the seam
upside down. Place it on a heat resistant bowl greased with
shortening(Exclude ingredients) and cover it with plastic wrap.
1. Primary fermentation
Lay 1 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack.

6
Start

Lower

Bench time

2.After done rising, release the gas (refer to page 137, Step
4 of Instruction in making bread dough.)
3. Bench time
divide 2 into 6 equal parts. Then form these parts into
round shapes. Cover it with dry towel, a damp towel, and
plastic wrap, and leave for approx. 15 mins.

Moulding

1.Stretch the dough of 2 to a circular shape of length
around 40 cm using a rolling pin. Wind tightly from the edge.
m

60c

Pi z za

3.Cross the ends of the rope to make a loop, and twist into a
pretzel shape.
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30℃

30-40 mins

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

200℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 5 mins）

2. During preheating, dunk 5 into baking soda. Drain and
place onto the Squre tray lined with baking paper.
Coupe
3.
Make a horizontal cut on the thick portion of the dough
with a sharp edged knife etc. Sprinkle granular salt.

4. Baking
After preheating, place 3 in the lower rack and bake.
10-15 mins
Lower

START

2.Thicken the middle and roll
into ropes of 60 cm long,
leaving the two ends slightly
wider.

Put step 4 in Lower rack.

START

Ferment

Ba k ed

40-50 mins

START

30℃

5

Arrange 6 numbers of 3 on a square tray that is covered
with an oven sheet. Cover with a dry cloth and a damp
cloth.

START

2.When the dough becomes smooth, add Shortening into it. and
continue kneading. Until the Shortening is completely mixed and
the flour is fully developed.(the best temperature for kneading is
about 25℃ . Kneaded dough should meet the standards set in
Step 1 -7 of Instruction in making bread dough on page 136)

DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

Pa str・
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3

4

Baked：CONVECTION200℃13 - 18 mins

DECISION

Preparing the dough

2

1.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.

Secondary fermentation

1

Preheat：CONVECTION200℃
Standard approx 5 mins

Heat
Start

Traditional Italian bread with minced dry fruits.

Panettone

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 4 pieces panettone mold made
of heat resistant paper
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………… 300 g
Special Flour for French Bread (filtered) 200 g
Instant Dry Yeast (glucose tolerance) … 12 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………… 90 g
Salt ………………………………………………………………… 7 g
A
Beaten egg ……………………………………… 2 (110 g)
Fresh cream ……………………………………………… 40 g
Yoghurt ……………………………………………………… 50 g
Milk ……………………………………………………………… 40 g
Water ………………………………………………………… 90 g
Vanilla oil ……………………………………………… to taste
Unsalted butter ………………………………………… 75 g
B
Raisin ………………………………………………………… 50 g
Orange peel ……………………………………………… 30 g
Lemon peel …………………………………………………… 1 piece
Mixed fruits, moistened with western liquor 120 g
Beaten eggs ………………………………………………………… 1/2
Unsalted butter ………………………………………………… 10 g
<for decoration>
Powdered sugar ……………………………… proper quantity

Instructions

1

4

After baking

40-50 mins

Ferment

Start

Lower

Moulding

Correct the roundness of the dough of 2 , place with the
seam facing downwards in the mould. Arrange on a square
tray. Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth.

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

Cover the dough with plastic wrap to keep it damp.
1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

180℃

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

2.During the preheating process, smear a layer of egg wash
on the surface of the dough. Make a cross shaped cut with
a sharp edged knife etc. Place the butter at the centre.
3. B a k in g
After done preheating, Put step 2 onto the Lower rack.
20-27 mins

Heat
Start

Pi zz a

3. Bench time
Make 4 equal round shapes from 2. Cover with a dry cloth
and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same order and allow to
rest for 20 minutes.

Start

Caution!

START

Bench time

2.After done rising, release the gas (refer to page 137, Step
4 of Instruction in making bread dough.)

Ferment

Pa str・
y

START

30℃

40-50 mins

Lower

START

1. Primary fermentation
Lay step 1 on Square tray and put it in Lower rack.
DECISION

〜
Primary fermentation

3

6

4.Form the dough from step 3 into round shape and turn the
seam upside down. Place it on a heat resistant bowl greased
with buter(Exclude ingredients) and cover it with plastic wrap.

〜
Baked

2

5

30℃

START

3.Once the dough becomes smooth, add butter by halves,
kneading after each time. Once butter is mixed in, add
ingredients B and continue to knead thoroughly Until the
flour is fully developed. (the best temperature for kneading is
about 26℃ . Kneaded dough should meet the standards set
in 1 -7 of Instruction in making bread dough on page 136)

Put step 3 in Lower rack. Heat until it rises to 1 cm below
the surface of the mold.
DECISION

2.Add ingredients A into the bow. Mix together until the powder
completely dissolves and a ball forms. Move onto a surface
floured lightly with Bread Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your
body weight to knead the dough with your palms, occasionally
slapping the dough from the lower part onto the surface.

Secondary fermentation

Preparing the dough

1.Dice the orange peel, Blanch the raisins and drain the
moisture properly and grate lemon peel.

Lower

4.Cool to room temperature, and then sprinkle with powdered sugar.
In case of concern that browning is not uniform during baking, reverse
the front and back of the square tray in the middle of the baking process.
(Take care not to get burns)
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Irresistible sweet creamy filling for the crunchy dough !

Danish pastries fresh fruit

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 6 pieces
Flour specifically for French bread (sifted) 140 g
Instant Dry Yeast ………………………………………………… 2 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 14 g
Salt …………………………………………………………………………2 g
Egg……………………………………………………………… 20 g
A
Water ………………………………………………………… 55 g
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………………… 10 g
Butter for folding (without salt) ……………………… 65 g
Custard cream※1 ……………………………………………9 tbsp
Scrambled eggs ………………………………………………………
…………… entire remaining quantity of the egg of A
<Topping (glazing)>
Apricot jam………………………………………………… 50 g
B
Water ……………………………………………………… 15 ml.
※1：For preparation and cooling see page 179
※Flour is not included in the ingredients. Arrange the
ingredients required for each process separately.

Instructions

1

2.Once the mixture settles, move to the table on which flour
has been sprinkled. Knead well applying the pressure of
the palms. In between pound the dough on the table from
the lower position.

3
How to Fold butter

Preparing the dough

1.Put sugar, salt and half quantity of A in a bowl and mix
well. Add flour and instant dry yeast after mixing together.
Add remaining A and thoroughly mix again.

4.Knead the dough for some time. Once the surface of the
dough becomes soft, stretch the dough and if a thin film is
formed, it indicates that kneading is complete.

3.Place such that the folding comes on the left and right,
stretch to a length of 30 x 20 cm. Fold the dough 3 times
and wrap with a wrapper. Allow to rest in a refrigerator for
approximately 30 minutes.

5.Spread the dough to a square of 22 to 23 cm with a
rolling pin. Wrap in a wrapper. Allow the dough to rest for
approximately 1 hour in the refrigerator.

Pa str・
y

Prepare butter for the folds
while the dough is cooling.
Once the butter becomes soft
at room temperature, spread
the butter to form a square
of 11 to 12 cm holding with
the wrap. Wrap in a wrapper.
Cool in the refrigerator.

11〜12cm

4.Repeat 3 thrice. Fold the dough 3 times and wrap with a
wrapper. Allow to rest in a refrigerator for approximately 1
hour.

4

＊Keep in the freezer and do the work once the butter melts
and the dough becomes soft.
Put B in a heat resistant container and mix thoroughly. Place
the container at the centre of the oven and heat. After
heating, mix thoroughly.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600W

approx 1 mins

START

Prepare the toppings

Pi z za
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Flour
Butter

2.Place the dough with the seam facing downwards. Press
lightly using a rolling pin so that the dough and butter
blend. Stretch the dough to approximately 30 X 20 cm.
Fold 3 times and wrap with a wrapper. Allow to rest in a
refrigerator for approximately 30 minutes.Õ

3.Once the dough becomes soft with kneading. Stretch the
dough. Divide the butter at room temperature and place at
3 to 4 places. Knead the dough by folding it from all the
sides. Butter has to be mixed thoroughly in the dough.

2

1.Move 1 to the table that
has been sprinkled with
flour. Place 2 at the centre
by rotating to a angle of
45degrees. Wrap the dough
tightly so that there is no
gap. Firmly close the seams.

Heat
Start

5

2

3

4

5

6

CONVECTION

200℃

Prehe ting
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 8 mins）

2.Apply egg wash to the surface of 6 , place custard cream
at the centre.
3. B a k in g
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Move 2 of each
oven sheet to the square tray. Bake placing in the lower
shelf.

10cm

8

Pa str・
y

13-15 mins

START

4.Fold the dough into a
triangular shape. Cut
and widen the dough
at a width of 1cm and a
distance of 7mm from the
tip.
5.Apply egg wash to the cut portion and cross the left and
right side.

Start

1. Preheat
Place only the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.

Lower

20cm

Ferment

Lower

（Preheat）

1

START

7

40-50 mins

START

30cm

30℃

Baked

3.Cut so that you can get 6 sheets of the dough measuring
10 X 10 cm.

Spread an oven sheet on the square tray and arrange 5 .
Cover with a dry cloth and a damp cloth. Wrap in the same
order. Ferment by placing 2 in the lower shelf.

DECISION

2.Measure with a ruler to get a size of approximately 30 X
20 cm. Prepare the shape by cutting the edges with a
knife.

6
fermentation

Moulding

1.Place the dough of 3 with the seam facing upwards on
a table sprinkled with flour such that the fold is on the left
and right. Sprinkle some flour on the dough. Stretch the
dough to approximately 32 X 22 cm.

Heat
Start

Lower

Pi zz a

Decorate with fruits and fresh cream as preferred. Apply
topping. Sprinkle icing sugar. Decorate with mint.
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Gentle and soft, mellow taste of butter

Brioche
Ingredients / metal brioche molds 12 pieces
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………… 250 g
Instant Dry Yeast …………………………………………5 g
A Salt …………………………………………………………………3 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………… 25 g
Eggs ……………………………………………… 1 1/2 (82 g)
Milk ……………………………………………………………………… 65 g
Butter (Without salt) ……………………………………… 120 g
<Egg liquid>
Egg yolk …………………………………………………………………… 1
Water ………………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp

Instructions

1

START

40-50 mins

Ferment

Start

Lower

Caution!

Confirm the temperature
before you click START.
If the temperature is set to more than 100℃
by mistake, the canvas sheet, cloth etc may
burn.

5

After done rising, Cover with cloth and plastic wrap to keep
it damp.

6

1. Preheat
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

200℃

Preheating
Start

Bench time

2.After done fermentation, place the dough onto a tray lined
with plastic wrap, flatten the dough and cover with plastic
wrap. Put the dough into a vinyl bag and refrigerate for
either 6 hours or overnight.

2.During preheating, lightly brush the dough with egg liquid.

3.After done rising, release the gas (refer to page 137, Step
4 of Instruction in making bread dough.)

3. B a k in g
After done preheating, Put 2 onto the Lower rack.

（The standard preheating time is approx 5 mins）

1 time

1.Apply butter to the brioche mould (not included in the recipe).

Moulding

2.Roll the dough step 6 at the
1/4 ~ 1/3 point by hand to
produce a narrow part, just like
the shape of gourd.

Pi z za

4.Place 3 in a Square tray, cover with a dry towel and a
damp towel.

13-20 mins

CONVECTION

190℃

START

4. Bench time
divide step 3 into 12 equal parts. Then form these parts into
round shapes. Cover it with dry towel, a damp towel, and
plastic wrap, and leave for approx. 15 mins

3.Place the dough into the
mold with the smaller part
facing up, twist the narrow
part and press down into the
larger part of the dough.
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30℃

START

Form the dough from step 1 into round shape and turn
the seam upside down. Place it on a heat resistant bowl
greased with buter(Exclude ingredients) and cover it with
plastic wrap. Let the dough rise for 60 mins. at room
temperature (25℃ ).

DECISION

1. Primary fermentation

Put 3 in Lower rack.

Baked

〜
Primary fermentation

Pa str・
y

3

2.When the dough becomes smooth, add butter by 3 times,
kneading after each time. and continue kneading. Until the
butter is completely mixed and the flour is fully developed.
(the best temperature for kneading is about 30℃ . Kneaded
dough should meet the standards set in Step 1 -7 of
Instruction in making bread dough on page 136)

4
Secondary fermentation

Preparing the dough

2

1.Combine the ingredients A in a bowl. Add water mix
together until the powder completely dissolves and a ball
forms. Move onto a surface floured lightly with Bread
Flour(Exclude ingredients). Use your body weight to knead
the dough with your palms, occasionally slapping the
dough from the lower part onto the surface.

Lower

●

If room temperature is high and causes the temperature of the
dough to rise, the process shall continue only after it has been
cooled in the refrigerator.

Heat
Start

Sweets for adults using brioche !

Savarin

Ingredients / 6 pieces
Brioche ……………………………………………………… 6 pieces
Granulated sugar ………………………………… 180 g
A
Water ………………………………………………………400 g
Black tea leaves …… 1 tablespoon heaped
B
Lemon peels ………………………………… 1/2 lemon
Rum …………………………………………………………………2 tbsp
Whipped cream ………………………………… as required
Fruits as preferred …………………………… as required
●

Use brioche that has passed a time little
more compared to freshly baked.
If you dislike alcohol, either reduce the
quantity of alcohol or use by reducing the
alcohol content with boiling.

Instructions

1

2

Insert a kitchen knife diagonally
from the narrow part of the
brioche along the inside. Gouge
out a hollow triangular shaped
portion. Cut the bottom of the
gouged out portion and make it
flat.

3
4

Put A in a saucepan and boil. Add B and boil for 1 minute.
Once the aroma is released, add rum using a strainer.
Arrange the body portions on a tray. Pour hot 2 into the
cavity. Once the residual heat has dissipated, cool in the
refrigerator. Dip the head portion in 2 and cool in the
refrigerator.
Place 3 in an aluminium cup. Decorate with whipped
cream and preferred fruits. Place the head portion.

Naan

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 4 Pieces
Bread Flour (filtered) …………………………………… 300 g
Instant Dry Yeast…………………………………………… 4.5 g
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 23 g
Salt …………………………………………………………………… 4.5 g
Fresh Milk ………………………………………………………… 160 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 100 g
Melted Butter ……………………………… Proper quantity

Compared with Butter Roll Dough on
kneading, this dough is softer and easily
sticks to your hands.

Instructions

1

4

1.Place two pieces in step  3 on the Square tray.
2.After preheating, place 1 in the lower rack and bake.

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

300℃

START

Preheat

No
Accessories

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

5-10 mins

START

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

Pi zz a

B a ke d

3.After done rising, divide dough into 4 pieces and round
them up. Place them on a floured board, then wrap them
and put on rest for approx. 15 mins.

Apply weight on dough from step 1 and stretch them into
a long triangular shape. (Do not press air bubbles, and the
dough will be ready in puffy nature ). As pieces will be
grilled two at a time, wrap the rest to prevent them from
dryness.

Pa str・
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2.Curl step 1 up until surface becomes smooth, Apply oil
(Exclude ingredients) onto the bowl. Wrap and leave it to
rise at room temperature for approx. 30 mins.

3
Moulding

Preparing the dough

2

1.Blend bread flour, Instant Dry Yeast, Sugar, salt, fresh milk
and water into a bowl and knead them decently for 5~10
mins.

Heat
Start

Lower

3.Once baking is done, apply melted butter as you like.
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Crispy Pizza

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 23 cm. dia 1 pan (for 1 shelf)

Manual

(Pizza Dough)
Bread Flour (filtered) ……………………………… 30 g
Cake Flour (filtered) ………………………………… 25 g
Instant Dry Yeast… ……………………………………… 2 g
A
Sugar …………………………………………… a little pinch
Salt ………………………………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Olive Oil ……………………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Milk (room temperature) ………………………… 25 - 35 g
(Stuffed Ingredients)
Basil ……………………………………………………………5 leaves
Mozzarella Cheese (cut to cubes of 1 cm) 70 g
<Tomato sauce>
Tomato Puree ………………………………………………… 30 g
Oregano, tobasco ……………………………………… a little

Instructions

1

Preparing the dough

2

1.Put A in a bowl. Pour milk monitoring the process so that
the dough does not become sticky. Mix thoroughly till the
dough settles. Now place the dough on a table and knead
thoroughly till the dough becomes uniform.
2.Make the dough round. Place in a heat resistant bowl
coated with salad oil and wrap.

5
6

2 racks can also be made automatically.

Roll out the dough with a rolling pin to a diameter of 23 cm.
Place on the oven sheet. Apply tomato sauce. Place the
cheese on the top.
After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and
remove the square tray from the oven. Place 5 of each
oven sheet on the square tray.

Place 1 on the square tray. Place in the lower rack and ferment.
40℃

เริ่ม

25-35 mins

START

Note
Since the square tray will be hot, take care.

Ferment

Start

Lower

7

START

Preheat
Lower

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 20 mins）

＊When using both shelves, place in both the lower and upper
racks. Select 19 - 2 Pizza

Crispy Pizza Recipe

Heat
Start

（Baking time is approx 7 mins.）
＊When using both racks, place in both the lower and upper racks.
Lower

Place only the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.
19-1 Pizza

Put step 6 on Lower rack
START

After fermentation, make the shape round and wrap. Allow to
rest for approximately 10 minutes.

Baked

4

Baked：CONVECTION350℃
1 rack : 5 - 10 mins, 2 rack : 9 - 14 mins

●

DECISION

Fermentation

3

Preheat：CONVECTION350℃
Standard approx 13 mins

8

（The standard heating time with both upper and lower shelves is
approximately 10 minutes）

Once baking is complete, dress them with basil.

※Refer to the ingredients of the crispy pizza for pizza dough and tomato sauce.
Prepare the required quantities.

Fresh Ham and Arugula

Ingredients / 23 cm. dia 1 pan

Pa str・
y

Fresh Ham (slices) …………………………………… 40 g
Arugula …………………………………………… 3~4 leaves
Olive Oil …………………………………… Proper quantity

Pepper ……………………………………… Proper quantity
Natural Cheese (Parmigiano)……………………… 15 g

＊Instead of arugula, watercress or spinach (for salad mix) may be used.

Instructions

Pi z za
●Instead

170

1

See crispy pizza preparation method for preparing the dough. Apply only tomato sauce.
Select 19-1 Pizza (Decrease 2) and bake.

2
3

Sprinkle olive oil on arugula, and add a bit of flavour by applying pepper.
Place fresh ham on step 1, and Arugula on step 2, before topping up with shredded cheese.

of Parmigiano, in case Morrazela Cheese is used, apply it over the tomato sauce and bake.

Pizza

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 23 cm. dia 1 pan

Manual

(Pizza Dough)
Bread Flour (filtered) ……………………………120 g.
Fresh Milk (at room temperature) ……… 55 g.
Sugar ……………………………………………………………10 g.
Salt ………………………………………………………… 1/4 tsp
Egg ……………………………………………………………… half
Instant Dry Yeast ……………………………………… 2 g.
(Stuffed Ingredients)
Capsicum (sliced) ………………… 1 medium bulb
Onion (thinly sliced) 1/2 small bulb (65 g)
Bacon (finely sliced) …………………………… 40 g.
Mushroom (thinly sliced) …… 1/2 can (25 g)
Natural cheese (for pizza) ……………… 100 g.
Olive Oil ………………………………… Proper quantity
(Tomato Sauce)
Tomato Puree………………………………………… 80 g.
A
Oregano/ Tabasco …………… Proper quantity

Instructions

1

Preparing the
dough

2.Make the dough into a round shape so that a smooth surface
is formed. Cover with a cloth and allow to rest for 10 mins.

3

5

START

Preheat

19-1 Pizza

Pizza cannot be prepared in both the shelves using automatic
cooking.

●

Instead of tomato sauce, commercial pizza sauce may come in handy.
Commercial frozen pizza (14cm diameter) is placed on a Square tray, put it
on Lower rack. Heat by select (CONVECTION(with preheat) 350℃ approx. 10
mins.)

●

※If 19-1Pizza is selected, the display unit will display
[LOWER SHELF]. Preheat without the square tray.

Seafood

※Refer to the ingredients of the pizza for pizza dough and tomato sauce. Prepare the required quantities.

Tuna and Corn
Ingredients / 23 cm. dia 1 pan

Ingredients / 23 cm. dia 1 pan
Canned Tuna ……………… 65 g

Squid ………… 1/4 cup (100 g)
Shrimp ………………………………30 g
White wine …………… 1/4 tbsp
Salt, Pepper ……………… a little
Onion………… small 1/2 (65 g)
Capsicum ……………… Medium 1
Natural cheese (for pizza) 75 g

3
4

Put 1 in a heat resistant container. Sprinkle salt and pepper. Pour white
wine and wrap.

Instructions

1

Thinly slice tomato, removing the seeds and moisture from the tuna and
corn too. Thinly slice the onions.

2

Bake with reference to step 3 〜 5 on ‘Inspections of Pizza’

Pi zz a

2

Cut the body of the squid to round slices of 7 mm width. Detach each leg
and cut to a length of 2 to 3 cm. Remove the shell and the back veins of
the shrimp. Thinly slice the onions. Cut capsicum to round slices.

Canned Corn (Whole) 50 g
Tomato ………………… 1/2 bulb
Onion(Sliced) …………………………
……………1/2 small bulb (65 g)
Natural cheese (for pizza) …
………………………………………… 100 g

Pa str・
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Instructions

1

Heat
Start
（Standard heating time is approx 9 mins）

※ 19-2Pizza can be used for crispy pizza (page 170) only.

Preheating

INCREASE 2 Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 17 mins）

Pizza Arrangement

After preheating, place 4 in the lower shelf and heat.

Lower

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

Baked：CONVECTION350℃7 - 12 mins

Place the dough on the square tray. Apply a thick layer of
tomato sauce. Place the topping on the sauce. Finally place
the cheese on top.

START

Roll out the dough with a rolling pin to a diameter of 23 cm. Allow
to rest for approximately 20 minutes covered with a damp cloth
that has been squeezed firmly or with a wrap.

4

Baked

2

1.To make pizza dough, follow the instrucrion in making
bread dough (See page 136).

Preheat：CONVECTION350℃
Standard approx 10 mins

Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber. Heat <Microwave 600 , 3
minutes> After heating, allow residual heat to dissipate and completely
remove the moisture.
Bake with reference to step 3 〜 5 on ‘Inspections of Pizza’
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Toast

CONVECTION
Ingredients

Pain Bread (cut into six slices) .............. 4 slices
●

Cooking is possible with "GRILL" too !
Place the grill on the square tray. Place 2
slices of plain bread. Place in the upper
shelf and toast <GRILL 3 - 4 mins>. Once
the buzzer sounds turn over the bread
and toast again <GRILL 1 - 2 mins>.

Instructions

1

Place only the square tray in the lower shelf and heat.
Preheating
Start

After preheating, wear commercially available mittens and remove
the square tray from the oven. Place the plain bread. Bake
placing in the lower shelf.

（The standard preheating time is approx 13 mins）

START

Lower

250℃

START

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

2

5-7 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

※A djust the toasting time to match the preferred browning
colour.

Note
Since the square tray will be hot, take care.

P ast・
ry

Jam ( strawberry , Apple , Kiwi , Blueberry )

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Ingredients

Sugar …………………………………………………… 150 g
Lemon juice …………………………………………… 2 tsp
Salad oil ……………………………………………… 2 drops
Fruit ……………………………………………… Each net 300 g
Strawberry (Remove the stems)
Apple (Ruby, grate)
Kiwi fruit (remove the skin, quarter slice cuts
of 5mm thickness)
Blueberry

A

Pi zza

●

If the strawberry is washed after removing
the stem, the strawberry gets soggy and
the cooking time increases.

S we e t s

Instructions

1

172

Put the fruits of 1 and A in a deep big heat resistant
container. Mix together lightly.

3

Place 2 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
Remove the scum and mix 2 to 3 times in between.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600W

17-19 mins

START

2

Remove the moisture completely after washing the fruits
cleanly and do the preliminary preparations.

Heat
Start

Apple Pie

CONVECTION
Ingredient / For 1 Metal Pie Dish 21 cm. dia.
[Pie crust]
Cake Flour ……………………………………………… 145 g
A
Bread Flour …………………………………………… 35 g
Butter ……………………………………………………………… 145 g
Cold water… ………………………………………………… 75 ml.
[Filling]
Apple… ………………………………………………… 4 (800 g)
Sugar… ……………………………………………… 100 ~ 120 g
Lemon juice… …………………………………………………1/2
Rum… …………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Cinnamon… …………………………………Proper quantity
<Egg wash>
Egg… …………………………………………………………………… 1
Water… ………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Ice~cream… ……………………………………Proper quantity

Instructions

1

Heat
Start

1.Divide the dough into 2
equal portions. Roll out one
portion to 3 mm. thick
andlay it on the pie dish. Cut
excess dough by leavingthe
edge of 5 mm., bore hole on
the bottom by a fork, and
place apple from 1 .

3.After baking leave to rest for 1 ~ 2 hours, drain out the
cooking liquid, pour the rum in and sprinkle cinnamon on
top.

2.Spread remaining dough to
25 x 21 cm. cut into 10 strips
of 1.5 cm. width , and 3
strips of 2 cm. width.

2.Cover with a lid. Put in the center of cavity. During baking,
mix 2 ~ 3 times.
MICROWAVE 600W

approx 12 mins

START

No
Accessories

2

3
Moulding

Filling preparation

1.Peel apple and cut into rough and thick pieces.Put in a
bowl and mix in lemon juice and coat with sugar.

Crust preparation

1.Prepared pie crust. Sieve ingredient A into a bowl, add 1
cm square of butter and blend with a knife or blender until
mixture resembles red bean flour.
2.Gradually add cold water into step 2 and mix without
kneading.Once firm, bring mixture together into a dough,
wrap and store in the chiller for approx 30 mins.
3.Roll step 3 into a rectangular
form, fold in 3 and wrap,
before storing in a chiller for
approx 20 mins. Repeat this
process 5 times.

change.Prepare the ingredients in a cool room, use the chiller and
keep tools and ingredients cool and prepare quickly.
●

While the dough is resting it is essential it is wrapped.Leave it on a

rolling pin needs to be level and evenly pressed against the dough so

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

230℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 8 mins）

After done preheating, apply Egg wash on surface of 3 .
Lay it on Square tray. Put the tray in the Lower rack.
33-38 mins

START

If dough is not rolled out with oven thickness, it will expand

unevenly during baking.When folding in three and rolling out the

No
Accessories

Sw e e ts

to use.
●

5
Baked

flat plate, and store in the chiller.Resting the dough will make it easier

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
START

As this dough requires plenty of butter, it is sensitive to temperature

Preheating

●

4

3.Interlace step 6 of the 1.5
cm. strips with step 5 to
form a grid pattern. Put the
2 cm.~wide dough around
the edge, and cut off any
excess dough.Apply bond on
overlapping area, and store
in the chiller for approx 30
mins.

Heat
Start

Lower

that the thickness is level .
●

Commercial frozen dough sheets (400 g) may come in handy.
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Sponge Cake

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / For 1 Metal cake mould 18 cm. dia.
Cake Flour …………………………………………………………90 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar ……………………………………………………………………90 g
Fresh milk ………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Butter………………………………………………………1 tbsp (15 g)
Vanilla Essense ……………………………………………To taste
[Whipped Cream]
Dairy Cream……………………… 1 1/2 cups (300 ml.)
Sugar ………………………………………… 1/2 cup (55 g)
Brandy ………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Strawberries ……………………………………Proper quantity
Preliminary preparations

Manual

・Apply a thin layer of butter (not included in
the recipe) to the bottom and sides of the
cake mould and place an oven sheet.

Instructions

1

2

3

4

7

Mix the egg yolk, remaining
sugar, butter and vanilla
essense in another bowl, and
then whip into egg until the
yolk turns a pale, even color.
Add step 2 into step 1 . Use
a whisk to whip them until
letters can be written in the
mixture.

8

Put the dough into the mould,
and drop it at a height of 5~10
cm., 2~3 times, to rid of any
bubbles.

Lay step 8 on Square tray. Put the tray in the Lower rack.
24 Sponge cake
Lower

10

Sw e e t s

11
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Add step 4 into step 6 , stir well until the mixture is
smooth.

START

Sieve bread flour into the
ingredients from 3

20-30 sec

START

MICROWAVE 600 W

Heat
Start

9

Baked：CONVECTION180℃30 - 35 mins

Use a wooden spatula to
roughly mix ingredients.

Baked

Add butter and milk into a heat resistant container. Cover it
with plastic warp. Put in the center of cavity. Heat until that
the butter melts.
No
Accessories

5

6

Pour egg white into bowl,
and gently whip the white in
a cutting motion, Divide 1/2
the amount of sugar into 2~3
parts, and add them in while
whisking. Continue whisking
until peaks form.

Preheat：CONVECTION180℃
Standard approx 4 mins

Heat
Start

（Standard heating time is approx 32 mins）

After baking, Drop the mould down straight away from a
height of 20~30 cm. to release the air. Turn it upside down,
and leave on wire rack. Softly remove the Baking paper, and
let the cake cool down.
Decorate step 10 with whipped cream and the
strawbwerry.

■Volume and Heating Time recommended for each Cake Size.
21 cm.

15 cm.

Egg

2

4

Sugar

60 g

120 g

Cake Flour

60 g

120 g

Fresh Milk

Nearly 1 tbsp

Slightly 1 tbsp

Butter

Nearly 1 tbsp

Slightly 1 tbsp

Baking Method

CONVECTION (with preheat) 180 ℃

Baking Time

25 - 30 mins.

Confirm the baking

Whipped Cream

Pour dairy cream, sugar and brandy into
a bowl, Put iced water under the bowl
and whip until the mixture turns creamy.
If over whipped and if the temperature is
too high, the bubbles may disappear later.
The iced water maintains the temperature
below 10°C. Whip the ingredients
vigorously.If the bowl is made of easily
cooled down metal, whipping will be
easier.

30 - 35 mins.

〈CrossSection〉

Good baked cake should be:
Soft and fine.
Elastic and well shaped.

Baking Outcomes (Cross Section)

Reasons

Expands in a disfigured
shape.The flour is fine
and tight.

● Inadequate egg whisking.
● Over blending after adding flour.
● Dough is not baked straghtaway.

Cake is grainy ,
Flour remains in powder
form.

●Flour is not sieved.
● Inadequate flour blending.

Dry and sinks in the
middle.

● Over whisking of egg.
● Air is not drawn out, when laying
dough into mould.

● Air is not drawn out, after baking is
completed.

Clearly visible wrinkles on
surface.

Chocolate Sponge Cake

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / For 1 Metal cake mould 18 cm. dia.
Cake Flour ……………………………………………………… 80 g
Cocao Powder …………………………………………………… 10 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 90 g
Fresh Milk ………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Butter………………………………………………………1 tbsp (15 g)
Preliminary preparations

1

Mix cake flour and cacao powder, and sieve.

Manual

Instructions

2

Sw e e ts

・Apply a thin layer of butter (not included in
the recipe) to the bottom and sides of the
cake mould and place an oven sheet.
Preheat：CONVECTION180℃
Standard approx 4 mins

Baked：CONVECTION180℃30 - 35 mins

Bake with reference to step 1 〜 10 on "Instructions of
Sponge cake" .
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Chiffon Cake

CONVECTION
Ingredients/Aluminium mould diameter 20cm.
Chiffon cake mould for 1number
Cake Flour ……………………………………………………… 150 g
Yolk…………………………………………………………………………… 5
White Yolk ……………………………………………………………… 7
Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 130 g
Water ………………………………………………………… 100 ml.
Salad oil ………………………………………………………… 80 ml.
Vanilla Essense ………………………………………… To taste
Preliminary preparations

Manual

・Sift the flour and keep aside.

Instructions

1

9
Put the egg whites into another bowl,whip the cream by
hand and add remaining sugar in 2~3 separate portions.
Whisk until stiff peaks form and the mixture stays in the bowl
when it is turns upside down.

10

5

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

25 Chiffon cake

START

8

Baked：CONVECTION170℃50 - 60 mins

Put dough 5 into a clean
chiffon mould and, gently drop
the mould 2~3times, to release
bubbles from the dough.

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

After done preheating, Lay 6 on Square tray, Put the tray in the
Lower rack.
START

4

Add flour to 2 and
thoroughly mix together.

7

Baked

3

Add oil gradually into 1 and
blend in.Add vanilla essence
and mix in well.

6

Preheat

2

Put yolk and 1/3 of the sugar
into a bowl, and whisk until the
mixture has an even color.

Preheat：CONVECTION170℃
Standard approx 4 mins

Lower

Heat
Start
（Standard heating time is approx 50 mins）

Once baking is finished,
turn the mould upside down
straightaway so that the
dough does not sink. Place
the mould on the tube with
proper height, and leave to
cool down.
Once sufficiently cool, insert the palette knife between the
mould and the dough. Rotate such that the inner side of the
mould is scrapped and remove the dough from the mould.
Use the knife to remove the dough from bottom.

Sw e e t s

Mix 1/3 amount of 5 into 4
blend the mixture with a
whisk, add remaining 1/2
amount in, and blend them
well. Add remaining 5 mix
them with a spatula without
whipping the air out of the
mixture.

● Oil or water remaining in bowl or mould may completely eliminate bubbles and make whisking the meringue more time consuming. To prevent this , wash the
bowl and mould and whip well to get rid off any excell water or oil before use.
● The dough may slip in moulds that are processed with fluorine or in silicon moulds and there are cases where baking is not proper. Thus , alluminium is a better choice.
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Confirm the baking
Additive agent (such as baking powder) are not use in this recipt, but the
cake expands because of the egg~white meringue. Whip the egg white
properly, by observe the following table.

Baking complete

Reasons

The swelling [rise]
on completion is
not proper.

●Inadequate whipping of egg white.
→use egg stored in the fridge and whip until
they form stiff peaks and the mixture does not
move when the bowl is turned upside down.

Big hole in the
center.

●Air gets in, while being dropped into mould.
→Drop dough from high position once.

Big hole at the
bottom of the
cake.

Top of the cake
gets stuck. (when
it enters into
mould.

■V olume and Heating Time
recommended for each Cake
Size.
Aluminium mould 17cm.

●After putting dough into the mould, air is
removed by strongly beating the bottom.
→Gently pound to release air.
●Air gets in, when egg white and yolk dough
are blend.

Cake Flour

90 g

Egg yolk

3 eggs

Egg white

4 eggs

Sugar

80 g

Water

50 ml.

Salad oil

40 ml.

Vanilla essence

a little
CONVECTION

Baking Method

●Incomplete baking.
A natural result when largely expanded

Baking Time

（Preheat）
170℃
35-45 mins

bubbles become smaller when temperature
decrease.

Chiffon cake arrangement

Black tea

Chocolate

Green tea

Ingredients / Aluminium mould diameter
20 cm chiffon cake mould for 1 number

Ingredients / Aluminium mould diameter
20 cm chiffon cake mould for 1 number

Ingredients / Aluminium mould diameter
20 cm chiffon cake mould for 1 number

Chiffon cake (excluding vanilla essence) ……
…………………………………………………………………… for 1 time
Black tea leaves ………………………………………… 10 g

Chiffon cake (excluding vanilla essence) ……
…………………………………………………………………… for 1 time
cocoa powder ……………………………………………… 15 g

Chiffon cake (excluding vanilla essence) ……
…………………………………………………………………… for 1 time
Green tea ………………………………………………………… 1 tsp

●

Mix the tea leaves to the flour

●

Sift the cake flour together with the
cocoa powder.

●

Sift the cake flour together with the green
tea.

Spice

Coffee

Ingredients / Aluminium mould diameter
20 cm chiffon cake mould for 1 number

Ingredients / Aluminium mould diameter
20 cm chiffon cake mould for 1 number

●

Sift the cake flour together with the
spices.

Cake Flour ………………………………………………………… 150 g
Yolk……………………………………………………………………………… 5
Egg White ………………………………………………………………… 7
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 130 g
Instant coffee ………………………………………………… 10 g
salad oil ………………………………………………………… 80 ml.

Sw e e ts

Cake Flour ………………………………………………………… 150 g
Yolk……………………………………………………………………………… 5
Egg White ………………………………………………………………… 7
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 120 g
Water …………………………………………………………………100 ml
Oil ………………………………………………………………………… 80 ml
Ginger …………………………………………………………………… 1 tsp
Cinnamon ………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Grated Nutmeg ……………………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Clove………………………………………………………………… 1/2 tsp

●

Dissolve the instant coffee in hot water (2
tablespoons) and keep adding water to
prepare 100 ml. Use instead of water in
preparation method 2
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Chu Cream(from the kiln)

CONVECTION

STEAMED

From the convection…Will be cooked well and browned compared to cream puffs prepared without using steam.

＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 12 pieces
Cake Flour ……………………………………………………… 80 g
Butter ………………………………………………………………… 60 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 50 ml.
Fresh Milk ………………………………………………………… 50 ml.
Egg……………………………………………………………………… 2 1/2
Preliminary preparations

Manual

・Sift the flour and keep aside.
Preheat：CONVECTION180℃
Standard approx 4 mins
Baked：CONVECTION180℃25 - 35 mins

＊When done manually …
After preheating, bake by blowing mist on
the chou dough. (Water supply cassette
preparation is not required)

Instructions

1

5

Heat
Start

6

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

23 Profiterole

Heat
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 10 mins）

Put step 4 in a piping bag.

Swiftly pour remaining cake
flour into step 1

7
3

Knead step 3 well, add lightly beaten egg in, and mix
ingredients well.

START

Preheat

4.30 -5.30
mins

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

2

4

Pour water and fresh milk into
a large heat resistance bowl,
before adding the butter and
cake flour (1 tsp). Cover it
with plastic warp. Put it in the
center of cavity. Heat until
begins to boil.

Blend step 2 well, Cover it
with plastic warp. Put it in the
center of cavity. Heat. Stir 2~3
times during cooking. Once
finished

After done preheating, Put 7 in the Lower rack.
START

Baked

MICROWAVE 600 W

1.20 -1.40
mins

Lower
START

No
Accessories

8

Squeeze into 12x5 cm.
diameter portions on the
Square tray with some space
between. Dip the fork in water
and press the top lightly.

Heat
Start

Heat
Start
（The standard heating time is approx 28 mins）

Topping

Sw e e t s

Make bite size pieces squeezing a
small portion of the chou dough and
you will get baby, bitesized puff.
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Squeezing the puff dough out into thin
and long portions, White chocolate or
coffee may be use on top.

Confirm the baking
〈Cross Section〉

●

If piping bag is not available, use a spoon
to scoop the mixture.

Good Condition
Expands nicely in a perfect shape,
being hollow in the middle.

Heat until the butter simmers.(See step 1
on "Instructions")
● Blend the cake flour and the egg well.
●

Baking Complete

Reasons
●The ingredients were not weighed properly.

Spread outwards,
but not risen.

● Stove heating time is inaccurate.
● Butter is not heated until it simmers.
● Flour is not mixed in while butter is simmering.
●Flour blending is inadequate.

Small, and rises in
a disfigured shape.

● Flour~blended dough gets cold.

Custard Cream

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Change
the volume

Ingredient
Cake Flour ………………………………………………………… 2 tbsp
Corn Starch ……………………………………………………… 2 tbsp
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 100 g
Fresh milk ……………………………………………………… 400 ml
Egg yolk …………………………………………………………………… 2
Vanilla essence ……………………………………………To taste

Instructions

1

2

Pour cake flour,corn starch
and sugar into a deep heat
resistance bowl, before
blending with a whisk. Add
fresh milk, and blend until
smooth. Add the egg yolk and
mix well.

Chocolate cream

Cover step 1 with plastic
warp. Put in the center of
cavity. Heat. Stir 2~3 times
during cooking. Once finished,
add vanilla essence.

No
Accessories

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 5.30

mins

Heat
Start

Instructions

1

Finely grate the chocolate bar.

2

Prepare custard cream in the same way as preparation method
1 ・ 2 (Add the finely grated chocolate bar with preparation
method 1 )

Sw e e ts

Ingredient
Cake Flour ………………………………………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Corn Starch ……………………………………………… 1 1/2 tbsp
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 80 g
Fresh milk ……………………………………………………… 350 ml
Egg yolk …………………………………………………………… 1 1/2
Vanilla essence ……………………………………………To taste
Chocolate bar …………………………………………………… 80 g

1/4of Ingredient：MICROWAVE 600 W
approx 1.30 mins

START

Arrangement

1/2 of Ingredient：MICROWAVE 600 W
approx 3 mins
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Chu Cream

CONVECTION
Ingredients / For 12 pieces (1 tray)
Cake Flour ………………………………………………………… 60 g
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 60 g
Butter ………………………………………………………………… 95 ml
Egg……………………………………………………………………… 2 ~ 3
[Whipped Cream]
Dairy Cream ……………………… 1 cups (200 ml)
A Sugar …………………………………………………………… 20 g
Vanilla essence ……………………………… to taste
Strawberry/Kiwi Fruit ………………Proper quantity
Preliminary preparations

Manual

・Sift the flour and keep aside.

Instructions

1

3

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

Heat
Start

・When preparing using both upper and lower shelves
〈MICROWAVE 600 W・4.30 -5.30 mins〉

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

220℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 7 mins）

6

Put step 4 in a piping bag.

Quickly put the remaining portion of the cake flour into 1 all
at once.
After thoroughly mixing 2 together, place at the centre of the
oven chamber and heat without a wrap. For a uniform finish,
mix together 2 to 3 times in between, mix briefly after heating.
MICROWAVE 600 W

50 sec 1.10 mins

START

No
Accessories

7

Heat
Start

・W hen preparing using both upper and lower shelves
〈MICROWAVE 600 W・1.20 -1.40 mins〉

Prepare 12 numbers with a
diameter of 5cm and place at
the centre of the square tray.
Press gently with a wet fork.
After done preheating, spray water on step 7 .Place the
square tray in the lower shelf and bake.
20-25 mins

9

Chocolate Chu Cream

START

Knead 3 well, and gradually
add lightly~beaten egg.Scoop
with a wooden spatula and
add in more egg until the
mixture drops off the spoon
slowly.

8
Baked

4

2.30 - 3.30
mins

Baked：CONVECTION220℃28 - 33 mins

START

2

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

5
Preheat

In a big heat resistant container put water, butter and cake
flour (1 teaspoon). Place at the centre of the oven chamber
without a wrap. Heat till it boils.

Preheat：CONVECTION220℃
Standard approx 7 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

Cut the baked puff skin with the knife. Prepare whipped cream from
ingredient A (See page127) and stuff puff skin and decorate with
strawberry and kiwi fruit.

CONVECTION
Ingredients / For 12 pieces (1 tray)
Cake Flour …………………………………………………………… 60 g
Cocoa Powder ……………………………………………………… 3 g
Butter …………………………………………………………………… 60 g
water ………………………………………………………………… 95 ml
Egg …………………………………………………………………………2 ~ 3

Sw e e t s

Instructions

1
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Mix cake flour and cocoa powder together and filter them sieve.

2

Bake with reference to step 1 〜 8 on Instructions of Chu
cream.

Creme caramel

CONVECTION

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank
Ingredients / 8 stainless mould for pudding
sized 7.5 cm.
Eggs …………………………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 80 g
Milk …………………………………………………………………… 400 ml
Vanilla Essence ……………………………………………To taste
(Caramel sauce)
Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 40 g
Water …………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Hot Water …………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Preliminary preparations

Manual

・Apply a thin layer of butter on the pudding
mould.

5

Instructions

1

2

28 Cream caramel
Lower

START

4

3 - 4 mins

MICROWAVE 600 W

●

After heating of preparation

method 3 , add 4 tea bags
and prepare black tea.

At first the temperature of the egg is at 25℃ before and after cooking,
the proper temperature of the egg should be around 30~40℃ . If the
temperature is to high or low,adjust the temperature as appropiate.

●

Add the warm milk prepared
using preparation method

3 little by little to sugarless
cocoa powder (10 g) and
dissolve.

Cover the cups with the lids .
When pudding texture is soft, There is a possibility that the shape may
be lost when pulled out of the mould.

● Do not add vanilla essence to the pudding dough of tea, green tea, cocoa and coffee.
● Caramel sauce as preferred

Green tea
Use preparation method 3
and dissolve the green tea (2
teaspoons) by adding warm
milk little by little.
●

Coffee
●

After the heating of

preparation method 3 , add
instant coffee (10 g) and
dissolve.

Thick pudding [TORORI PUDDING]
Ingredients / glass pudding mould 7.5 cm
for 8 pieces
Egg yolk ………………………………………………4
Sugar …………………………………………… 60 g Fresh cream ……………………………… 200ml
Milk …………………………………………… 300 ml. Vanilla essence ………………………… a little

Instructions

the egg yolk in a large bowl. Add sugar and mix well ensuring that bubbles
1 Beat
are not formed.
the cream and the milk in a heat resistant container. Place at the
2 Put
centre of the oven chamber. Heat at <MICROWAVE 600 W • 3 - 4

Sw e e ts

Cocoa

Hard

●

●

Black tea

Increase

During cooking there may be insufficient water in the water
supply cassette. Add water if the display of water supply appears.

●

Smooth pudding arrangement

Standard

Soft

Heat
Start

Pour the ingredients step 3 into step 2 , beat well. Strain
with a strainer or a cloth. If there are big bubbles , remove
them immediatly. Add Vanilla and pour the mixture into the
mould from step 1 then cover with aluminium foil.

（The standard heating time is approx 23 mins）

Decrease

Put milk in a heat resistant container and mix. Place the
container at the centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Adjust the setting

Beat eggs into big bowl, whisk gently and add sugar. Mix
well, taking care not to form bubbles.

3

Lay step 4 5 on the Square tray. Put the tray in the lower
rack.
START

Cooking Caramel sauce: Add water and sugar into small pot
and boil. When the color change to brown, stop boiling, add
hot water and stir quickly. Pour the mixture into the moulds
equally（Wear mittens while adding hot water as it may
splash）

PROPER TEMP. STEAM 80℃21 - 25 mins

mins>. (temperature of milk 50 ~ 60 ℃ )

Make the pudding mixture by referring to smooth pudding preparation method 4
3 Cover
an aluminium foil. Arrange on the square tray in the lower shelf
4 of the 3ovenwithchamber
and heat. <PROPER TEMP. STEAM, 85 , 23 - 25 mins>
℃
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Fancy Cookies

CONVECTION

Manual

Ingredient / For 48 pieces (1 trays)
Cake Flour ……………………………………………………… 230 g
Butter ……………………………………………………………… 100 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………80 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 1
Vanilla essence ………………………………………… To taste

Instructions

1

2

Gradually add lightly beaten
egg into step 1 and blend
well, before adding vanilla
essence.

Baked：CONVECTION170℃
One shelf 13 - 18 mins,
Two shelves 20 - 25 mins

Divide into appropriate
quantity and place inside
plastic bags. Stretch till
thickness is about 5 mm using
a rolling pin. Store in the
chiller for approx 30 mins.

5

Place dough step 4 on a board sprinkled with plain flour
use a cookie cutter (3 cm. diameter) to make the individual
cookie shapes. Arrange 48 numbers on the square tray.

6

Put step 5 in the Lower rack.
22 Cookies
Lower

7

START

Sieve cake flour and add it into step 2 . Blend with a
wooden spatula until smooth. Gather into a dough.

4

Baked

3

Put softened butter and sugar
in a bowl. Whisk until the
mixture has a light color.

Preheat：CONVECTION170℃
Standard approx 4 mins

Heat
Start

（The standard heating time is approx 20 mins）

After done baking, leave the cookies on a gridiron to cool
down.

●

Heat butter in (MICROWAVE 200 W) select

(DESIRED TEMP 15 ~ 20℃ ) until it turns soft and creamy.

No
Accessories

●

Final thickness, shape and size of dough may vary.

Lower temperature and longer cooking time will yield the best result.

Cookie arrangement [prepared with cookie cutter]

Sw e e t s

Cocoa

Black tea

●

●

Mix cocoa (10 g) with the cake flour.
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Using preparation method 3, add tea leaves (10 g) together.

Coconut Cookies

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

3
4

Manual

Preheat：CONVECTION170℃Standard approx 4 mins
Baked：CONVECTION170℃

1 tray 10 - 15 mins, 2 trays 18 - 23 mins

●

You can easily get creamy butter if the butter is heated
in the microwave to 200W till the butter softens.

No
Accessories

Sieve ingredient A and mix it into step 2 . Mix thoroughly
with a wooden spatula, add coconut, and mix again.
Put 3 with a spoon on the square tray slightly increasing
the size and make 48 pieces.
Put step 4 in the Lower rack.
22 Cookies
Lower

6

START

Sugar ………………………………………… 70 g
Coconut ……………………………………… 20 g
Vanilla essence …………………… To taste

5

Gradually add slightly beaten egg into step 1 and mix well,
before adding the vanilla essence.

Baked

Ingredient / For 48 pieces (1 tray)
Cake flour …………………………150 g
A
Baking powder ……………… 1 tsp
Butter ………………………………………… 70 g
Egg ………………………………………………… 1/2

Put soft butter and sugar into a bowl and whisk until mixture is
a light and even color.

Heat
Start

DECREASE 1

（The standard heating time is approx 18 mins）

After done baking, leave the cookies on a gridiron to cool down.

Chocolate chip arrangement !
Using preparation method 3 , add chocolate chips (35 g) instead
of coconut, and mix.

Mango pudding / Tomato jelly

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Ingredients / glass cup Each for eight numbers

〈Mango pudding〉
Mango (canned) ………………………………………… 230 g
Lemon juice …………………………………………………… 2 tsp
Gelatin ………………………………………………………………7 g
Water ……………………………………………………………35 g
Milk …………………………………………………………… 250 g
A Fresh cream ………………………………………………80 g
Sugar ……………………………………………………… 40 g
〈Tomato jelly〉
Cherry tomatoes (remove the stems) 400 g
B
Water ……………………………………………………… 120 g
Gelatin ……………………………………………………… 10 g
Water ……………………………………………………………50 g
Honey ………………………………………………………70 g
C
Lemon juice ……………………………………………2 tbsp

Instructions

1
2

Place the heat resistant container containing 1 with gelatin at
the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
Heat
Start

2

3

5

30-35 sec

Heat
Start

Put B in a heat resistant bowl. Place the container at the
centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

4

MICROWAVE 600 W

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 6 mins

Sw e e ts

Add the mango of 1 to 4 and mix. Divide into 8 equal
parts in the container. Chill in the refrigerator to solidify.

Place the heat resistant container containing 1 with gelatin at
the centre of the oven chamber and heat.
No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Add 2 to 3 and mix, remove the residual heat by using
ice water at the bottom.

Mix gelatin and water in a heat resistant container. Process B
in a mixer and transfer to a heat resistant bowl.

START

2 - 3 mins

START

MICROWAVE 600 W

1

〈Tomato jelly〉

START

20-25 sec

START

5

MICROWAVE 600 W

Put A in a heat resistant bowl. Place the container at the
centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

4

Instructions

Mix gelatin and water in a heat resistant container. Add
lemon juice to the pureed mango.

No
Accessories

3

〈Mango pudding〉

Heat
Start

Add C to 3 and mix well. Now add 2 and mix well. Remove the
froth from the surface. Divide into 8 equal parts in the container.
Cool in the refrigerator to solidify after the residual heat has
dissipated
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Fruit Loaf

CONVECTION
Ingredient / For 1 Metal cake mould
8 x 17 x 6 cm.
Cake flour ……………………………………………………… 100 g
Baking powder ………………………………………………… 1 tsp
Butter …………………………………………………………………90 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………70 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 2
Raisin …………………………………………………………50 g
A Conserved Cherry ……………………………………20 g
Orange Peel ……………………………………………… 15 g
Brandy ………………………………………………………………2 tbsp
Preliminary preparations

・Spread the oven sheet on the mould.

Instructions

1

7

Sift the cake flour and baking powder together.

3

8

Put softened butter and sugar into bowl, blend by whisking
until the mixture has a light and even color. Gradually add in
lightly beaten egg and blend some more.
Add step 2 into step 3 , blend gently with a wooden
spatula.

5

Add 1 to 4 , mix till they are cut.

6

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）

180℃

START

Preheat

No
Accessories

Preheating
Start

After done preheating, Lay step 7 on the Square tray, Put
the tray in the Lower rack.
START

4

Chop ingredient A , and soak in brandy.

Baked

2

Put the dough step 5 in cake mould, and leave a vertical
line in the middle of the dough.

40-50 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

9

After done baking, place on gridiron, remove the backing
paper and let the cake cool down completely.
If the butter is heated with MICROWAVE 200 W or
heated by DESIRED TEMP 15 - 20℃ till it softens, creamy
state is easily formed.

●

No
Accessories

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

Pound cake arrangement

Black tea and walnut
In preparation method 4 add
tea leaves ( 5 g ) and walnuts

●

Sw e e t s
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Carrot
In preparation method 4 , add
carrots (grated 70g) instead of

●

Lotus root
In preparation method 4 , add
lotus root (roughly chopped

●

(crushed 50 g) instead of dry

dry fruits and mix well to

100g) instead of dry fruits and

fruits.

combine.

mix well to combine.

Roll cake

CONVECTION
Ingredients / For 1 roll
Cake flour …………………………………………………………75 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 4
Sugar …………………………………………………………………75 g
Fresh milk………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Butter ……………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
[Whipped Cream]
Dairy cream ……………………… 1/2 cup (100 ml)
A Sugar ………………………………………………………… 10 g
Vanilla essence ……………………………… To taste
Golden Peach (canned) (cut into 7 vertical
equal pieces ………………………………………………… 3 slices
Kiwi fruit (cut into 8 vertical equal pieces)…… 2

Instructions

1

Put butter and fresh milk into a heat resistance bowl. Place it
on center of cavity. Heat until the butter melts.

4

MICROWAVE 600 W

20-30 sec

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）

180℃

START

Preheat

No
Accessories

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

Roll cake arrangement

6

Sieve the flour into step 2 and blend lightly. Add step 3
and mix with cutting or folding motion.
Lay dough on step 1 , and spread so that the surface is flat.
After done preheating , Put the tr in the Lower rack.
9-14 mins

7
8

9

Heat
Start

Lower

After done baking, remove the Baking paper, cover with a
moist cloth, and leave to cool down completely.
Prepared whipped cream step A (See page 175)
Divide dough step 7 into 3 pieces and roll it one by one.
Spread whipped cream over the surface and add peach and
kiwi on the top and roll up. Wrap and leave for a while in
the chiller.

Green tea

Black tea

Cocoa

●

●

●

●

Add tea leaves (5 g) to the
cake flour

START

3

Lightly beat eggs in a bowl add sugar and whisk until to
creamy and firm enough.

5
Ba ke d

2

Spread an oven sheet that matches to the the bottom and
sides of the square tray. (As the dough rises, it will spread by
approximately 1 cm to outside the square tray)

Add cocoa butter (10 g) to
the cake flour

Add green tea (1 teaspoon) to the cake flour
Prepare whipped cream with fresh cream (100 g) and sugar (10 g).
Scatter boiled red beans (50 g) and roll.

ngement

Roll cake arra

Bush de Noel
Ingredients / For 1 roll

1 Prepare the cocoa dough.
the chocolate cream.
2 Prepare
Put the cream in a bowl, whisk standing for 7 minutes.
another bowl melt the chocolate in hot water. After the chocolate melts, add 1/3
3 Inquantity
of 2 and mix. After mixing, add remaining whipped cream and rum. Mix.
Prepare
the
using 1/3 of the cream from step 3. Cool for approximately
4 30 minutes inrollthecake
refrigeratorÕ
the end of step 4 diagonally and make a stump. Spread a thin layer of cream
5 Cut
on the diagonally cut stump. Place on the main body.
6 Spread cream on the entire roll cake and make stripes with a fork.
7 Decorate the cake with any preferred decoration available in the market.

Sw e e ts

Roll cake (cocoa dough) …………………… for 1 time
<Chocolate cream>
Fresh cream …………………………1 1/2 cups (300 ml)
Chocolate (shavings) ………………………………… 150 g
Rum …………………………………………………… 1 tablespoon

Instructions
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Chocolate Gateau

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 1 Metal cake mould 18 cm. dia.
Sweet chocolate (shavings) …………… 100 g
A Dairy Cream ………………………………………………50 g
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………………60 g
Yolk…………………………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar …………………………………………………………………50 g
Cake flour ……………………………………………………… 20 g
Cacoa powder …………………………………………………30 g
<Meringue>
White egg ………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar ………………………………………………………… 60 g
Icing Sugar …………………………………………………… to taste
Fresh Cream (whipped) …………… Proper quantity

Instructions

1

5
6

mins

Heat
Start

After heating, add butter to 2 and mix.
Put egg yolk and sugar in a separate bowl. Using an egg
beater, whip till the egg yolks become whitish.
Add 3 to 4 and mix together. Add sifted cake flour and
cocoa powder and mix together gently with a wooden
spatula.
Put egg white and 1/3 of the sugar into another bowl and
whisk. Further add the remaining sugar in 2 instalments. and
whip until peaks form, and the meringue does not slide out of
the bowl when it is turned upside down.
●Let's add sugar in 3 portions !
While whisking it will harden. After it becomes glossy, add
the next instalment of sugar and whisk.

7

Add step 6 into step 5 in two amount, and mix without
smashing the bubbles away.

START

Sw e e t s
186

9

10

11

CONVECTION

170℃

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

Put dough step 7 in the cake mould. After done preheating,
put it on Square tray. Put the tray in the Lower rack.
48-53 mins

START

4

approx 1.30

No
Accessories

Baked

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
START

Put A in a heat resistant container. Place the container at the
centre of the oven and heat. Mix 2 to 3 times in between.

8
Preheat

2

Apply a thin layer of butter (not included in the recipe) to
the bottom and sides of the cake mould and place an oven
sheet.

Heat
Start

Lower

After done baking, tranfer from the mould.
Remove the baking paper and cool down.
Once it is ready for serving, sprinkle icing on top.
Add whipped cream according to taste.

Fresh chocolate

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Ingredients
Milk chocolate (chocolate bar or confectionery)
…………………………………………… 3 pieces (about 170 g)
Fresh cream ………………………………………………… 100 g
Cocoa (no sugar) ……………………………… as suitable
In preparation method 3 even if it is hard,
it will dissolve during the stirring process. In
case some of the chocolate has not
dissolved, heat with MICROWAVE 600 W
monitoring the progress.

●

Instructions

1
2

Divide chocolate neatly. Bring chocolate and fresh cream out
and put it into a heat-proof container.
Place step 1 in center of cavity, heat up. After finish
heating, stir to melt.
DESIRED TEMP.

50℃

START

No
Accessories

3
4

Heat
Start

After heating, mix using a whisk to dissolve.
Pour step 3 in a flat-shape container which is covered
with oven paper, then put it inside the refrigerator. If it is
hard, then cut into mouthful size and scatter with chocolate
powder all over each piece.

Chocolate Fondant

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 8 Metal 6.5 cm. mould for pudding.
Sweet chocolate…………………………………………… 180 g
Chocolate milk …………………………………………………40 g
Butter (Without salt) ………………………………… 160 g
Egg ………………………………………………………………………… 4
Cake flour …………………………………………………………90 g
●

After done baking, serve immediately as the
chocolate center become hard overtime. In
case it has cooled down, when
heated with <MICROWAVE 600
W • approximately 10 to 20

No
Accessories

seconds> the chocolate filling
will soften.

Instructions

Put chocolate shavings and butter in a heat resistant
container. Do not wrap. Place at the centre of the oven and
heat. Mix 2 to 3 times in between.

After donr heating, blend until the chocolate and butter melt,
and are thoroughly mixed together.
Add beaten egg into step 3 and mix before sieving the
cake flour gently mixing in.

8

No
Accessories

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

220℃

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 7 mins）

Drop step 4 into 8 moulds gently, eliminate air in the mould.
After done preheating, Put step 6 on Square tray. Put it in
Lower rack.
5 - 10 mins

Sw e e ts

mins

7

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

START

4

approx 1.40

Heat
Start

6
Ba k ed

3

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

5

START

2

Apply butter(Exclude ingredient) on the pudding mould,
sieve cake flour (Exclude ingredient) and remove the excess
flour.

Preheat

1

Heat
Start

Lower

After baking is complete, immediately remove from the mould
and serve.
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Brownies

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Shave the chocolate finely. Shave B to cubes of 7 to 8 mm.
Put chocolate of 1 in a heat resistant container. Do not
wrap. Place at the centre of the oven and heat. Mix 2 to 3
times in between.

3
4
5

Ingredient / 1 Square mould 18 cm. (without bottom)
B

Sweet chocolate ……………… 40 g
Walnuts………………………………… 40 g
Almonds ……………………………… 40 g

7

●

No
Accessories

8

mins

Heat
Start

Put softened butter and sugar into a bowl, and whisk until
the mixture ia a light, even color.
Gradually add in beaten egg into step 3 blend and then add
in step 2 and mix well.
Sieve ingredient A, add into step 4 and mix with a wooden
spatula. Add in crushed ingredient B and blend well.
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

170℃

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

Put a Baking paper on the Square tray, and place the mould
on top. Put step 5 inside and spread it out flat.
After done preheating, Put step 7 in the Lower rack.
23-28 mins

START

Baked

 eat butter in MICROWAVE 200 W select DESIRED
H
TEMPERATURE 15-20℃ until it turns soft and creamy.

●

approx 2

START

In case there is no mould available, make
a frame of height 4 cm with aluminium foil
and use instead of the mould.

6
Preheat

Sweet Chocolate ……………………… 80 g
Sugar …………………………………………… 60 g
Butter (unsalt) …………………………… 100 g
Egg ………………………………………………………2
Cake flour ………………………… 80 g
A
Grates Almond …………………… 20 g

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Lower

Baked donut

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2

Cocoa
● Sift the cake flour (70 g) and Cocoa (10 g).
Add chocolate chips (20 g).
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Add well whipped egg whites to 3 and mix together.

5
6

7

Pour 4 4 into moulds dividing into 6 equal parts. Place on
the square tray.
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

170℃

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

After preheating, place 5 in the lower shelf and bake.
18-23 mins
Lower

START

Sesame
● Add the roasted black sesame seeds (1 tbsp)
to 70 g of cake flour.

4

START

※Add with preparation method 4

Add cake flour and baking powder to 2 and mix together.

Baked

Sw e e t s

Arrangement

Add milk little by little to 1 and blend. Add vanilla essence.

3

Preheat

Ingredients/silicon mould 6 pieces＊Use a mould that is heat resistant to a minimum temperature of 200℃
Cake flour (sifted) …………………… 80 g
Egg yolk ……………………………………1 egg
Baking powder ……………………1/2 tsp
Milk ……………………………………………… 50 g
Butter ………………………………………… 80 g
Egg white …………………………………1 egg
Sugar ………………………………………… 50 g
Vanilla essence …………………… a little

Put butter and sugar in a bowl. Blend to prepare the cream.
Add egg yolk and mix together.

Heat
Start

Muffin

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3

Add cake flour and baking powder to 1 and mix. Pour into
moulds dividing into 8 equal parts, place on the square tray.
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

CONVECTION

180℃

（Preheat）

START

Preheat

4

Put butter and sugar in a bowl, blend till it turns whitish. Add
milk and beaten eggs little by little.

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

After preheating, place 2 in the lower shelf and bake.
START

Baked

18-23 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

Ingredients / muffin mould 6 mm diameter 8 pieces
Cake flour (sifted) ……………………180 g
Baking powder ………………………… 1 tsp
Butter …………………………………………100 g

Sugar ………………………………………… 80 g
egg ………………………………………………………2
Milk ……………………………………………… 50 g

Muffin arrangement ! →Add with preparation method 2
Chocolate chips ……………………………………………… 30 g
Processed cheese (7 - 8 mm cubes) ……… 80 g
Nuts (Broken to about 7 - 8 mm) ……………… 50 g

Scone

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Butter… ……………………………………… 100 g
Fresh Milk …………… 1/2 cup (100 ml.)

Preliminary preparations

No
Accessories

CONVECTION

210℃

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 6 mins）

Lightly press and turn 3 with a 5 to 6 cm diameter mould
(even a cup can be used). Make 9 pieces and arrange on
the square tray. Apply a small quantity of milk with a brush
(not included in the recipe).
After preheating, place 5 in the lower shelf and bake.
10 - 18 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

Tomato

Cake Flour ……………………………………………………………200 g
Baking powder, Sugar ……………Each 1 Tablespoon
Salt …………………………………………………………………………… little
Butter (Cut into cubes of 1 cm, cool in the refrigerator) 60 g

Sw e e ts

Sesame, Nuts
● In preparation method 1 ,
add roasted black sesame
seeds (1 tablespoon) and
preferred nuts (50 g) before
adding the milk.

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

START

Scones arrangement

6

Roll step 2 out to a thickness of 2 ~ 2.5 cm.

Baked

・Cut the butter into cubes of 1 cm. Cool in the refrigerator.

5

Gather dough step 1 together and knead on a board with a
layer of plain flour. Fold in three, Cover with plastic wrap and
store in the chiller for approx 20 mins.

START

Preheat

Ingredients / For 9 pieces
Cake flour …………………………200 g
Baking
powder …………………1 tbsp
A
Sugar …………………………… 1/2 tbsp
salt ………………………………… To taste

Sift along with A in a bowl. Chop butter in small pieces with
a confectionery card and mix together. Once the mix is
rubbed in, store in the chiller for approx 30 mins. and then
gradually add the milk and knead by hand.

Tomatoes boiled in water (Whole) 70 g (remove the juice)
Eggs ………………………………………………………………………… 1/2
Dried parsley ………………………………………………………………2 g
Pizza cheese …………………………………………………………50 g

● Whip
● Add

the eggs and combine with the cut tomatoes → Used instead of milk (Egg wash)
parsley and cheese with preparation method 1 and pour in the prepared egg wash.
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Steamed Cheesecake

CONVECTION

Instructions

1
2
3
4

Manual

No
Accessories

7
8

Preheating
Start

Pour 3 into 1 and smooth out the surface.
put 5 on Square tray. Put the tray in the Lower rack.
Heat
Start
（Standard heating time is approx 50 mins）

After done baking, Cool down in the cake mould.
Put A in a heat resistant container. Mix and wrap. Place at
the centre of the oven and heat.
MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 30

sec

START

No
Accessories

9

26 Cheese cake

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

Lower

●

Use a mould with removable base. In case the base is not
removable, it will be difficult to remove the dish from the mould.
●Once baked make sure it cools down before removing from the
mould. If it is removed from the mould before cooling, the shape
will change.

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

START

Baked：CONVECTION170℃45 - 60 mins

6

Add sugar, egg, cake flour, fresh cream and lemon juice to
2 in the same order and mix each time.

Ba ke d

Preheat：CONVECTION170℃Standard approx 4 mins

5

Put softened cream cheese in a bowl. Mix well till it becomes smooth.

START

Preheat
Ingredients / 1 Metal mould of 18 cm. dia. for Cake.
Cream cheese ……………………… 200 g 〈Topping〉
Egg ………………………………………………………2
Apricot jam …………………… 1 tbsp
A
Sugar ………………………………………… 80 g
Water …………………………… 1/2 tbsp
Cake flour ……………………………… 3 tbsp
Lemon Juice ……………………………… 2 tsp
Dairy Cream ………………………………150 g

Apply a thin layer of butter (not included in the recipe) to the
bottom and sides of the cake mould and place an oven sheet.

Heat
Start

Apply 8 on the surface of the cheesecake.

Rare cheese cake

MICROWAVE

No Accessories

Instructions

1
2
3
4
5

Apply a thin layer of butter (not included in the recipe) to the
bottom and sides of the cake mould and place an oven sheet.
Make the units with A. Place the biscuits in a bag and
powder finely. Add butter and blend thoroughly. Spread on
the bottom of mould 1 with no gaps. (Compact by firmly
pressing from the top)
Put B in a heat resistant container and soak the gelatin.
Put softened cream cheese in a bowl. Mix well till it becomes
smooth.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven chamber and heat.

Sw e e t s

Ingredients / 1 Metal mould of 18 cm. dia. for Cake.
Cream cheese………………………… 200 g
Biscuit …………………………………100 g
A
Sugar ………………………………………… 50 g
Melted butter …………………… 70 g
Fresh cream (7 minutes standing)150g
Gelatin ……………………………… 5 g
B
Plain yoghurt …………………………… 50 g
Water ……………………………… 2 tbsp
Lemon Juice ……………………………… 2 tsp
●

Use a mould with removable base. In case the base is not removable,
it will be difficult to remove the dish from the mould.
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6
7

MICROWAVE 600 W

15-20 sec

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Add sugar, yoghurt, lemon juice, 5 , and fresh cream to 4
in the same order and mix.
Pour 6 into 2 , smooth out the surface and cool in the
refrigerator.

Steamed Cake

STEAMED
＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

Lightly beat egg add sugar and blend well.

2

Mix Instant pancake flour, Fresh milk and Vanilla essence into
step 1 , and blend until the mixture is creamy.

3

Roll out dough step 2 and put into 8 aluminum cups.

4

Put Gridiron on Square tray, lay a Baking paper on the Gridiron
and place step 3 over them.

5

Put step 4 i n the Lower rack.
14-19 mins

START

STEAMED

Heat
Start

Lower

Ingredients / 8 Aluminium cup of 5 cm. dia.
Egg ……………………………………………………… 1
Fresh Milk ……………………………………100 g
Sugar ………………………………………… 20 g
Vanilla essence …………………… To taste
Instant Pancake Flour ……………150 g

Steamed cake arrangement

Coffee
Dissolve the instant coffee (10 g) in hot water (2

●

Cocoa
Mix Cocoa (10 g) to the hot cake mix.

●

tablespoons) and add milk to prepare 100 g.

Sweet Potato

Cut the sweet potato (70 g) to cubes of 1 cm.

●

Pumpkin

C ut the pumpkin (70 g) to cubes of 1cm. Put in a heat
resistant container and wrap. Heat <Microwave 600W • 1 to 2
minutes>.

●

Put in a heat resistant container and wrap. Heat <Microwave
600W • 1 to 2 minutes> .
Once the dough is prepared with preparation method 2 , add
the sweet potato. (Keep some for decoration) Place the sweet
potato on the dough prepared with preparation method 3 .

●

Steamed Sweet Potato

Once the dough is prepared with preparation method 2 , add
the pumpkin. (Keep some for decoration) Place the pumpkin on
the dough prepared with preparation method 3 .

●

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

＊Preparation of water tank

Instructions

1

No Accessories

Wash the sweet potato and drain the water. Prick holes all
over the surface with a fork and place on a heat resistant tray.

2

Put step 1 in the center of cavity.
15-20 mins

Heat
Start

Sw e e ts

MICROWAVE
STEAM

START

No
Accessories

●

Ingredients / For 4 pieces
Sweet potato at 3~5 cm in each ………………………… 4 pieces (1 piece / 250 g)

Manual

Cooking time may vary, due to difference in sweet potato width.
In case cooking for 2 pieces
(MICROWAVE STEAM 8~13 mins)
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Baked Potato

CONVECTION

Manual

Ingredients / For 4 dishes
Sweet Potatoes ................ 4 bulb(1 bulb 250 g.)
(3~5 cm. thick)

Instructions

1

2

Put Square tray from step 1 in the Lower rack.
27 Baked potato
Lower

Heat
Start

START

Ba ke d

Rinse sweet potatoes and drain. Stab overall each sweet
potato with a fork and lay it on the Square tray.

CONVECTION
（without Preheat）
200℃43-48 mins

（Standard heating time is approx 45 mins）

Butter Cake with Marron & Raisin

CONVECTION
Ingredient/ 1 Metal mould for cake 8x17x6 cm.
Raisin …………………………………………………………………50 g
Rum …………………………………………………………………2 tbsp
Chestnut in syrup ………………………………………………… 6
Rice Flour …………………………………………………80 g
A Grates Almond …………………………………………25 g
Baking Powder ………………………………………… 1 tsp
Butter ……………………………………………………………… 100 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………80 g
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 2
Syrup from chestnut in syrup ……………… 1 tbsp
Rum …………………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Preliminary preparations

・Soak the raisins in rum for 3 hours. Separate
the rum and the raisins using a strainer etc.

Instructions

1

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

200℃
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CONVECTION

（without Preheat）

8

Preheating
Start

Put step 4 into the cake mould, and level the surface flat.

170℃

20-25 mins

Heat
Start

Lower

After done baking, Place on the gridiron and remove the
Baking paper .While still hot, mix the chestnut in syrup with
rum, and pour on top. Leave to cool down.

If the butter is heated with microwave 200 W or heated
at the preferred temperature of 15 to 20℃ till it softens,
creamy state is easily formed.

●

START

No
Accessories

（The standard preheating time is approx 5 mins）

6

2.After done baking, sprinkle on the chestnuts for the topping.
Continue heat.

Put all the flours into step 3 and mix, before adding raisins
step 1, chopped chestnuts step 2 and mix thoroughly.

START

Preheat

Sw e e t s

5

Heat
Start

Lower

Put softened butter and sugar in a bowl bowl, stir and blend
with a whisk until the mix turns light in color. Gradually add
lightly beaten egg and blend well.

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

approx 20 mins

DECISION

4

1.After done preheating, Put step 6 on the Square tray. Put
it in Lower rack.
START

3

Chop 3 chestnuts and divide the other 3 into 2 equal portions
for topping. Mix Rice flour, Greates almond and Baking powder
together.

Baked

2

7

Line the mould with Baking paper.

No
Accessories

Biscotti

CONVECTION
Ingredients / For approx. 30 pieces
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 1
Sugar ……………………………………………………………… 80 g
Rice flour………………………………………………… 30 g
A Baking powder ………………………………… 1/2 tsp
Cocoa Powder ……………………………………… 1 tsp
bean curd refuse…………………………………………… 170 g
Nuts※(chopped) ……………………………………… 30 g
B
Dry fruits※(chopped)…… ………………………… 60 g

Instructions

3
4

Add bean curd to 2 , mix together well till there is no
whitish spots. (Mixes well when mixed by hand)
Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
CONVECTION

（Preheat）

160℃

Preheating
Start

7
8

approx 15 mins

Lower

Once the residual heat has dissipated, cut to a thickness of
approximately 1 cm with a very sharp knife. Arrange on a
square tray with the cut end at thetop. ( If it moulded by
pressing when it has collapsed, will stick while baking)
Place 7 in the lower shelf and further bake.
CONVECTION

150℃

（without Preheat）

After approximately 20 mins (remaining time displayed 18-23
mins) turn over and press start again and bake.

CONVECTION
Ingredients / 9 Metal cups mould 9 cm.
Egg …………………………………………………………………………… 3
Sugar ………………………………………………………………… 150 g
Lemon peel(Grated) ……………………………………… 1
A Lemon Juice ……………………………………………4 tbsp
Rice Flour ……………………………………………… 100 g
B Grated Almond …………………………………………45 g
Baking powder ………………………………… 1 1/2 tsp
Oil ………………………………………………………………………… 80 g
Prune ………………………………………………………………………… 9
Apricot jam ………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Rum ………………………………………………………… 1/2 tbsp
〈Icing〉
Powdered sugar …………………………………………… 30 g
Lemon Juice ………………………………………… 1 1/2 tsp

Instructions

1

Lay Baking paper cups in the baking cup moulds.

2

5

Lightly beat the egg in a bowl, add sugar and blend well.

6

Lay dough step 3 into
prunes on top.

After done preheating, Put step 5 on the Square tray. Put
the tray in the Lower rack

180℃

START

Preheat

CONVECTION

（Preheat）

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 4 mins）

7
8

START

18-23 mins

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.
No
Accessories

2/ of baking cup mould and put
3

Sw e e ts

Add A to 2 . Mix well. Add B and mix together thoroughly.
In addition add salad oil and mix together thoroughly.

Baked

4

Heat
Start

Lower

Lemon Cake

3

38-43 mins

START

Line a Square tray with Baking paper. Shape step 3 into
two pieces with 1.5 cm. thickness and 15 x 6 cm. rectangular
shapes.

Heat
Start

DECISION

（The standard preheating time is approx 3 mins）

After preheating, place 5 in the lower shelf and bake.

Baked

No
Accessories

START

Preheat

5

Add A to 1 and mix.

6

START

2

Put egg and sugar into a bowl,whisk until smooth and add B
in, and blend well.

Baked

1

※Nuts can include walnuts, sliced almonds
while dried fruits can include raisins, orange
peel and currants.
・If the juice from bean curd are excessive,
drain the juice out.

Heat
Start

Lower

After done heating, while the mixture still hot, add apricot
jam and rum and let the mix cool down.
Mix the icing ingredients well and apply to the surface of 7 .
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Sweet potato

CONVECTION
Ingredients / For 8 pieces
Sweet potato ………………………………………… Net 230 g
Butter…………………………………………………………………… 25 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………… 25 g
Egg yolk ………………………………………………………… 1 egg
Fresh cream …………………………………………… 20 - 40 g
Vanilla essence …………………………………………… a little
Egg yolk ………………………………………………… 1 egg
A
Water ………………………………………………………… 1 tsp

4

Instructions

1

Add butter, sugar, egg yolk and vanilla essence to 1 in the
same order.
Add fresh cream to 2 while monitoring the progress. (Add
till the state it is not hard or sticky)

Kusa mochi

6

200℃

CONVECTION

START

Heat
Start

No
Accessories

Preheating
Start

（The standard preheating time is approx 5 mins）

After preheating, place 4 in the lower shelf and bake.
13 - 18 mins

START

3

4 - 5 mins

Preheat without placing anything in the oven chamber.

Baked

2

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

No
Accessories

5
Preheat

Peel the sweet potato and cut to round slices of 1 cm.
Arrange in a heat resistant container such that they do not
overlap. Wrap and place at the centre of the oven chamber.
Heat. Crush while still hot.

Divide 3 into 8 equal parts and make oval shapes. Arrange
on a square tray and apply A.

Heat
Start

Lower

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 10 pieces
Top Grade Flour ……………………………………………… 150 g
Mochi Rice Flour………………………………………………… 50 g
Sugar ……………………………………………………………………40 g
Water …………………………………………………………………170 ml
Felon Herb Powder ………………………………………………5 g
Whole bean paste ………………………… 250 g ~ 300 g
Kinako soybean flour ………………… proper quantity

Instructions

1
2

4

Divide the whole bean paste into 10 equal parts and make
them round.
Put top grade flour, mochi rice flour and water into a heat
resistance bowl and mix well. Add sugar and stir.
Place 3 at the centre of the oven and heat. Stir well with
a moistened wooden spatula.
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MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 3

mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

5
6

Add 1 to 4 , mix well using water to moisten the hands
and taking care not to get burns.
Place 5 at the centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

7
8

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 3

mins

START

Sw e e t s

3

Soak the mugwort powder as described on the bag and
drain the water well.

Heat
Start

After heating, mix with a moistened wooden spatula. Mix
well with wet hands.
Divide step 7 into 10 equal, oval shaped portion and put
paste step 2 on top. Fold into half. Sprinkle kinako soybean
flour on top before serving.

Strawberry Stuffed Daifuku

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 8 pieces
Mochi rice flour …………………………………………………70 g
Water …………………………………………………………… 140 ml
Sugar …………………………………………………………………40 g
Strawberry ………………………………………… small sizes 8
Strained Bean Paste …………………………………… 120 g
Starch …………………………………………… Proper quantity

Instructions

1

3

Put mochi rice flour in a heat resistance container gradually
add water and blend well with a wooden spatula. Add sugar
and mix well until smooth.
Put step 2 in the center of the cavity. Heat.
MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 3 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Yokan with Chestnut Fillings

4
5

After done heating, blend with a wooden spatula.
Put step 4 in the center of the cavity again, Heat.
No
Accessories

6
7

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 2.50 mins

START

2

Wash the strawberries, dry and remove the stalks. Divide the
strained bean paste into 8 equal parts (15 g. each) and wrap
round the strawberries, wrapping thinly at the narrow end.

Heat
Start

เริ่ม

After done heating, mix again until the ingredients turn
elastic, transfer to tray and add starch before dividing into 8
equal parts.
Wrap step 1 by dough step 6 , before turning them upside
down.

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredient / For 1 stick
Strained Bean Paste …………………………………… 250 g
cake flour (Sieved) …………………………………………20 g
Starch ……………………………………………………………………5 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………20 g
Water ………………………………………………………………3 tbsp
Salt …………………………………………………………………to taste
Chestnut(in syrup)……………………………… 120 ~ 130 g
Syrup(from chestnut) …………………………………2 tbsp

Instructions

1
2

Gradually add Syrup and Water into step 2 , mix and then
add chestnut step 1 in and blend thoroughly.
Put step 3 in the center of the cavity.
MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 3.30 mins

START

No
Accessories

6

Put step 5 in the center of the cavity again, Heat.
No
Accessories

7

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 5 mins

Heat
Start

Sw e e ts

4

Put the cake flour, potato starch, sugar and salt in a heat
resistant container. Mix well with a wooden spatula till the
mixture becomes soft.

After done heating, blend with a wooden spatula

START

3

5

Chopping chestnut to desired size.

After done heating, stir with a wooden spatula. Wrap and roll
before carving into square shapes.

Heat
Start
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Chestnut Dango with Black Sesame

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 8 pieces
Chestnut in syrup …………………………………… 5 pieces
White Bean Paste ………………………………………… 160 g
Mochi Rice Flour ………………………………………………70 g
Water ………………………………………………………………110 ml
Crushed Black Sesami ………………………………… 1 tbsp
Sugar …………………………………………………………………50 g
Crushed Black Sesami Seeds(Topping) ………25 g

4

Instructions

1

3

Put mochi rice flour ans water into a heat resistance bowl
and mix. Add sugar and crushed black sesami seeds.

approx 3 mins

START

MICROWAVE 600 W

5
6

Place 2 at the centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

Peanut Mochi

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 2.30 mins

START START

2

Drain the juice out of the chestnut in syrup and divide each
of the 4 pieces into 2 equal portions and wrap with equally
divided into 8 white bean paste. Cut 1 remaining chestnut
into 8 for decoration.

Mix well after heating. Place at the centre of the oven
chamber and heat once again.
Heat
Start

After heating, mix well once again, move to a tray laid with
black sesame used for covering. Fold two times and allow
residual heat to dissipate.
Once the residual heat has dissipated, divide into 8 equal
parts. Wrap the remaining portion of the bean paste in 1
Sprinkle the ground sesame remaining in the tray.

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 8 pieces
(Peanut Paste)
White Bean Paste ………………………………………… 120 g
Chunky Peanut Butter ……………………………………25 g
(Dough)
Mochi Rice Flour ………………………………………………70 g
Water …………………………………………………………… 100 ml
Sugar …………………………………………………………………40 g
Maple syrup …………………………………………………… 1 tbsp
(Topping)
Ground Peanuts …………………………………………… 1 tbsp
Honey ………………………………………………………… 1/2 tbsp

Instructions

1

3

Put mochi rice flour into a heat resistant bowl, gradually add in
the water and mix well. Add the sugar, maple syrup and blend
thoroughly until the mixture turns stucky.
Place 2 at the centre of the oven and heat.
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MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 3 mins

เริ่ม
START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

4

Mix well after heating. Place at the centre of the oven
chamber and heat once again.
No
Accessories

5
6
7

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 2.30 mins

START

Sw e e t s

2

Mix the peanut butter to the white bean paste and mix
together. Divide into 8 equal parts.
(When the white bean paste is soft, remove the water
<MICROWAVE 600 W 1 - 2 mins> while monitoring the
progress)

Heat
Start

After heating, mix well again and place on a tray to which a
thin layer of potato starch has been applied and fold into 2
so that the potato starch does not enter inside.
Once the dough is getting cool, break it into 8 equal portions,
wrap step 1 and brush excess flour off.
Drizzle honey on top of step 6 and sprinkle with ground
peanuts.

Pumpkin Mochi with Coconut

MICROWAVE

STEAMED

No Accessories
＊Preparation of water tank

Ingredients / For 8 pieces
(Pumpkin Paste)
Pumpkin (peeled with the pulp removed) 100 g
Top grade flour …………………………………………………20 g
Coconut Milk…………………………………………………… 100 g
Sugar …………………………………………………………………30 g
Mix fruit (such as Pineapple, Kiwi and Mango)
………………………………………………………………………………35 g
(Mochi dough)
Top grade flour …………………………………………………50 g
Mochi Rice Flour ………………………………………………60 g
Water ……………………………………………………………… 85 ml
Sugar …………………………………………………………………30 g
Coconut Powder ……………………………………………… 10 g
(Topping)
Wolfberry Seed ……………………………………………………… 8
Coconut powder ……………………………………………… 10 g

Instructions

1

2

1. Heat the pumpkin and strain.
approx 2.30 mins

Heat
Start

MICROWAVE 600 W

approx 1 mins

START

No
Accessories

Heat
Start

3. Add pumpkin to 2 and mix thoroughly. Place at the centre
of the oven chamber and heat. Mix well. Add fruits that
have been cut to 1 cm cubes and mix.
approx 2 mins

Heat
Start

2. Place 2 at the centre of the oven and heat.
No
Accessories

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 1.30 mins

START

Prepare the rice cake dough

1. Add rice flour (non-glutinous rice), refined rice flour and
water to a heat resistant container in the same order, and
mix well. Next add sugar and coconut powder. Mix well.

4

approx 1.30 mins

Heat
Start

4. M
 ix well with a wooden spatula moistened with water.
Bring together by mixing well using water to moisten the
hands and taking care not to get burns.
Break Dough in step 2 into 8 equal portions and spread.
Scoop pumpkin paste step 1 into 8 equal portions and
spread.Scoop pumpkin paste step
Lay a plastic wrap on a heat resistance tray and array step
3 on it. Put the tray in the center of cavity. Heat
No
Accessories

5

MICROWAVE
STEAM

MICROWAVE
STEAM

approx 1.30 mins

START

2

MICROWAVE
STEAM

START

No
Accessories

3

No
Accessories

START

2. Put rice flour (non-glutinous rice), coconut milk and sugar
in a heat resistant container, and mix. Place at the centre
of the oven chamber and heat. Mix well.

Prepare the rice cake dough (Continuation)

MICROWAVE 600 W

START

Prepare the pumpkin paste

No
Accessories

3. After heating, mix well with a wooden spatula moistened
with water. Place at the centre of the oven chamber and
heat once again.

Heat
Start

After done heating, sprinkle the coconut powder on and
decorate with wolfberry seeds on top.

Heat
Start

Sw e e ts
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